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ABSTRACT

Reliable techniques for the living ceII culture and correlative trgrtt
electron microscopy (EM) of meiotic pollen mother cells (pMCs) of lt4s
sput'iu, ALLtun triquetnwn and Tradesemttia flumenensis are described in
detail. Living PMCs were successfully cultured in a slide charnber on

agar,/sucrose medium. CeIIs vrere covered with an inert oil to prevent
their dehydration, and some ce}ls were cultured from metaphase r to
tetrad cell formation over a 20 hour period. other PMCs were fixed with
glutaraldehyde and flat eurbedded using a modificatj-on of the agar sandwich

technique of Uo1E-gajer and Bajer (1968). This technique was deveJ.oped

to permit the preselection of Pl,lCs at known meiotic stages, for subsequenL

EI{ exarnination. Serial thin sections were cut at known planes of section;
and 3-D reconstructions of tlT distribution, and tlT counts from transverse
sections were completed. It was also possible to examine sections of an

-frzls anaphase I P!{C which had been previously studied in life.
Anaphase I and II chronosome velocities were analysed in the three

speci"es. l{ean velocities were approximately 0.5 pm/nin with some

variatton from celL to cell and between sister half-spindles. tn ALLiwn

anaphase f there was also variation in chromosome velocity within the
halt-spindle; and this variation was found not to be related to
chromosome position on the metaphase r plate. spindle elongation was

zero in A'LLiwn anaphase I and in f t,is anaphase f I, but was detectabl-e in
Alltun anaphase rr (4Ot) and in "fris anaphase r (l5t). The extent of
spindle elongation in TradeseanLia could not be d.etermined.

The kinetochore region in the first neiotic division consisted of
two closely appressed, but structurally (and functionally) distinct, sister
kinetochores. At meiosis II, the tvro sister kinetochores were separate
from each other and faced opposite poles. The kinetochore arrangement
probably changes from side-by-side (meiosis I) to back-to-back (meiosis
rr) during chromosome recondensation at prophase rr in these cells.

Bundles of non-kinetochore microtubules (nkMTs) span the interzone
between sister chromosorne units at metaphase I and If and anaphase II.
Bundles of kj-netochore MTs (kMTs) do not increase in divergence at any

stage of meiosis studied; there was little interaction between nkMTs

and kMTs, and MT-MT cross bridges were rare. These observations are not
consistent. with models of chromosome movement based on MT sliding or
zipping. No relationship was found between nkt'lT distribution and spindle
elongation, and the several different nkMT distributions whictr have been

reported for other cell types may be variations on a.structural theme.

qrd



(vii)

spildle endoplasnic reticuhm (ER) in neios,i.s Ir was found to be
deri.ved largely frorn iru.aglnations and evaginations of the nuelear
enveloBe- G:owth of extsting spi.ntlle XIR was proposecl to a6eoturt for
the doubl.lng ia he anount of ER obsented betsween interphase and Brone-
ta[Dhase rI. Rancturry oriented elenents of ER, in early pr<metapbase rI
spindles uay becstse passivel.y afigued aXoreg the interPolar axis ;rnd then
actively tra,nsported lulew.ards at later stages of prometaphase II and
netapha€e II.

Suggestione f,or futrrre researeh are of,felred.
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Chapter 1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 LrvrNG CELL AND ELECTh;r"l MrcRoscopy oF poLLEN MoTHER CELLS.

The most comprehensive living cell and electron micrsocope (nu1 study
of any one cell type is undoubtedly the excellent work of Bajer and MolE-

Bajer (1971-, 1972, reviews) on Haemanthuskatheyinae mitotic endosperm cells.
Most other studies have used animal cells; particularly ins.:ct spermatocytes
in meiosis (Nicklas, Brinkley, pepper, Kubai and Rickards, Lg79l and

mammalian cells in mitosis (Roos, L976'). Plant material has been negJ-ected,
yet it can provi,cle readily accessible dividing cells, usually in considerable
numbers and often with large chromosomes. Some early living ceII work was

done on plant epidermal and staminal hair cell mitosis (Belar; L929i Becker,

1938; Wada, 1943) and it is unfortunate that detailed observation has not
continued in these materials since they are generally not difficult to
culture (personal observations).

The culture of living neiotic plant cells, in contrast, is difficult and

has been attempted only rarely (Shimakura, 1934, L937; Yasui,1952; F\rjii andYasui,

L954i rnou6, 1953, I964i Garot, Lebrun-Peremans, lloreau and Gillies, 1968;

Lambert, 1978). Most of these qroups found that a pure sucrose
solution, rather than a balanced salt solution, was most effective as a
cu-l-ture medium for pollen mother cells (PMCs). Balanced salt (Ringer)
solutions were found by Shimakura (1934) to maintain Pt'lCs of Tr<tiieseantt,t
''irUiniana at a particular stage but they did not support the continuation
of meiosis. Fure sucrose solutions, more or Less exactly isotonic rvith the
FMcs, were usually found in the above studies to permit meiosis to proceed

in favourable species. rn many (most?) other species, sucrose solutions may

not be sufficj-ent to support meiosis.
Shj-makura (1934) suspended Pl4Cs in a relatively large hanging drop

preparation and obtained a photographic image of Pl'lC chromosomes of good

quality, considering he was only able to use a bright field light microscope.
The photographic image quality obtained by Fujii and Yasui (1954), in
contrast, \das quite low. This was because, in order to improve cell
viability and to permit meiosis to proceed, it was necessary to explant
PI"lCs still covered with tapetal cells and tapetal fluid. Both studies were

completed in the early 1930's, before the development of the phase contrast
or the irnproved polarizing microscopes.

rnou6 (f953, 1964) was mainly concerned with spindle fibres and their
birefringence (BR) in the polarizing.microscope (see section r.2r) and while
he reports continuing rneiotic division in several plant species, photographic
docurnentation is not given. rnou6's technique (Fuserer, pers. conm. to
G.K. Rickards, J-97'71 was to use a hanging drop preparation, and he is the
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only htorker to have had success with Ringer solutions as culture media.

The work of Garot et aL. (1968) and Lambert (in Hufford, L97B; as

a text figure), both on ?. paludosa, are the only reports of hiqh
resolution phase contrast light microscopy (Ll4) and cin6-micrography in
meiotic plant cells. Dr Larnbert and her students have also had some

success wLtln Paeonia and Gi,nkgo pMCs, and PsiLotun spore-mother-cells
(pers. cornm. April, L9791 .

Longer term in uitto test tube culture of Pl"lCsrfrom early stages of
prophase I through to the end of meiosis, has been possible for a number

of years (Ito and Stern, L967i see Stern and Hotta, L977, for a review).
These studies utilize a compl-etely defined medium (e.g. modified White,s,
1963, medir.rn), but some preliminary studies reported here, using defined
media for short term slide culture of PMCs, have shown no improvement in
ceII health over pure sucrose solutj-on (see Ch. 3). However, defined media

may Prove to be essentiaL to the culture of PMCs which do not survive in
sucrose solution.

Electron microscope investigations of neiotic plant ce1ls have

concentrated nainly on Prophase I and especially on synaptinemal complexes
(e.g. Gillies t L973i Church and Moens, 1976r. Studies on later stages are
linited (Sato, 1958, 1969; Sakai, 1968, I969a and b, I975i IrJilson, 1968;

Braselton and Bowen, I97L; wagenaar and Bray, 1973) , and a]I have involvetl
the sectioning of whole anthers. However, detailed studies of meiosis
require pri-or knowledge of both the meiotic stage of the PMC a:ic1 the exact
plane of section. This information is only available if cells are flat
embedded in a thin wafer of plastic before sectioning. The flat embedding

technigue has been widely used with mitotj-c plant cells (Mol-t.Bajer and

Bajer, 1968) and mitotic and meiotic animal cells (e.g. Fuge, L977,1980,
Nicklas et aL., L979) and has contributed greatly to our knowledge of the
ultrastructure of dividing cells. It is sometimes desirable to know the
behaviour of a particular cell or a particular chromosome inmediately prior
to fixation, and this also is now possible in many cells. A particular ce1l
can be filmed for some time, then fixed, embedded and sectioned and the same

celI can be examined in the EM (tqoG-eajer and Ba jer, 1958; Nickla s et a'l . ,
L979). Such studies can give considerable insight into particular problems
such as orientation and reorientation (Roos, 1976; Nicklas et aL., L979, .

Correlative L and EM studies, as reported here, have not previously been

attempted in meiotic plant ceLls, although Lambert (pers. conm., Apri1,
1979) reports some unpublished results with ?. paludosa.

The recent success of the techniques for plant cel1 protoplasr isolation
and culture (Cocking, 1977 review) suggests the possibility that protoplasts
could be obtained from PMCs. In fact, rto (1973) and Bajaj (f974) report
some success in tube culture of PMC protoplasts isolated at prophase I. In
relation to the study of meiotic chrornosome movement, it might be possiLrle
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to flatten PMC protopl4sts, as is done with endospenn ce1ls and spermatocytes,
to give a high quality phase contrast image of chromosomes. Unfortunately,
viabLe PMCs at stages with visible chromosomes could not be obtained in
this study.

The objecL of this thesis \das to develop reliable te,-lrniques for living
ceII culture, cin6-micrography, and for correl-ative EM including serial-
sectioningt of PI'1Cs in meiosis. These aims were achieved and as well some

initial observations are presented and discussed.
Chromosome velocities and the duration of meiotic stages were compared

with those in other species. Sister kinetochore arrangement in the first
and second divisions of meiosis, microtubule (MT) distributions and membrane

distributions were also analysed and discussed.
These studies are obviously a technical prerequisite for any subsequent.

experimental work on chromosome movement. This could involve the behaviour
of abnormal chromosomes during prometaphase ar,c anaphase I, which could glve
useful insights into the forces involved in moving chromosomes. Analyses of
abnor:na1 chromosomes in Living cells are rare (e.g. Bauer, Dietz and Robbelen,
1961; Wise and Rickards. L9771. P1ant material can provide a ready source
of such mutant cells since individual plants can be cloned to produce a

population of genetically identical plants (see Rickards, 1970, ph.D. thesis;
and Rickards, L977, 1981 , in press; Balog, I97g; fc:r strrclios on int-errchange

and triploid / LLiwn tni.quetrwn) .

The following is a review of spindle structure .irrd organization,
spindle forces, and force production, which will form a background to ttre
preserrt living ceIl and el-ectron microscope observations of meiosis in pMCs.

L.2 SPINDLE STRUCUTI.JRE AND ORGANIZATTON

J-.21 Spindle fibres

The chemical compositiorr of the spindle is still largely unknown (Forer,
1978b) - The existence of chromosomes has never been seriously doubted,
since they are often vi-sib1e in living cells with the standard liqht
microscope (LM). on the other hand, the reality of spindle fibres has often
been examined (see schrader, 1953), and it was not until 1953 that the
"illuminating" polarized Ll,! studies of rnou6 "shed new light" on this
question. Astral, chromosomal and interpolar spindte fibres are clearly
visible when viewed with the rectified polarized light optics developed by

lnou6 (1953), and their existence in living cells is now no longer questlorred.
Differential interference contrast microscopy also reveals spindle fibres in
living cells (Bajer and Allen, 1966),
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Lhder polarized light, spindle fibres appear as bright zones against
a dark background (or vice versa); this condition is known as birefringence
(BR) and BR chromosomal and interpolar spindle fibres are present in rnost

eukaryotic spindles. Chromosomal fibres are attached to each chromosorne at
its centromere and interpolar (= continuous) fibres span all or part of the
interpolar distance. Astra1 fibres are also present in most animal spindles.

1.22 Microtubules

spindre fibres under the electron microscope consist nainry of
bundles of discrete linear molecules called microtubules (MTs) (Harris, 1962;
Roth and Daniels, L962r. The replacement of permanganate (sato, r95g) or
osmir:rn (Harris, 1952) fixation with double fixation at room temperature vrrth
grutaraldehyde and then osnium (sabitini, Bensch and Barrnett, L963;
Ledbetter and Porter, 1963) resulted in consistently high qualJ-ty preservation
of cellular org;rnelles, especially MTs.

There are several classes of MT in the spindle: astral MTs; kinetochore
or chromosornaL l,tTs; interzonal MTs; and interpolar or continuous MTs

(Nicklas, 1971). r will folLow the definitions of .rensen and Bajer (1973)

and Fuge (L974), which refer to MTs which are attached to a chromosome at
the kinetochore, or are in a bundle of MTs which is attaehed to a kinetochore,
as kinetochore MTs (kMTs); and those l,ITs not attached to a kinetochore, nor
in a bundle of kMTs, witl be called non-kinetochore MTs (nkMTs) . These terms
avoid any assumptions of MT length.

The question of the reality of spindle fibres can now be posed with
respect to MTs. Microtubules can be demonstrated in the spindle with a wide
variety of techniques. Perhaps the most convincing is the rlemonstration by
Moor (1967) of MTsin a para1lel array in the spindle of unfiir,.d freeze etched
yeast cells. The,,e MTs were similar in all respects to MTs in chemically
fixed cells of the same organism (Robinow and Marak, Lg66). Recenr
immunologicaL techniques (Cande, Lazarides ancl l"lclntosh, 1977 i De May,

Hoebeke, De Brabander, Gueuens and Joniau, Lg76') reveal MT protein (tubulin)
in the same regions as MTs. Also, MTs can be assembled from tubulin subunits
in uitno, and when these MTs are examined under the EI"t they are found to have

the same strucLure as spindle MTs (Weisenberg, I972i Olrnstecl and Borisy,
L912i Kirschner, L97g review).

In transverse section, MTs are hollow cylinders approximately 24 nm in
diamet.er, and are made up of 13 discrete subunits. These subuni.ts are
stacked in parallel arrays giving rise to 13 longitudinal protofilaments.
There are two types of tubulin monomer: o, and B, each with a mw of 55,00u.
The basic subunit is thought to be a hetero-dimer (Kirschner, l97g).
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The mechanism of MT serf assembry is still, to some extent, the
subject of controversy (Kirschner, 1978) and will not be discussed here.
MT assembly from existing MTs can occur at both ends of the MTs, although
at different rates. Bergen and Borisy (1980), and Bergerl Kuriyama and

Borisy (1980), have shown that MT assembly occurs at a rate three times
faster at the distal end of a flagellar axoneme "seed" than at the proximal
end. Furthermore, disassembly occurs at a faster rate at the distal
end- Bergen ,'t aL. (1980) also found that the rate of assembty (and dis-
assembly) of MTs onto isol-ated centrosones and chromosomes was identical to
that for the distal end of the flagellar axoneme control. They conclude that
proximal end assembly and disassembLy is inhibited by structural means and

centrosomal and chromosomal MTs grow from their distal ends only. This
implies that k[tTs and nkltTs would be antiparallel in the hatf-spindle. These

observations on l4T polarity are in direct conflict with those of Margolis and

Wilson (1978) and Margolis, WiLson and Kiefer (1978) , since the latter group
propose that assembly of kl'trs occurs at the kinetochore (proximal) end, and

assembly of nkuTs occurs at the eguatorial (distat) end. This gives a

pararlel arrErngement of MTs in each half spindre. Margolis et a!-. (1979)

propose that MTs assemble at one end and disassemble at the other, suggesting
that there is a flow of naterial along the MT bundles. A poleward migrat.ion
of material along chromosome fibres can be seen in living cells of tlaenarttlu:;
endosperm with tir-fferential interference contrast optics (Hard and Allerr.
L977'). Margolis ct aL. (1978) looked only at net MT assembly rather tlrarr
actual MT assembly (and disassembly) at each end (Bergen et d'|..r l9g0),an,i thrrs
Bergen et aL.' s interpretation is more appropriate. However, these anri
earlier studies (McGill and Brinkley, 1975; snyder and. Mcrntosh, 197s;
Telser, Moses and Rosenbaum, 1975; Gould and Borisy, l97ga; pepper an6
Brinkley, L979i Summers and Kirschner, f9?9) have atl used coloemid-
treated chromosomes and it is not known whether these resemble in ui,tyo
chromosomes (Tippit, pickett-Heaps and r,eslie, lggo). As noted by Tippit
et aL. (1980, p. 415), "the kineLochore may renucleate MTs al-ready bound to
the kinetochore, but not removed by colchemid treatment; or the kinetochores
may be 'seeded' by binding to small MT fragments collected during chromosome
preparation". In view of these criticisms it is clear that further in tsiLtr,

studies are required.
Tippit et aL (19g0) suggest that the kinetochore does not nucleate

MTs at all in diatoms; rather, the kinetochore fibre appears to be

prinarily composed of MTs from the poles. They furt-lrer suggest that a

situation similar to this may exist in other ce1l types. rf this is so, MT

porarity should be parallel in the half spindre. The question of ur
polarity in the spindle is clearly unresolved at presenr.
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t'ticrotubules can be revealed in the IJ"l with the irununofluorescent

technique (Brinkley, Fistel, Marcum and Pardue, 1980, review). The

procedures are described in detail in Brinkley et aL. (1980) and peterson

and Berns (1980); and two variations are available: direct, and indirect
immunofluorescence using tubulin antibody. In interphase cells beautiful
3-D inages of MT networks are seen (Fuller, Brinkley and Boughter, L975;

Brinkley, Fuller and Highfield, L975, L976i Weber Bibring and Osborn, L975a;

lteber, Pollack and Bibring, 1975b; weber, L976. F'or a review of the recent
literature see Brinkley et aL., 1980). In mitotic spindles of animal cells
the technique reveals distinct spindle fibres (Nagayama and Dales, I97Oi
Dales, L972; Furrer et aL." l9z5; Brinkley et aL., L97s, L97Gi !{eber eL dL.,

L9'l5ai l{eber, I976e Cande et aLo L977i Connolly, Kalnins, Cleveland and

Kirschner t L978i welsh, Dednan, Brinkley and Means e r97g; Brinkrey et aL.,

1980). Immunofluorescenee of plant cells, and of mouse meiotic spindles,
has also revealed. distinct spindle fibres (Franke, Seib, Osborn, Weber,

Herth, and FaIk, 1977i and Weber, Osborn, Franke, Seib, Scheer and Herth,
L977 i for plant cells, and Wassernan and Fujiwara, 1978 for meoitic cells) .

Fluorescence is dispersed by agents knowrr to disrupt MTs in the EM (Weber,

1976) and correl-ative Ll4 and Ett studies show that t'tTs are indeed labelled
with antibody (De lrlay et aL., I976i pepper and Brinkley, L977i osborn,
Webster and Weber, 1978).

Formalin fixed cells have been used routinely in these studies, but
formalin is known to depolynerize MTs (Forer, Kalnins and Zinunerman, L976i

Pepper and Brinkley, L977). The antigenicity of tubulin is apparently not
significantly altered during formalin fixation; thus conjugation with anti-
tubulin still occurs. The intact, but chemically altered, MTs of glutar-
aldehyde fixed cells do not bind to antibody against native tubulin. Anti-
borJy against glutaraldehyde fixed tubulin has recently been used to give a

much cle"rrer image of MT distribution (Eckert, L979; Eckert and Snyder, Lg'17,

I978i Weber, Rathke and osborn, 1979), and it is now possible to identify
individual MTs with both irnmunofluorescence andelcctron microscopy (osborne

et aLo 1978).

The peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) technigue (De May ,- r ctl. L976;

De Brabander, De May, ,Joniau and Guenens, 19'77; pepper and Brinkley, Lg'l'l)
uses enz)rme rather than fluorescent labelling, and glutaraldehyde ii-xation
of cells is preferred. t'licrotu-bules are visible in the LM, and under the
EM they are coated with layers of enzyme. The staining distribution in
dividing cells is the same as with fluorescent. dyes and is sensitive to
mitotic poisons. There are variable amounts of diffuse staining in the
cytoplasm and on membranes of several organelles and these might localize
MT subunits (De Bra-bander et aL.,L977).
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I.23 MicrotubuLes and birefringence

Microtubules are the most likely major contributors to the BR

observed in living (and fixeei) cells since they are found in positions
identicaL to the BR fibres. They are the type of molecule capable of
retarding polarized light (Sato, Eltis and Inou6, 1975) r dDd both MTs and

BR are sensitive to the same external stimuli (Fuseler, L975a; salmon,
I975a, b, c, L976i tnou6 and Ritter, 1975 review). Cassim, Tobias and

Taylor (1968), sato (1969), sato, tnou6 and Elris (1971) , and sato et aL.,
(1975) calculated expected BR from observed numbers of MTs and all found a

good fit of expected BR with observed BR. Forer (1976) and Marek (1978)

have criticised these resuLts on the grounds that measurements of
retardation do not take into account the thickness (and therefore volurne)

of oriented material that the polarized light has passed through.
Birefringence should be expressed as retardation per unit volume, or the
coefficient of BR. Marek (1979) further derives ,'volume BR" as a measure

of the total oriented naterial in the spindle. He calculated the expected
number of l<l"tTs in MelutopZas spernaLocytes from the observed volume BR and

found that the observed number of kMTs was half the expected value. He notes
xhat Melanoplus spermatocytes commonly Lose 5OB of their BR during fixation.
Thus MTs could be lost, although a contribution to BR from other material is
also possible.

Forer (1976) compared the BR distribution of one chromosomal fibre wittr
that in the interzone' by microdensitometry of photographic negatives. He

found that the considerable differences in BR in the two regions were not
reflected in actual IvtT nurnbers. The reverse experiment of calculating
expected BRs in the two regions based on observed MT densities, showed that
observed BR was three to six times lower than expected BR. Forer (1976)

concludes that some other component that masks the BR of the MTs must be

present in the interzone.
Forer (1975) and Forer et aL. (1976) report a series of experiments on

the isol-ated mitotic apparatus (MA) which suggests a second component to
spindle BR. The isolated I'lA fixed in gLutaraldehyde contains normal numbers

of MTs, but when fixed in formaldehyde it has none, although the MA stains
beautifully with antitubulin immunofluorescence, suggesting that the MTs have
been depolymerized and the tubulin subunits have stayed in s'ttu. If the MA

is treated with KCI only 5ot of the normal BR is s€€ru yet on fixation with
glutaraldehyde normal nurnlcers of MTs are found, indicating that a non-MT

componeiit of the BR h.rs been extracted. But if the extractecl MA is fixed
with formaldehyde, no MTs are found and, a1so, very little tubulin staining
is observed, suggesting that the tubulin subunits have been washed out during
formaldehyde fixation. Forer suggests binding between the two components
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accounts for these observations. The tubulin is not washecl out in the
formaldehyde fixed untreated l4A because it binds to 'rsubsbance Y" (Forer
certai.nly means ,'actin,' here!). Sr:bstance y is extracted with Kcl , there
is no binding to MTs, and thus in formaldehyde fixation the tr:bulin is
washed out. rt is possible, though Forer et aL., (r976't consider it
unlikely, that the KCI treatment alters the antigenicity of the tubr-ilin
and thus destroys the binding of antitubulin and tubulin, negating the
necessity for the subsequent extraction of tubulin. But if substance Y

is bound to tubulin, and if Y is indeed extracted, the extraction of Y

might (itself) alter the binding site on the tubulin for antitubulin. The

point could be resorved in two ways. Firstly, the BR of KCI- extracted,
formaldehyde fixed !!As should be zero, since both components have been

extracted. SecondJ-y, tubuLin should be present in the fixative solution
after extraction and could be demonstrated by ge1 electrophoresis. Neither
of these experiments have been cond.ucted, nor mentioned. Although the
explanation nay be sonewhat open to question, the evidence for a non-MT

contribution to BR is still convincing.
Other evidence shows that up to 50t of the BR can remain in isolated

MAs despite the absence of all lilrs (Gordman and Rebhun, 1969; Rebhun,

Rosenbaum, Lefebvre and smith, L974); and isolated MAs treated with
pressure can lose up to 70t of their BR without any change in MTs, but with
some changes i-n non-l.tT material (Forer and Zimmerman, l-9761 . La Fountain
(1974, 1976), in his analyses of BR changes foltowing glutaraldehyde
fixation, found that the measured BR in living spermatocytes does not change

upon fixation of anaphase cells, but drops by one half in metaphase cells;
similarly Mclntosh, Cande, Snyder and Vanderslice (1975b) found a significant
drop in BR in some cells after fixation. Both groups of workers present data
that suggest that the loss of BR is not caused by a reduction in the nurnber

of spindle MTs. These results also suggest a non-MT contribution to BR.

Forer (r974, L976, 1978) has proposed that this component is actin.
Recently, NickJ-as, Brinkley, pepper, Kubai and Rickards (1979) found

that BR can drop by up to 60* on fixation and, most importantly, the amount

of the drop is quite sensitive to minor changes in fixation technique,
especially gultaraldehyde concentration, buffer type, and duration of
fixation. By adjusting these parameters they were often able to keep the
percentage BR drop to about 20-30*. While this drop rnight not be due to
loss of MTs (Mcrntosh et aL.,1975b), the relative ease with which high BR

loss (6041 can be achieved is disquieting and may reflect real loss of MTs

during fixation in sorne cases.
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Microtubules can be lost during fixation. A variation in total MT

number of 40-50s vras cottrnon between transverse sections of cells at the
same stage but fixed at different tines from different cultures (Brinkley
and Cartwright, L97Ll. Variation was less (I0*1 if the cells were from

the same batch, Brinkrey and cartwright (1971) note "... it is likely that
culturing conditions andr/or fixation affect microtubule number',. WhiIe
actual numbers varied the MT distribution profile from po)-e-to-pole was

always the same shape and they argue that no particular class of MTs was

preferentially lost. Similar conclusions from similar results are drawn by

Mclntosh and Landis (l_97I). However, nkMTs are more susceptible than kl,lTs

to a number of environmental effects (Brinkley and Cartwright, 1975; tnou6
and Ritter, 1975) and coul_d respond in different ways to fixation. A more

disturbing exanple can be seen in a comparison of kMT number in cranefly
spermatocytes. La Fountain (f976) found 7O-9O kMTs per kinetochore at
anaphase, while Forer and Brinkley (L9771 found onty 20-30 in the same

species. C1early, fixation of MTs can be variable even in apparently well
fixed cells using similar technigues. Thus, studies relating MT numbers

directly to BR are of linrited value.

1.24 Calcium and the control of microtubule assembly

Divalent cationsrespecially calcium ions, are involved i.rr l1T assembly
(Weisenberg, L972i sce Olmsted, L975i Kirschner, ]rgTg reviews) and Ca++

has been postulated to be involved in the regulation of l"IT assembly in
axopodia (Schliwa, 1976a and b), in the cytoplasmic MT complex at interphase
(e.9. Fuller, Artus and Ellison, L976'), during ciliary beating (schmidt and

Eckert, I976i Zanetti and Walker, 1978) and in the mitotic spindle (Harris,
1975; Kiehart and Inou6, 1976; Wick and Hepler, 1976; Hepler, Lg77, l98O;

Sisken and Ved Brat, 1977\.

rn general, an increase in ca** "orr"entration in a cell "itt ..nre MTs

to depolymerize (Schliwa, 1976a), and in dividing cells this usually causes
retardation of mitosis and stimulation of cytokinesis (Sisken and Ved Brat,
1977i Kiehart and rnou6, 1976). Recent studies suggest that calcium
induced deporymerization of MTs in uitto proceeds by an arl or nothing
mechanism: individual l"lTs are either completely depolymerized by ca++ or
are unaffected (Weisenberg and PLazza, 1978). However, results consistent
with simPle end disassembly were obtained with dilution induced depolymeriza-
tion. These observations are relevant to in u'iuo conditions and in
part.icul-ar' to theories of chromosome movement, which will be discussed later.

Calcium has been located in the spindle with an electron probe rnicro-
anaryser (Timourian, Jotz and clothier, 1974i Forer, Gupta and Harr, 19g0).
Forer et a1.. (1980) note that the quantity of calciurn in the spindle is too
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high (6 nt{/fcJ wet weight) to be compatible with the presence of MTs (see

e.g. Salmon and Segal, L980) and they suggest therefore, that ca** is
++

probably sequestered. Vesicles capable of taking up Ca" fron the medium

have been isolated from the mitotic apparatus of sea urchin ot-rcytes by

silver, cole and cande (lytlo)., Wick and Hepler (f980) found calcium

specific antimonate staining on tubules and cisternae of endoplasmic

reticulum (ER) in the spindte and they suggest the ER sequesters C.++ fto*

the spindle matrix. A Ca++ sequestering protein (calmodulin), which night

mediate ca++ effects on MT assembly, has been localized in rnitotic spindles

by immunofluorescence (Marcun, Dedman, Brinkley and Means ' L978; I'lelsh,

Dedman, Brinkley and Means, 1979).

Microtubule associated proteins (MAPS) are important in in uitt'o Uf

assenrbly (Kirschner, 1978) and several MAPs have been found in spindles by

immunofluorescence techniques (Connolly, Kalnins, Cleveland and Kirschner,

1977, L97a; and Sherline and Schiavone, 1978). The fluorescence pattern

is the strme as for antitubulin. Sherline and Schiavone (1978) suggest that
MAPs produce periodic side arms on MTs and thus contribute to MT sliding.

Nucleotides (Olmsted, L977 i Weisenberg and Deery, L976\, sulph-hydryl

groups (Rebhun, 1976) and polycations (Erickson and Voter, 1976) have also

been implicated in the control of MT assembly.

1.25 Actin, actin-like protein, microfilaments.

Direct evidence both for andagainst actin microfilaments in the spindle

comes from several sources.

Microfilanents have occasionally been reported in glutaraldehyde fixed

spindles (Bajer and Molb-Bajer, 1969; uiitter, Ig?2; Goode, 1975; Mcrntosh,

Cande and Snyder, L975b; Euteneuer, Bereiter-Hahn and Schliwa, L977 i !'orer

and Brinkley, L977i Schloss, Milsted and Goldman, 19'17) in intranuclear

spindles of Physarum (Ryser, 1970) and Panamec'tum (Lewis, Witkus and

Vernon, 1976) and commonly in the contractile ring (Schroeder, L976). In
general, however, thin filaments of actin dimensions are absent in most

standard glutaraldehyde preparations of dividing cells. Schroeder (1975)

states that " I would expect that if actin were involved in force production

that its location would be easily and reproducibly visuaiized". But it is
not known just how much actin would need to be present in order to move

chromosomes. If only a sinall amount of actin is required then thin actin

filaments wotrld be difficuft to detect amongst otlrer spindle compotlents, €-9'

MTS.

Fixation involving tannic acid plus glutaraldehyde has been used to

reveal actin in the cleavage furrow at tel-ophase (La Fountain, 1974, L9'l5i

La Fountain, Zobel, Thomas and Gatbreath, L977). No actin filaments were

observed in the spindle vrith this technique, although microfilaments have
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been observed in glutaraldehyde fixed spindles of the same species (Forer
and Brinkley, 19771. Forer (r97ga) argues that La Fountain does not
describe the pronrinent cortical bundles of actin comnonly seen in many

animal ceIls, and he argues that if the tannic acid treatrent fails to
reveal these filaments, it might arso miss spindre actin.

The reason that actin filaments are not routinely seen in the sprndle
may be that osmium tetroxide degrades actin during fixation (La Fountain,
et aL. 1977i Szamier, Pollard and Pujiwara, L975; Maupin-szamier and
Pollard, 1978). The evidence of Maupin-Szarnier and pollard (1979) is based

on viscometric and EM studies of polymerized a,-.E.in, and under the most
damaging procedure (e.g. 2t osmium), the actin acLually dissolves! By

varying the conditions for osmirmr fixation, such as osmium concentration,
type of buffer, temperature etc., optimrnn conditions for actin fixation may

be obtained. The presence of tropomyosin bound to actin appears to assist
in actin preservation. In all actin fil,ament systems known to contain
tropomyosin (e.9. muscle, brush border, stress fibres, acrosome process)
actin filaments are easily preserved; but where tropomyosin is absent (e.g.
spindles), actin is degraded by osmirrn (Maupin-szamier and pollard, 1978).
The addition of tropomyosin to fixatives may assist the fixation of spindle
actin (szamier et aL., 1975).

Since direct visualization of actin in spindles has been relatively
unsuccessful, indirect nethods have been tried. Evidence for two components
of spindl-e BR were discussed in the section on MTs and BR (sect. 1.13).

The first indirect evidence for two spindle fibre components j.nvolved

in force production cane from the ultraviolet light (UV) microbeam experirnents
of Forer (1965, 1966). Fle showed that chromosome velocity can be greatly
reduced by W irradiation of the spindle fibres, without loss of spindle BR

and, conversely, spindle BR can sometimes be locally reduced without slowing
the chromosomes. Forer (f966, lg7ga) suggests that the two components are
MTs and actin.

Prophase chromosome movernents in cricket (Aeheta domest'icr.ls) spermato-
cytes occur one hour or more before the breakdown of the nuclear membrane

(nm) (Rickards, 1975, I98O in press). The movements are saltatory and occur
at relatively high speed over moderate distances. They are usually based at
the end of the chromosome, but occasionally also at. the kinetochore. In
either case the mr)venents are intimately associated with the nm during the
entire movement. The movements are separate from, but apparently polarized
by, the extranucrear aster's and, tike saLtatory granule movemencs, are
sensitive ro colchicine, Rickards proposes that there is a separate force
producer inside the nm and this force producer is somehow polarized by MTs

outside the nm. He suggests that a similar two component system could

therefore also be necessary for later prometaphase and anaphase chromosome

movement.
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Antibody injection e>rperi:nents (Kiehart, rnou6 and l"labuchi, 1977i
Mabuchi and okunot 19771 have been used to suggest that myosin, and there-
fore actomyosin interactions, are not responsible for chromosome movement
(Kiehart et aL., L977t sakai ' L978). Antimyosin antibody was injected
i-nto starfish egg cerls before nm breakdown. rn five out of 17 celrs
studied no l4A was formed. The remaining 12 lvlAs were ,,small and obscure,,
(Mabuchi and okuno, Lg77), and nine of these formed daushter nuclei. put
another way, eight out of I? cells (47+) did not compLete division and the
remainder had smal1 lrtAs. Sakai (197g, p. 44) makes the startling conclusion
that Mabuchi and okuno have "... cLearJ.y indicated that antistarfish egg
myosin serum did not inhibit mitosis when it was injected into the starfish
egg": crearry, these data could be used, to argue for the presence and
function of actomyosin d-n the spindle (Forer, I97Ba). Antimyosin inhibits
the forrnation of a cleavage funow in the serme organism and thus l"tabuchi
and okuno (L9771 suggest that actomysin is involved in the formation of the
contractile ring.

sakai, Hiramoto and Kuriyana (1925) and sakai, Mabuchi, shimoda,
Kuriyarna, Ogawa and Mohri (f976) report slow anaphase chromosome movenent
in isoLated MAs- They found that antibodies against dynein brocked
chromosome movement but antinyosin had no effect. They concrude that
chromosome movement is most likely due to dynein ATpase interaction with
MTs and not due to actomyosin interactions. Forer (1978a, p. 53) severely
criticises these findings on the grounds ofinaccurate measurements and he
suggests that the antidynein result could be due to an effect 6p frrhslin
polymerization in the maintenance medium, rather than on the cells. with
respect to the antimyosin results, Mabuchi and Okuno (Lg77) observed that
antimyosin will only block cleavage in starfish eggs if it is injected before
the actomyosin complex in the contractile ring is set up (i.e. before break-
down of the nm) - rf actin and myosin are involved in chromosome movement
they are surery likely to be comprexed int,o actomyosin by metaphase.
Antimyosin was added in these experiments to isolated metaphase or anaphase
MAs: thus one night even expect no effect on chromosome novement if actirr
and myosin are involved.

Even if myosin is found not to be involved in nitosis, there is no d
prioyi reason to eliminate actin involvement, since some motile systems
utiLize actin wjthout myosin as, e.9.,in acrosome extension in echinoderm
sperm (Tilney' 1975). The relevance of these data are uncertain since
myosin has in fact been demonstrated in the spindte (cooke, rg75; Fujiwara
and Pollard, I9'l6a and b, f97g).
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Actin filaments have been described in EM preparations of dividing
cells after glycerination and addition of rabbit skeletal muscle heavy
meromyosin (HMM) or the Sl subfragrment of Hl'1M (Benke, Forer and Bmmerson,

1971; Forer and Behnke, L972; for meiotic spindles, and Gawadi, :-g7r,
L974i Hinkley and Telser, Lg74i Schroeder, 1973, Lgj6; Schloss €t tt!..,
1977; Forer and Jackson, L97s, L976, 1979; Forer, Jackson and Engberg,
1979, for mitotic spindles) . Thin filaments in the spindle are decorated
with characteristic arrowhead complexes and these decorated filaments are
identical to HM!!-decorated actin fiLaments in muscle. Filaments are found
between the chronosoltes and the poles at metaphase and anaphase. They are
usually parallel to ltTs (although see Hinkley and Telser, Ig74) r and sometimes
are closely associated rrith l{Ts (Forer and ilackson, Lg7gl . Filaments are
also present in the interzone at anaphase. The binding of HMM to actin is
prevented by pyrophosphate or ATP, as with muscle actin (Schloss et al.t
1977), and there seems little doubt that the HMtrt reaction is specific for
actin (Forer, 1-978a and b) .

Prior glycerination of ce!.Is is necessary to make thern permeable to the
large molecules of HM!'l, but this treatment causes extensive celLuLar
disruption and, therefore, there is a possibility of preparation artifact.
In particular, actin rnight be translocated into the spindle (Nicklas, 1975).
This possibility is especially likely in animal celIs, which are often
fiLled with cytoplasmic actin (Hinkley and Telser, Ig-r41, but the very short
(two to four minutes) extraction procedure of schloss et aL. (1977)

indicates such translocation is unlikely. A1so, plant cells do not have
extensive cytoplasmi-c actinr yet HMM decorated filaments have been found
in glycerinat.ed endosperm cells of Haemanthus (Forer and Jackson, Lg'75,
19'76, I979i Forer et aL.,Ig79r. Decorated filaments were found in each
and every chromosomal fibre studied and, as far as could be determined, in
roughly equal amounts. of the arrowhead cornplexes that could be distinguished
clearly, most pointed towards the krnetochore. These results argue against
actin translocation into the spindle during glycerination, since, if it did
occur, some kinetochore bundles might be expected to have no actin, and the
polarity of the filaments shourd be random. Forer et aL. (1979) therefore
suggest that actin firaments are genuine spindle conponents.

The ability of HMM and Sl- to polymerize actin is an issue which may have
been understated in the past. yagi, Mase, sakaibara and Asai (1965) have
shown that HMM or sl can induce the polymerization of actin under condj.tions
which, without the HMM, will not support polynerization, nor maintain poly-
merized filaments. Thus, Tilney (1925) notes that in general microfilaments
are not seen at all in glycerinated spindles prior to Ht"lM treatment
(exceptions: Gawadi r I974i Schloss et aL.,Ig77}. Actin filaments can

be seen in glycerinated cleavage furrows, but after FIMM treatment theserand
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many more decoraLcd filaments, are seen both in the cleavage furrow and in the
cytoplasm (cooke and ttorales, L97Li Ti1-ney, L975i see schroeder, 1973).
Tilney suggests that HMM induces unpollmerlzed actin to polymerize, and thus
the increase in microfilament nurnber arrd length after HMM is a crude
measure of unpgfyner.lzeg actin. On this interpretation spindle actin woulcl

be mostly unpolymerized, and observations on arrowhead polarity (Forer er.

aL.'L9791 would then have no significance. Forer (1978a) argues that HMM

stabilizes actin fiLaments, some or all of which might otherwise be lost
during fixation.

Actin can also be revealed in the spindle by irununofluorescence. Heavy

meromyosin conjugated with a fluorescent dye has been used to localize actin
in the spindre of isorated !{As (Aronson, L9G5) and in cells (sanger, 1975;
sanger and Sanger, L976i SchLoss et aL.,L977i Herman and pollard, Ig7B,
1979). Aubin, Weber and Osborn (1979) report no localization of actin in the
spindle with fluorescent, HMM. Fluorescence is seen in chromosomal spindle
fibres at metaphase and anaphase, but not usually in astral fibres nor in
the interzone. The technique is simitar to HMM labelling for EM and prior
glycerination is usually required, arthough schross et aL. lL977J and Herman

and Pollard (1978, I9?9) report that extraction in acetone results in an

identical staining pattern. CJ-early, the objections raised above concernins
the glycerol extraction procedure are valid here also.

There is a discrePancy between the EM and Ll'l visualization of actin
with HMM. Fluorescence is not usually observed in the interzone at anaphase,
yet HMM decorated filaments can be found in this region in Lhe EM (Schroerler,
1976) - sehloss et aL. (L977', suggest that the concentration of actin in the
interzone is below the sensitivity of the fLuorescent st,ain but estimates
of the quantity of decorated actin in this region have not been attempted.
Recently, Herman and pollard (1979) reported diffuse staining in the inter-
zone and with improved techniques schroederrs objection may soon be

eliminated.
Forer (1978a) questions the specificity of the fluorescent Ht'lM technique.

Heavy meromyosin binds to actin, specifically forming arrowhead complexes,
but it could also bind to other cellular compounds (e.g, ribosomes) and not
fonn the arrowhead complex. Thus, while EM local-ization of actin via
arrowhead complexes is specific, fluorescence microscopy would reveal HMM

wherever J-t bound, including possible non-specific sites.
Antiactin antibody coupled with fluorescence staining was first used

to reveal actin filaments in interphase cells (Lazarides and Weber, Ig74) ,

in the spindles of lysed cells (Mclntosh, Cande, Lazarides, McDonald and

Snyder, 19'16; Cande, Lazarides and Mclntosh, L977]l and in whole cell spindles
(Herman and pollard, L9791. The staining pattern is similar to that obtained

with HMM fluorescence. Herman and pollard (1929) also found diffuse staining
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in the interzone at anaphase.

Cande et aL. (1977, found that detergent extraction of p,irt of the
cellular actin was necessary to detect differences in fluorescence intensity
between the spindle and the cytoplasm. This p::ocedure could alter the actin
distribution within the spindle, although a similar staining pattern was also
obtained by Herman and pollard (1929) and more than 90t of cellular actin was

retained in their procedure. Herrnan and Pollard suggest that both polymerized
atrd unpolYmerized actin is present in the cell and lysis (Cande et a1.., Lg77;.
extracts the non fibrous portion allowing clear staining of chromosomal fibres.

If the actin is pollmerized in the natural state then there is a
possibility that binding of antiactin antibodies to actin filaments might
produce migration of fil,aments. Utter, Biberfeld, Norberg, Thorstensson and
Fagraeus (1978) report that purified actin consists of randomly oriented
filaments when exarnined in the EIrl, but if the actin is conjugated with anti-
actin, bundles of parallel filarnents are coruronly observed. In particular,
lateral associations between adJacent filaments can be seen and it appears
that the lrErnner of binding of the antibody is by the joining of adjacent
filaments. Isolated single filanents in the same preparation invariably
have no bound antibody. Since the spindle is composed of bundles of aligned
MTs, bundles of actin could become aligned in the same direction. However,
the consistent lack of stain in the aster region argues against such a
possibility.

The procedure for immunofluorecence staining usual-ly involves fixation
i-n formaldehyde and extraction in acetone. Formaldehyde is known to depoly-
merize !4Ts at least (see earlier discussion) and is generally inadequate as
an EM fixative (Pepper and Brinkley, L977). Phase contrast photographs of
cells fixed for immunofluorescence show that cells are poorly fixed and

considerably different from living cells. Hence fixation artifact is a
possibility in these studies: actin might be translocated into the spindle
during fixation and extraction. Tubulin inununofluorescence of well preserved
glutaraldehyde fixed cel1s (Eckert and Snyder, 1978) shousan identical pattern
of fluorescence but a much sharper image than with formaldehyde fixed cells.
This indicates that tubulin is not translocated through the cell by the
formaldehyde procedure, but similar results with antiactin inqrunofluorescence
have yet to be oL,t-ained.

The usefulness of immunofluorescence studies rests largely on the
adequacy of conLrol experiments. For exampre, connorry and Kalnins (r97g)
have demonstrated immunofluorescence staining of centrioles and basal bodies
using only non-immune serum. The sera from different rabbits varied in
reactivity and sera from five out of 35 animals gave

that from a further 20 showed some stain. Nenci and

strong staining, while
Marchetti (1978) reForl
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specific staining of centrioles and basal bodies with antibodies raised
against steroids and suggest that steroids are therefore present in
centrioles and basal bodies. They do not state whether their non-immune

control serum was from the same animal as the immune serum was taken, but
it seems likely from their discussion that it was not. Their results are
therefore stil1 open to question. Non-immune sera from some animals nright
also be able to stain actin or tubulin, and in fact antibodies to tubulin
have oecasionally been reported in non-irunune sera (Karsenti, Guilbert,
Bornens and Avrameas, f977).

A more obvious source of error is the production of antibodies against
minor contaminants in the actin antigen. The actin antigen used by Cande

et al-. (L977) was stated to be only 85t pure and thus the non-specific
staining that was observed was probably due to antibodies produced against
impurities in the antigen. Herman and Pollard (Lg7gl, used 99* pure actin
antigen and they report no non-specific stain.

The purity of the antibody preparation is also important. Fujiwara
and Pol-lard (197&, 1978) isolated and fluorescently Labelled an immuno-

globulin (IgG) fraction from imnune senrm produced against myosin and used
this IgG fraction to local.ize myosin in the mitotic spindle (direct inununo-

fluorescence). Aubin et aL. (f929) point out that there is a possibility
that more than one IgG antibody is present in the IgG fraction, although
the crude irunune senrm showed only a single precipitin line in cross
reaction with myosin. Other controLs, including pre-absorbtion of the
fluorescent rgC;-; with antigen, or pre-incubation of the cells with unlabelled
antibodies, also i-ndicate a single antibody (antimyosin) in the rgG fraction.
However, when the IgGs $tere further purified by affinity chromatography with
purified myosin, the spindle was not preferentially stained (Fujiwara and

Pollard, L976). Aubin et aL, (lg79) also report no preferential staining
with indirect inununofluorescence using affinity purified antimyosin, and

they suggest that Fujiwara and Pollardrs use of an rgG fraction may have
given non-specific staining.

Aubin et aL. (1979) also used affinity purified anti-actin and anti-
tropomyosin and rePort no increased accumulation of actin or tropomyosin
in the spindle. They suggest that impure antibodies have resulted in
erroneous actin localizatior in the spindle by cande et a7. Qg?'l) , but they
did not conduct a positive control, showing spindle staining with inpure
antibodies, to support their view. Herman and Pollard (1979) have shown

localization of actin in the spindle using affinity purified antiactin and
they used both direct and indirect inununofluorescence in the same materi-al
(PtK2 celrs) as Aubin et aL., (1979). The main difference in reehnique
appears to be the fixatives: formaldehyde (Herman and I oll_ard, rg7gl versus
methanor (Aubin et aL. L979). Aubin et aL. (1979) imply, but do not state
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directly, that formaldehyde and r,rethanol fixation gave similar results with
antiactin. rf fixative differences account for the staining differences,
it could be argued that methanoL causes extraction or translocation of actin,.
but it also could be argued that formaldehyde causes translocation of actin
into the spindle. The guestion is r:nresolved at present.

Forer (I978a) questions the specificity of the antibody-antigen reaction
in imnunofLuorescence. He suggests that other proteins, or subunits of
proteinsr might have sinilar amino acid sequences to the target antigen, and
these might also bind to the antibody. Control experiments in immuno-

fruorescence are generally not directed towards this possibility.
Direct and indirect evidence for actin and myosin in the spindle has

been described in this section. Many lines of evidence, from numerous
Iaboratories, suggest tlrat actin is present between the chromosomes and the
poles and diffusely in the j.nterzone. These are the positions where force
production aPParently occurs, and actin is a substance known to produce force.
Even though there are criticisms of each line of evidence, each gives the
same result, and it can thus be argued. that actin is a genuine and functional
spindle component.

I.3 FORCE(S) IN THE SPINDLE

Chromosome movements occur chiefly in prometaphase and in anaphase and
they bring about the equal distribution of chromosomes to the daughter celIs.
The movements are very precise and "mistakes" occur only rarely. rt is not
necessary to give a detailed account of the movements of chromoaomes on the
spindle as this has been done many times (Luykx, l97o; Nicklas, L97Li
Bajer and MorE-Bajer, Lg7r, r972; Mcrntosh, cande, snyder and Vanderslice,
r975b), but a brief description wirr be useful. The end of prophase is
marked by the breakdown of the nuclear membrane (nm) and the initially
scattered chromosomes become associated with the spindle during early
prometaphase. Eachchronosome then individually moves to the equator of tfre
spindle. The end of prometaphase is reached when all chromosomes have
attained bipolarity and are situated approximately equidistant from both poles
(metaphase). Anaphase begins by the sudden separation of all chromati-ds c.rr

half-bivalents and near uniform motion of daughter unit's to opposite poles
ensues. Anaphase is characterized by (a) chromosome_to_poLe movement and
(b) Polar separation. The relative extent and duration of these two
components varies considerably (Mazia, 19e,1).
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l. 31 Pos;i tion of force (s)

The forces producing Prometaphase and anaphase chromosome motion act
mostly at the kinetochore. This is shown by the shape of chromosomes

during anaphase, where a chromosome with a single localized kinetochore has
a characteristic f, J or V shape depending on kinetochore position (Nicklas,
f971). Thus the kinetochore leads in movement, draqginq the rest of the
chromosome passively. The shapes of multivalents at metaphase and anaphase
(Bauer, Dietz and niibbelen, 196l; t{ise and Rickar<ls, Lg77l and of chromosomes
with multiple or diffuse kinetochores (see e.g. Schrader, 1953) are also
consistent with forces acting at the kinetochore. The saltatory motion during
prometaphase and anaphase, of chronosome fragrments lacking kinetochores
(Bajer, 1958) and of chrspsones wlth experimentaLly damaged kinetochores
(Brenner and Berns, 19?8), also support this view. During the micromanipula-
tion e:<periments of Nicklas and Staehly (1967) chromosomes urere shown to be
attached to the spindle only at the kinetochores and this attachment was

necessary for movement.

1.32 Direction of force(s).

There is most probably a si-nple pole\i'ard. directed force during prometa-
phase and anaphase. A pushing force from pole to chromosome (Darlington,
1937) would cause bivalents (or chromosomes) to lie across, rather than
perpendicular to, the equator at metaphase (dstergren, 195]). similarly,
a pushing body action between separating anaphase chromosomes ("stemkorper,'
Belar ' 19291 is unacceptable, since it cannot explain prometaphase
congression.

A Pushing body
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Direct evidense for a poleward force comes from Forer (1965, 1956).
Ultraviolet microbeam irradiation of chromosomal fibres usually caused
anaphase motion to cease in living cells, but irradiation of the interzone
had little effect. These experiments indicate that force is produced in
the region between the chromosomes and the pole. Also, naturally occurring
and experimentally introduced akinetochoric fragments will show directed
movement only when they are in the half spindle and their movement is
poleward, indicating poleward directed forces (Bajer and MoIL-Bajer, L972i
Nicklas and Koch, ITTZ; Nicklas, l9Z5). Similarly, only a poleward
dj-rected force from the chromosome will explain the movement back to the
spindle of bivalents displaced into the cytoplasm by micromanipulation
(Brinktey and Nicklas, 1968; Nickras, Brinkley, pepper, Ku.bai and Rickards,
1979).

1.33 Magnitude of force(s)

chr-o,mosones move srowry (o.2 - 5 pm/min); thus the force required to
move chromosomes in the spindle is correspondingly srnall (approximately B-I0
dyne; calculated by Taylor, 1965; Nick1as, 1965). Inou6 and Ritter (1975)
caLculated that the force available through the depolymerization of one MT

-ais 1.3 x 10 " dyne, i'e' approximately 100 times greater than required to
move a chromosome. The ATP mol-ecules associated with a single short (l Un)
MT could prtlduce flagel-la tlpe shearing forces 1O,OO0 times greater than
necessary (Nicklas, L975), and Forer (f978) estimates that one actin
filament together with one myosin filament, operating as in skeletal muscJ-e,
could produce 3,000 times more force than required to move a chromosome.

L.4 FORCE PRODUCTION IN THE SPINDLE

There have been numerous hypotheses of force production in chromosome
movement in the past, and many of them have been remarkably ingenious.
Heidenhain (see wilson, 1925) for example, constructed a complicated
working model from several solid rings and a large nuriber of rubl-rer bands!
others devised strikingly spindle-like models with iron filings and bent
wj'r'cs in a magnetic field (Wilson , Lg25l. Modern theories only will be
discussed lrr:r€r and the reader is referrecl to vlilson (l-925), schrader (195i)
and l,lazia (1961) for excellent accounts of early views.
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lrofessor Heidenhain constructing a complicated warking nodel
from several sofia rings and a

The mechanism of force production is still largely unknown and Wilson's
(1896, p. 70) comment "... the mechanism of mi.tosis still lies before us as
one of the most fascinating problems of cytoLogy,' is stilr valid today.

r.4r

The idea that chronosomal spindle fibres are in an equilibrium with
subunits is not new, and it is still the basis of one modern theory of
chroruosome movement. 6"t"rg".n (1949, 1951) and Wada (1950) separately
proposed that spindle fibre subunits hrere in a dynamic equilibriurn between

an ordered state (the spindle fibre) and an unordered and inherently more

unstable state. The ordered state is set up at the kinetochore and broken
down at the pole and it has an inbuilt tendency to decrease in length.
Shortening of the chromosomal fibre would draw the chrornosomes poleward
(Schrader, 1953). If "microtubules" are substituted for "fibres" above, the
idea becomes quite sinilar to modern views (rnou6, :.964; tnou6 and Sato,
I967i tnou6 and RitLer, 1975; Dietz, Ig72).

The evidence for a dynamic equilibriun bet\^reen MT subunits and MTs comes

from a variety of sources. fn the LIV microbeam experiments of Forer (1965,

1966), the poleward migration of an area of recuced BR in a chromosomal fibre
suggests a flow of tubulin entering the fibre at or near rhe kinetochore and

leaving predominantly near the spindle pole (rnou6 and Ritter, 1975; the
possibility of a second component to BR is not mentioned). Cine fitms taken
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using an interference contrast nic.roscope show polewards migration of
grarticles in individual spindle fibrils (Allen, Bajer and La Fountain, 1969;

Hard and Allen, l.9771. The effects of mitotic poisons, cold temperature,
hydrostatic pressure etc. on mitosis and on l"1T numbers also support the
concept of MT polymerization/depolymerization involvement in chromosome

movement.

other evidence comes from experiments on living ChaetopLeris oocytes at
metaphase r. Induction of slow depoJ-ymerization of spindle fibres with
colchicine, slow cooLing or moderate hydrostatic pressure, caused shortening
of MTs and the chronosore-to-pole distance decreased. Since one aster is
attached to the cell mernbrane the chromosomes srere transported towards the
surface of the cell. The process was reversibLe. Sinilarly, slow cooling of
grasshopper spermatocytes il pronetaphase or anaphase I saused some chromosome

displacemenE. towards the equator (Nicklas, 1975). rt is evident from these
experiments that movement of chronosomes can be produced by the depolyrneriza-
tion of MTs. tn Chaetopteris both nkMTs and kMTs must shorten to produce the
observed motion (fnou6 and Ritter, 1975). In the grasshopper the more labile
nkMTs (Brinkley and cartwright, 1975) shorten, and this causes spindre
shortening and chromosome displacement since kl"lt's are mechanically associated
with nkMTs (Nicklas, 1975).

But is MT depolymerization actually used in the living cell to move

chromosomes normally? Certainly kMTs become shorter during anaphase. Micro-
tubules can be found in electron micrographs of metaphase cells that are
longer than the final chrornosome-to-poIe distance in late anaphase (Lambert

and Bajer, J-9'77) and therefore long lvlTs must either shorten or be completely
depolYmerized during anaphase. Weisenberg and plazza (1978) show that
calcium induced MT depolymerization in uitto is an all or nothing process:
MTs are either completely depolymerized, or are unaffected. This is not
compatible with the disassernbly of kMTs at their polar ends as proposed by
Dietz (1972) and Inou-e and Ritter (1975), although these authors would argue
L}rat in ui.uo evid,ence is lacking.

But does I"tT assenbly/disassembly directly provide the motive force for
chromosome movement or does it govern the speed of movement by actirg as a

rate limiting step, controlling another force producer? The question remains
unelnswered since the inherent simplicity of the theory makes disproof
extremely difficult. Perhaps the best method of disproof is Lo provide
evidence for a different method of force production.
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Depollznerization

1.42 Interactions between microtubules

L. 42L Sliding htpo_theses

The success of sJ.iding hlpotheses in many aspects of cell motility,
especially skeletal muscl-e contraction (Huxley, I973) and flagella and

cilia motion (Satir, 19?6), has prorrpted several workers to postulate
MT/MT sliding mechanisms of force production in the spindle.

t'lclntosh, Hepler and Van Wie (1969) and tlclntosh and Landis (1971)

proposed that the direction of MT growth is porarized: kMTs grow away

from the kinetochore and nkl,lTs grow towards Lhe poIe. Bridges between
the MTs could produce force, in a direction opposite to the MT polarity,
against either granules or adjacent MTs of opposite polarity.

Mcfntosh and co-workers have counted and traced t{Ts through serial
transverse sections in an attempt to show redistribution and therefore
sJ-iding of nkMTs in the interzone during anaphase spindle elongation
(Mcrntosh and Landis, r97L; Mcrntosh et aL., r975a and b). Mcrntosh et
aL, (L975a and b) found that in stem bodies at anaphase, the ratio between

the nkMTs irr the regrion of MT overlap and nkMTs outside the region of over-
lap decreased during anaphase, indicating sliding between nkMTs. Brinkley
and Cartwight (1971, 1975) used similar techniques in different mammalian

cells but found no change in the above ratio during anaphase. Tracing of
MTs from section to section showed that nkM't's in marnmalian cells (t'lclntosh
et aL., 1975a and b) and in diatoms (McDonald, Pickett-t{eaps, Mclnrosh arrd

Tippit, L97'l; t"lcrntosh, McDonald, Edwards and Ross, LgTg) are made up of
two families of tubules which interdigitate at the equator. There are very
few, if any, nkMTs which run from pole-to-pole.

-,*_
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Ln contrast to the dynamic equilibriun hypothesis, Mclntosh, et alls
(f969) sliding hypothesis is readily testable. It predicts polewards and

equatorj-al motion of granules in the half-spindle until early anaphase and

only equatorial npvement at later stages (Nicklas, 1971). fn fact, mainly
poleward granule motion is observed (Bajer and MolE-Bajer, L972, L975i

Nicklas 1975). AIso, an anaphase chromosome, detached by micromanipulation
and pushed back to the opposite pole, should rnove back towards the original
pole but stop at the equator on Mclntosh et al.'s (1969) model (Nicklas,
1971; Forer and Koch, f973). But in the experiments (Forer and Koch, 1973)

motion was observed to continue all the way to the original pole, indicating
that the model is inadequate as stated. However, Nicklas (f97f) and Mclntosh

et aL. (L975a) proposed alternative but nore complicated hypotheses, which

account for granule motion and the micromanipulation results. Other less
specific sliding hlpotheses are also tenalrle (Bajer, 1968; Subirana, 1968).

I.422 Microtubule sliding and opposite end MT assembly/disassembly

A mechanism combining hoEh t{T sliding and MT length changes has

recently been proposed by t'largolis, Wilson and Kiefer (1978). As noted

earLier (section 1.12) these authors propose a parallel arrangement of
nkMTs and kMTs in the half spindle, a situation, in fact, identical to
that in the sliding model of Mcfntosh eb al. (197f) described in the
previous section. I'largolis et aL. (f978), however, further propose rhat
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all l4Ts are in a equilibrirun between assembly and disassembly. Thus, kMTs

and nkl,lTs are assembled at the kinetochore or equator respectively and

disassembled at the poIe. Antiparallel nkMTs from opposite half-spindles
therefore continuously slide against each other. After the separation of
chromatids at anaphase the assembly of kMTs ceases and there is a net

decrease in length of klvlTs drawing the chromosomes poleward. Non-kinetochore

MTs continue to slide against each other, and this, with the Ioss of chromalid

attraction, contributes to spindle elongation. S'L .1ing of kMTs against
nkMTs of opposite polarity is proposed to account for prometaphase chromosome

congression.

The micromanipulation experj.nrent of Forer and Koch (1973) which was

designed to test the Mcrntosh et aL. (f971) modet can also be applied to
this model. The detached anaphase chromosome should not subsequently move

at all since chrornosomes detached from the spindle do not have any MTs

attached to their kinetochores (Nicklas, Brinkley, Pepper, Kubai and

Rickards, 1979) and, according to the nodel, llT assembly at the kinetochore

ceases at the onset of anaphase. Reinitiation of MT assembly in detached

anaphase chromosomes could be proposed to account for this observation but

it detracts from the simplicity of the model.

L.423 Zipper hypothesis

The zipper hypothesis has been proposed to account for several
features of MT distribution, especially in Haemanthus er'dospernr cells,
which are unexplained in other hypotheses (Bajer, L973, I9l7i Bajer and

t'toli-Bajer, f975), as follows. (i) Kinetochore l4Ts increase in divergence
from prometaphase to late anaphase. Drvergence starts at the periphery of
the kMT bundle, (ii) Kinetochore MT numbers decrease during anaphase and

there is an increase in the number of short. lengths of MTs adjacent to and

behind the advancing kinetochore during anaphase (Jensen and Bajer, L9'73,

L974). Bajer and MolE-Bajer (f9?5) propose that tbese frag:ments arise from

kl"lTs peeling off at the edges of the kMT bundles. (iii) Non-kinetochore

MTs intermingle at oblique angles with kMTs.

The zipper model proposes that there are lateral connections between

nkMTs and kl4Ts progressively along their length and that such "..-
mechanical connections between MTs are sufficient to produce the movement

of the kinetochore" (Bajer, 1973, p. L46i and Bajer and tqol!-Bajer, Lg75,

p. 90). If a kI'lT and a nkMT are a certain distance apart and the nkMT is
anchored, the free end of the k-t'lT will. bend during zipping. If this free
end is attached to the kinetochore and sideways movement restricted, the

bending wj-ll result in a small poleward movement of the kinetochore. A

final assumption is that MTs neither stretch nor corrtract.
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Bajer (1973) and Bajer and Motb-Bajer (1975) concentrate their
attention on anaphase movement, but prometaphase motion is equally
important and must be explained by any hlpothesis. If zipping causes

prometaphase as well as anaphase motion then two events must occur:
(a) kM'r's must increase in divergence from prometaphase through metaphase to
anaphase, and this is observed (Bajer, 1973); (b) the numbers of kMTs per
kinetochore must decrease especially fron late prometaphase to, and during,
metaphase. This is because once each zipping action is complete the kMT is
lost from the kMT br:ndle. Jensen and Bajer (1974) report, however, that
the average number of kt4Ts per kinetochore increases during prometaphase to
a maxinum at late rnetaphase (prometaphase average 45.5 kMts, late prometa-

phase 61.5, netaphase 80.7, late metaphase 82.2, early anaphase 68.5). It
night be argued that MT,numbers are increasing during earlier stages at a

rate faster than zipping uses them up. This may weII be true but it brings
into question the functionaLity of zipping. If increase in kI"lT numbers is
the dominant feature of early division stages then perhaps MT assembly i l-i
tnou6 and Ritter (1975) is responsible for prometaphase congression and the
metaphase equilibrium.

A more obvious criticism of the zipping hypothesis is given by Nicklas
(1975). Some cells are known to have kMTs and nkMTs which are parallef to
each other and yet exhibit normal anaphase movement (e.g., Jenkins, 1967) -

The zipper hypothesis reguires non-parallel interactions between nkMTs and

kl"lTs, and thus lrecomes untenable at least in some cells" Pickett-Heaps and

Bajer (1977), however, argue that a single universal model for chromosome

movement is unl.ikely. Certainly, the l-ower organisms display considerable
diversity in spindle form and rnitotic behaviour (see tieath, 1980, for a

review) and it may be true that different mechanisms of chromosome movement

apply in different species in these groups. Ilowever, a single theory
ex1'Iaining all "normal" chromosome movements in higher eukaryotes stifl has

considerable appeal.
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Zipping

1.43 Actin

The evidence for the presence of actin in the spindle has been

reviewed in section 1.15. Since actin is apparently present, it is often
argued that it also functions in moving chromosomes (Forer, Jackson and

Engberg , 1979\. Forer (1978a) marshalls a sizeable body of evidence for
actin invoLvement in cell motility. Actin is present and probably irrvolved
in muscle contraction, amoeboid movement, protoplasmic streaming, animal

cell cleavager acrosomal movements, microvilli movements, and animal celI
movements (see Forer, 1978a, for refs.). The j-nplication from such a wide

variety of data is that actin, if proven to be present in the spindle, is
also functional in moving chromosomes.

ff actin is present and frurctional in the mitoLic spindle it is likely
that it will function in a manner similar to muscle contraction (Forer, 1978a).

rf the kinetochore is eguivalent to the Z line in muscle, then actin
filaments should be attached to the kinetochore and arrovrhead complexes
(after Hl'lM treatment) should point polewards. Conversely, if the kinetochore
is not equivalent to the Z line and the actin fj-laments are attached to the
spindle elsewhere, then the arrowheads should point towards the chromosome

(Forer, I978a, Fig. 3). Some evidence exists which supports the latter view
(Forer, Jackson and Engberg, L979; see al-so p. 14 ) but definitive evid.ence
is sparse.
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As noted earlier (p. fZ ), Rickardsr (1975) studies on prophase

chromosome movements suggested a two component system of force production.

Rickards considers that all movements of chromosomes and granules within
the spindle and in prophase nuclei are most likely brought about by

variations on one and the same mechanism. Thus, Rickards (in press, 1980)

proposes that for granule movement in the aster, actin filaments are aligned

and polarized by aster MTs and particulate myosin is adsorbed onto the

surface of the granules. The myosin interacts with an actin filament to
propel the granule along the filament. In prophase, actin filaments are

also aligned inside the nm parallel to aster MTs outside the nn. Myosin is
adsorbed onto chromosome ends (and onto kinetochores), and interacts with
actin filamentss to propel the chronrosome towards or away from the aster center.
In prometaphase and anaphase, actin filaments are oriented in relation to the

kt"l'l's and are anchored to the rest of the spindle. Myosin is adsorbed onto

kinetochores and kMTs (or just kMTs) and the kinetochores and kMTs are

transported polewards ttrrough myosin-actin interactions. The motile
mechanism is essentially the sarre as that in muscle (Fluxley, L973) and as

with Forer's (I978a) interpretation (previous paragraph), the HI'IM arrowheads

should point to the kinetochore.
This modeL is consistent with available data, but of course it is nc,r

proven. The presence of actin in the spindle has not even been shown

unequivocally, and a great deal more research is required before we will be

closer to the truth about chromosome movements.

Actin-l4yosin-MTs
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Chapter 2. MATERIALS AND GENERAL TECITNICAL DATA

2.L MATERIALS

Pollen-mother-cells af f?is spw"ia L. (2n = 48 ! 2) , ALLiun

tniquetrwn t. (2n = 18) and fuadescult'ta flumenensis velt. (2n = 60) were

used in this study.

2.2 TECHNICAL DATA

2.21 General glassware cleaning

Glassware for living cell and for EI*t work was always cleaned in
separate containers. Ttlo methods of glassware cleaning were employed.

2.2LL Nitric acid. Glassware was immersed in concentrated nitric
acid and heated in a fune cupboard rurtil the first bubble rose, indicating
near boiling temperature. After cooling, the glassware ri/as rinsed in
distitled water, drained and then placed in a hot oven (2OOoC) to allow
evaporation of all nitric acid. Each item of glassware vras then covered

with aluminium foil or parafilm and stored until use.

2.2L2 Detergent. This method was preferred because it was less time

consuming. Glassware was soaked in 2-54 Decon 90 (Selby-wilton) for at
least one day (usually much longer), then rinsed in running tap water over-
night, and drained and stored as above.

2. 22 Coverslip cleaning

Coverslips were sonicated in lOOt ethanol for 15 minutes using an L
and RultrasonicaLor. They were then stored in fresh 10Ot ethanol and

flamed before use.

2.23 Living cell culture

2.23L Slide culture chamber. The chanber consists of a standard size
aluminiun or glass slide with a 18 mrn diarneter hole drilled in the centre
(Nicklas and Staehly, L967). A 22 x 22 mm No. I coverslip was sealed over

the hole onto one side of the slide with hot petrolatum, so that it formed

the base and viewing window of the chamber. Aluminium slides are adequate

and they are cheaper and more durable than glass slides.

2.232 Hunidity chamber. All living cell preparations were made in a

humidity charnber (rig. Ia) which was. maintained at a humidity of 85-90ea by

feeding in steam from a remote electric jug. It was possibJ-e to sterilize
the chamber before (not during!) use with W light. for about 30 minutes,

and sterility could be maintained during slide preparation with a laminar
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flow of sterile air at constant temperature (FiS. fb). However, sterile
technique during specimen preparation is not inportant for short term

cell culture and the urunod.ified system was used routinely.

2.233 Culture medium. The medium was a solution of sucrose (Analar

yeast extract was added to actgrade, May and Baker), and sometines 0.15e

as a weak buffer and to provide nutrients.

2.234 Oils. -Living cell preparations were covered with an inert oil
to prevent the dehydration of the cells. Oils used were; Paraffin oil
(May and Baker); Halocarbon series 10-25 oil (Halocarbon Products

Corpr rationr Hackensack, N.J., USA) (Nicklas and Staehly, 1967)r and

Voltalef Huile 10S (Ungint: Kuhlrnann, 25 Bd de I'Aniral, Bruix 75116, Paris)

2.235 Perfusion charnber. Figure 2 illustrates the perfusion charnber

used in correlative living ceIl and Et'l studies. The design is based on

that of l'lcGee-RusselL and Allen (f97I) and has been modified for use with

inverted microscopes. Short sections of hypodennic needles were glued into
the small holes and eaeh was connected to polythene tubing of the appropriate

diameter. The inlet tube was connected to a hlpodermic syringe containing
fixative, and the outlet tube drained into a collection vessel.

2.24 Cin6 micrography

Cell preparations hrere examined using a Zeiss phase contrast inverted
.J.63NA

microscope-D with a{-ong working distance condenser. objectives were

either a Zeiss Neofluar 40X (0.6NA), a Plan Apochromat 40x (0.6-1.CNA)

oil immersion, or a Plan Apochromat t00X (1.3NA) oil imnersion. The light
source, in either continuous or flash mode, was filtered with heat

reflecting (Zeiss 46-78-30) and appte llreen interference (Zeiss) filters.
The microscope was connected via a three way photochanger to a Bol-ex H-I6

cin6 camera. The photochanger was specially adapted by Zeiss to sp1-it 80?

of the liqht to the canera and 20? to the bi-nocular eyepieces. This gO/2O

split provides for concurrent viewing and cin6-micrography. A Bolex-Wild
Varioti.mer time-lapse control unit MBF-B, and timer MBF-C were connected to
the carnera and intervals from five seconds to tr^ro minutes were used between

exposures. The exposure time was 0.2-0.3 sec, depending on light intensity.
During filming,verbal colrunents $rere recorded on a small tape recorder and

the comments were Later transcribed onto protocol sheets. The film used

was Kodak PIus-X, type 723I negative film, and it was processed by the

National Film Unit, Wellington, N.Z.
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2.25 Cin'e-f ilrn analysis

Films were analysed frame-by-frame using a Lafayette AAP-200 16 mm

cine-projector. The projected image was reflected onto a bench top with
4']ar-inclirred mirror and the magnification was adjusted so that I mm on the

image was equivalent to I Un in the cell. Relevant parts of the cell were

traced onto paper and measurements were recorded later. Exposures two

minutes apart were usually chosen and this gives about 20 measurements for
a typical anaphase.

2.26 Electron mlcroscopv.+

2.26L Fixation. Coverslip preparations of cells were initially fixed
in a small drop of 6t glutaraldehyde in 0.1 m cacodylate buffer and lt
sucrose (finaL pH of fixati.ve was 6.9), Sucrose was sometimes added to the
buffer to increase its osnnlarity to a level of near isotonicity with the
cells (Arborg, Bellr Bnnk and ColLins, 1975). The 6t glutaraldehyde was

obtained by diluting a 12t aqueous stock just prior to use with 2X

concentrated buffer and sucrose. The 12t stock solution was made up from a
2 cc vial of 70t glutaraldehyde (Polaron). After fixation the cells were

secured to the coverslip (section 3.31) and covered with several drops of
3t glutaraldehyde in 0.1 m buffer and 1* sucrose (pH 6.9). I'he coverslip
was then transferred to a mini-coplin jar containing 3t glutaraldehyde
fixative, and fixed for 30 minutes. Subsequent trearurnent was as follows.

0.1 m cacodylate buffer plus
2t osnlium tetroxide (Polaron)

(pH 7.2) , 30 min;

distilled watelr, 2 x 5 min;

25t ethanol, 3 min;

50t ethanol, 3 min;

70t ethanol, 5 min;

95+"ethanol,2x5min;
l00t ethanol, 2 x l0 min;

It sucrose (pH 7.2) 4 changes in 5 min;

in 0.1 m cacodyJ.ate buffer plus Is sucrose

were removed from the

of CaCl2 in the reagent

100t acetone, 2 x I0 min; all traces of water
acetone by including several largc crystals
bottle (14.N. Loper, per.s. comn-).

25e,{raldite (Ciba) in acetone, 15-30 min;

5Ot Araldite, 30-50 rnin;

758 Araldite, I hr-overnight;
IOOt Araldite, 2 h.r.
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CoversJ-ip preparations were then flat embedded in a thin wafer of
Araldite and pollmerized overnight at 6OoC.

2-262 Photography of embedded cetls. Embediled cel-ls vrere examined with
a Zeiss photomicroscope rrr using an oir immersion p!-an Apochromat
condenser (r.4NA) and either an oil immersion Plan Apochromat 40x (0.6-I.0 NA)

or 1o0x (1.3NA) objective. suitabLe cells were photographed on 35 mm

rrford Microneg black and white negative flin, AsA 9-12.5.

2.263 Sectloning etc. Ttre coversl-ip vras removed from the wafer of
araldite (section 3.34) and selected cells were cut out and mounted on pegs
of araldite in LS or TS orientation. Seria1 sections were cut with a Du

Pont diamond knife on anIJ:B rII ultranricrotome, and lrere mounted on Formvar
(Gurrs) coated single slot grids (polaron 2 x I rrun). Sections were stained
in L3* Uranyl nitrate (IO-15 rnin) r then in lead citrate (10 min, Venables
and coggesharl, L965) ; examined in a zeiss n!,t 9A (upgraded to EM 9s); and
photographed on 21" square ILford Line N4E.5O negative filn.
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TECHNIQUES : DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION

A considerable portion of this thesis involved the development of

techniques for (a) short term (< 5 hr) culture and cin6-micrography of
Iiving PMCs in meiosis, (b) electron microscopy including serial sectioning
at known stages and at known planes of section, and (c) correlative living
cell and electron microscopy.

The development of these techniques and the techniques themselves are

described and discussed in detail in this chapter.

3.1 LIVING CELL CULTURE : INTRODUCTION

The culture of J-iving PMCs proved to be a difficult task. Pollen

mother cells fron different species vary considerably in their
suitability for in uitto c'ulturer and PMCs from some species could not be

cultured at all, despite strenuous efforts. For example, Pl'lCs of
Agapanthus utnbeLlafas invariabty died within 15-30 minutes of explantation,
regardless of the culture conditions. This was particularly unfortunate
because Agapmthus PMCs appear otherwise to be excellent candidates for
live cell studies.

Flower buds of monocotyl-edon species were much preferred to those of
dicotyledons because they are large enough to be dissected easily without
injuring the PMCs. Further, species in which PI"1Cs are easily squeezed from

the antlrer are distinctly advantageous. The PMCs of Watsonia sp. for
example are unsuitable in this respect since they stay aggregated in a

coherent filanent of cells throughout meiosis, and cannot be easily spread.

A good quantity of tal.r.rta1 fluid was found to reduce the chance of the

cells drying out dur'ing the preparation of the culture, although oily and

granular tapetal fluids such as those in Liliun ttgt'inLsn can obscure the

cells.
Phase bright granules in the cytoplasm of PMCs of some species (as e.g.

Ln Liliwn tigrtnun) were found to obscure chromosome ,iletail. In TttdescarLl-.ia

flumenensis phase bright granules cover the polar regions, but the chromosomes

are still visible. An attempt was made to remove the granules from tr.

ttgri.nun by centrifugation (rnou6, L977; pers. cornm. to G.K. Rickards), but

the granules still covered the chronosomes after centrifugation.
Species with very small chromosomes are of limited use to the study of

chromosome movements becauSe the chromosomes are difficult to distinguish.
The chromosomes in PMCs of Vici.a fabo, for example, are too small Lo

distinguish clearly, even thougn Vicia faba root tip mitotic chromosomes are

quite large.
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Very sma1l PMCs were also irnpractical. Apart from having srnall

chromosomes, srnall PMCS tend to have a relatively large phase halo around

their periphery and this can be clisturbing (V. taba, Crepis eapillaris).
However, very large Pt'lCs could be used (as e.g. fris), although size may

preclude tht: use of 10OX objectives. This presents no difficulty so long

as the chromosomes are of a sufficient size to be resolved with medium

power objectives. If a high number of large Pt'lCs were explanted from the

anther, a monolayer of cells was not obtained (L. tigrtnwn) and a lower
quality image ensued.

A long flowering season is of obvious advantage.

The factors described above severely limited the nurnber of plants that
could be used. Satisfactcry species lrere r fris spu?iai ALLiun triquetrum
and. Iz,adeseantia flunenensis. Unsuitable species vrere: Agapanthus

umbeLlatusi Crepis capi.Llarisi Fuaehia sp.t Hedyciwr monoglJnl$n;

Liliwn tigrLnun; Phorwiwn eolensoii P. tena.ni Vicia fabai Watsonia sp.

and most dicotyledons 5tr,r.ct-rq<L .

In most of the above species the size of the anther correlates well
with meiotic stage in any one individual pJ-ant, but this correlation does

not usually extend to different plants of the same species.

3.2 CULTURE TECHNIQUES

The simplest method for the examination of living cells is that used

for insect spermatocyte culture by Nicklas and Staehly (1967) and Nicklas,
Brinkley, Pepper, Kubai and Rickards (1979). Bri.efly, testes are

dissected from the animal in an isotonic or marginally hypotonic saline,
spermatocytes are spread over the surface of the coverslip of the slide
charnber, and the cells are quickly covered with an inert oil. This

technigue was modified for PlilCs as follows. A flower was dissected in a

drop of culture medium (see below) and an anther was transferred to the

coverslip window of the slide charnber. The anther was cut open with a

sharp scalpel under high hunidity, the contents vrere gently sqrreezed out

and spread over the surface of the coverslip. Finally the cells were

quickly covered with an inert oil. After several minutes the thick callose
wall of PMCs prepared in this way folds and puckers vfhere it contacts the
glass (Fig. 3). To a certain extent this may be due to the use of coverslips
which are not scrupulously clean (Fuseler, I975a), but even when coverslips
were cleaned as !'useler recommend.s, little improvement was gained.
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Puckering was reduced in thro ways. (a) By extruding the cells into
a small drop of culture mediun. With this procedure, however, the cells
moved about freely anclwere unsuitable for timelapse cinei micrography.

Furthermore, both ce1l survival and the irnage qualitywerepoor.
Alternatively, (b) a lt aqueous solution of prol-gnir" sull,lrate (Steinhardt,

Lundin and Mazia (I97I); Calbiochem, A grade) was applied to one surface

of a coverslip for one minute; the coverslip was then washed with distilled
water and air dried. The protanine sulphate on the coverslip binds evenly

to the callose wall of PMCs, reducing folding and actually sticking the

cells weakly to the coverslip. Several preparations were made using this
technique but the phase contrast iurage was only fair.

A sucrose polymer, Ficoll, has been used by Hard and Allen (L9771 to
penn:it high quality differential interference contrast microscopy of
Haemanthus endosperm cells. As this article appeared after most of the

J.iving cells studies reported here had been completed, the effect of
Ficoll in supporting Pl4C culture and reducing puckering was not determined.

The best method for culturing Pt4Cs proved to be a modified version of
the agar coverslip technigue of t'{olE-eajer and Bajer (1963) . This

technique results in an excellent phase contrast image of PMCs, as judged

by the clarity and sharpness of chromosomes arrd cytoplasm. The 1:hase halo

around the cell-s is minimal with this technique (Fig. 7)- Furthermore,

the cells remain stationary, a longer dissection time is possible and cell
health is better than with other techniques.

3.21 Agar-coverslip technique

A thin film (20-30 Um) of hot (70-8OoC) culture medium containing
0.75-1.0+" agar (Davis) was spread on the inside of the coverslip window

of the slide chamber. This was done by placing a drop of hot agar,/medium

on the coverslip using a pasteur pip ette. The slide was then quickly
tilted and rot.rted to spread the drop over the coverslip surface, and at
the same tinre excess liquid was removed with the pip ette. The procedure

is not difficult but it must be done quickly or else thick (0.5-f.0 mm!)

and uneven films will be obtained. Concentrations of agar that are lower

than 0.75*, result in fiLns that are too soft, and concentrations greater
than l.OS result in thick films. If the agar is insufficiently hot (< 70oC)

it sets too quickly and gives a thick film. Uneven films are obtained if
the agar is too hot (> gooc).

The coated slides were stored in coplin jars lined with moistened

tissue paper for several hours untii use. fnitially, a second coverslip
was sealed onto the top si-de of the culture chamber to prevent evaporation
from the filrn but this was found to be unnecessary so long as the coplin
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jar was covered. .Also, condensation dropJ-ets of water usually formed on

the agar layer if the slide charnber was covered with a second coverslip.
These droplets are, of course, anisotonic to the PMCs and they cause

irnmediate cell death.

Pollen mother cells were gently spread on the agar surfac€ c,t. the slide
charnber and quickly covered with an inert oiL. ft is important to avoid
breaking the agar film since this re-exposes a glass surface and puckering

of PMCs will result. The use of 100X objectives was possible if the agar

coating had been made sufficiently thin. Very thin No. O coverslips were

sometimes used to aid further the use of this objective.
Ims and Trad.escuttia vucs were usually cultured at zoo t 2oc and

ALLiwn pMCs were usually c"uLtured aE 24o t toc.
The phase contrast inage of PMCs was greatly improved if the cells were

flattened. Flattening could be achieved in two ways. (a) The cells were

spread on the agar as above but with slightly more medium than usual. Then

the cells were covered with a (heavy ) Wo. 2 coversl-ip, which was then

covered with oil. (b) The spread cells were covered with a thick, heavy

film of agar,/gelatine (see section 3.31- below). With both methods it is the
weight of the overlying layer that achieves flattening. Flattening was

successful only with smal-l PMCs such as those of TnadescanLiu, where Lhe

degree of flattening relative to the cel] size was higtr. Flattening
always resulted in arrested or abnormal anaphase, and when ceLls did enter
anaphase f the chromosomes in the centre of the group usually moved further
poleward than the rest. this may be due to the central chromosomes on a
metaphase plate having been moved laterally to a lesser extent than

marginal ones: a well flattened metaphase plate is twice as wide as an

unflattened one.

3.22 Cultu.re medium

A solution of sucrose at an appropriate osmolarity was sufficient to
maintain cells in short term (usually < 5 hr) culture. The pH of the
medium was usualry 6.2. A substantiarly higher or lower pH (< 5.4 and > 6.6)
sometimes resulted in division abnormalities. Various defined media (White,

1963; Ringer, A, Sharma and Sharma, 1965; Earles, penso and Balducci,
1963) were tried but none gave any advantage over a sucrose solution.

fris spurta and ?rad.et:cantia flwnenensis PMCs were best maintained in a

O.22'!'tL (7.5e") solution of sucrose. ALLiwn tni.quetrun PMcs required a 0.28 ltl

(9.5t) solution. These concentrations of media were determined solely by

trial and error, and are at best a compromise since it was often a case of
"having to strike a happy medium ...',. Relevant points are as folLows.
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(a) Even with a standardized technique it was often difficult to
reproduce a t'good prep.,'
(b) In some species it was difficult to get the large number of preparations

at the same stage (usually metaphase I) necessary for comparisons of media.
(c) The optirnum osmolarity varied with the stage of meiosis (see also

Shimakura' 1934). For exanple, although ALLiwn PMCs at metaphase r survived
best in 0.28 M (9.5t) sucrose, metaphase rr cells were best in 0.32 M (lra)
sucrose.

{dt The response of PMCs to cuLture varied at different times in the same

plant (see also MoIA-Bajer and Bajer, L953). The culture of fris pMcs was

sometimes more difficult tDrtards the end of the flowering season {late May)

than culture early in the season (april), when the weather is warmer. Itis
PMcs were difficult to culture for the entire 1978 season and this may have

been due to an unusually cold flowering season. The optirnum osmolarity for
PIttC culture in the 1978 sear;on was lower than in previous years (0.I9 M vs
O.22 M sucrose).
(e) Short flowering seasons also limit comparisons.

These factors usually meant that once a medium was found. which supported
continuing division, little attempt was made to improve it.
3.23 Inert oils

Paraffin, Halocarbon and Voltalef oils ,:ause differences in the quality
of the phase contrast image of PMCs, due mainly to variations in their
ability to cover ce.l-rs. A smalr pooJ- of liquid (rnostry tapetal fruid)
surrounds PMCs covered in paraffin oil and this causes a bright phase halo
around the cells. The amount of liquid is reduced when Halocarbon oil is
used, and further reduced wi'th Voltalef oil, with corresponding improvements

in image quality. The reason for the difference in degree of covering cells
between different oil tlpes is not known at present, but it may be reLated
to differences in weight per unit volume of oil. In conjunction with t.he

improvement in image quality is, unfortunately, a reduction in ce11 viability.
This may be due to the reduction in the amount of tapetal fluid around each

ceII and a corresponding loss of its protective buffering.

3.3 ELECTRON MTCROSCOPY

Prior knowledge of both the meiotic stage, and the exact plane of
section, must be known in advance for the detailed study of the ultra-
structure of dividing cel1s. Standard EM techniques for tissue preparation
are therefore inadeguate. Anthers cannot be fixed wtrole: Pl4Cs must be

fixed in a monolayer and attached to a flat surface, usually a coverslip.
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Severalmethods for the flat enbedding of cells are available (Rose,

Pomerat, Shindter and Trunnell, 1958; tlclE-gajer and Bajer, 1968;

Forer, L972; Brinkley and Cartwright, 1971; Pleschkewych and Levine, 1971;

Rattner and Berns, r9'l 6i Roos, L973a, L976; Nicklas et a1.., rgTg') .

Several of these techniques hrere tried and satisfactory results were

obtained with a modification of the agar sandwich method of MolE-eajer and

Bajer (1968).

3.31 4grr sandwich technique

The following paragraphs firstly outline the preparation of agar sand-
wich cetl cultures and then several important features are elaborated.

IndividuaL 22 x 22 mni coverslips were coated with agar as above (3.2f)
and stored until required in snall petri dishes lined with noistened tissr,re

Paper. The contents of an anther were extruded into a small drop of 6t
glutaraldehyde on an agar coated coverslip, and the cells were spread over
agar surface. A thin film of agar (0.?5t)/gelatine (0.75C)/sucrose mediunr

was then layered over the cells, sandwiching then between two layers of gel
on a coverslip. The film was made as follows. Hot melted agarrlgelatine
medium was maintained. at 9O-lOOoC in a waterbath until required. Approximately
5 ml of the mixture vtas then poured into a small petri dish. An elliptic
wire loop (2O x 30 nm) was dipped into the still liquid medium and carefully
removed, supporting a very thin fiJ.m of agar gel i.n the manner of a childs
soap bubble toy. Before complete solidification of the ge1, the loop was

applied on top of the coverslip preparation in a rolring motion. The
preparation was then further processed for EM with no danger of losing
the cells. The procedure requires some practice and the fol-Iowing points are
noteworthy.

3.311 Timing is crucial. If the operation is done too quickly the film
is too hot and it usually bursts on application to the ceIls. ff it does

not burst the hot agar may affect the guality of fixation. Slow preparation
resul-ts in cold solidified films which do not stick to the bot,tom agar layer
and t'he sandwiched cells may be subsequently lost. An ideal preparation time
is 15-20 seconds.

3.312 The small petri dish was used to cool- the melted gel partially for
ease of film rnaking. It wAs difficult to get a film formed on the loop if
the agar solution was hotter than 9OoC.

3.313 The loop was made of 0.3 mm steel or platinurn wire. Thicker
wires result in thick (hot) filns.
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3.31-4 The optimurn size of the loop was 2o x 30 nun; smaller loops
result in thicker films.

3.315 Gelatine was added to the gel to facilitate the formati.on of a

film on the loop. A film of agar gel bursts too readily.

3-316 cert.ain types of gelatine and agar, when mixed together, form
an annoying nilky precipitate, which is visible around the enbedded cells.
The least amount of precipitate was formed when "exquisitely purified,,
calbiochem agarose was m:Lxed with Difco purified gelatine.

3.317 The amount of fixative used on the cells initially was small,
since rarge amounts cEul prevent the sticking of the top agar ger to the
bottom one. And, large amounts of fixative can cause shrinkage of the
cells similar to the puckering of living cells clescribed in section 3.2.
Also, since only small anounts of the in r tial fixative were used, it is
diluted by the taPetal fluid. For this reason, rhe initial concentrat,ion
of glutaraldehyde used (6t) was twice that used in the subsequent step
(section 2.26L).

3.32 Correlative light and electron nicroscopy

The technique described here permits the continuous filminq of a livinrJ
cell followed by rapid fixation and eventual examination of the same cell
in the EM. Agar sandwich preparations were made on 22 x 4O mm coverslips
in exactly the s;rme way as described in 3.31 above except that a clrop of
culture medium was used instead of fixative. The coverslip preparation was

then sealrl.l onto the lower surfac* of a perfusion chamber (Pig. 2, section
2.235') vrith petrolatum. The chanrlcer hras not filled with culture meclium as

is done by Molb-Bajer and Bajer (1968), since this usually reduces cel_l
health. The phase contrast image was generally poor due to an uneven .rir-
agar interface, but cells suitable for cinE-micrography could be found in
most prepartrti-ons. These celLs were filmed, and were then fixed by

depressing the plunger of the hypodermic syringe until a small quantity of
6? glutaraldehyde fixative flowed over the ce1ls. ft is importanr that the
exit t-ubing is of wider internal diameter than the inlet tubing, as this
prevents the build up of hydrostatic pressure. The coverslip preparation
was then removed from the perfusion chamber and treated as described in
section 2-26.

The technique was difficult and there does not appeni r.o be any sinple
explanation for the rapid death of PMCs in some agar sandwich preparations.
The points listed in section 3.31 above are relevant; and particular care
must br: taken to ensure thin films. The application of mediurn over the
sandwich preparation can sometimes cause cells to die, but this is not always
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so. Perhaps the top layer of get reduces the amount of the protective
buffer (tapetal fluid) around the cell. This would reduce cell viability.
rf this is so,a possibJ"e technical improvement rnight be to lower the
concentration of agar in the top gel. However, this gives a layer of agar
that is not solid enough to hold the cells orrtro the coverslip.

3.33 Flat enbedding and photography of fixed cells

Coverslip preparations lrere fl-at ernbedded in a thin wafer of Araldite
using silicone rubber enbedding molds. These were macle. from templates of
glass rather than of aluminiun as used by Chang (fg7l). Templates for the
recesses in the mold were simply stacks of several coverslips (No. 2',18 mm

diam. round). The use of glass templates gives the mold, and therefore the
Araldite, an opticarLy flart surface, improving the quality of photographs

of the embedded cells (system devised by !4r A. Harris).
cells enbedded in the wafer of /raldite were photographed before

coverslip removal as this provides the best image quality. Optimum optics
were obtained by using an aluminiun slide charnber (2.23f) without the
coverslip window. The hole in the slide was made slightly wider (19 mm

diam.) than the diameter of the embedding rnold (18 rnm diam.) so that the
molded Araldrte wafer recessed in the hole. The advantages of this system
are that it eriminates a glass-lraldite interfacer and it brings the
condenser closer to the specimen; both of these factors improve the image
guality.

3.34 Coverslip removal

The coverslip was removed from the wafer of Araldite by floating tLre

wafer, coversrip down, in a small pool of hydrofluoric acid for 5-ro
minutes untir atl of the glass coverslip was dissolved (Moore, 1975).
Prolonged exPosure to HF softens the Araldite and the phase contrast image

is lost temporarily, but apparently there is no damage to the cerls
(Nicklas, et al.r 1979). The softening can be remedied by placing the
wafer in an oven at 6OoC for several hours or overnight. This procedure

for the renoval of the coverslip is simple and quick, and no prior coverslip
preparation, such as earbon coating (t"tolE-najer and Bajer, 1968) or teflon
coating (Chang, 1971), is necessary.

3.35 Blocking up

Selected cells were circled with a Zeiss diamond objective .cribe and

cut from the Araldite wafer with a line jewellers saw or a sharp scalpel.
The srnall piece of Araldite containing the cell was then glued with epoxy
glue onto the top of a peg ofAraldite, with the cell in ej_rher longitudinal
or transverse orientation.
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A LKB pyramitome was used to trin the sides
perspex ttlens" was used to concentrate Light onto
that the light was reflected to the viewer, making
visible (system devised by l,tr li!.N. Loper).

the block. A

block face so

scribed eircl.e

serial sections were cut with a diamond knife and were picked up
using an adaptation of the method of Kubai (pers. corun. to G.K. Rickards,
L977) r as follows.

A cl-ean slide was lightly greased by wiping with a finger and pracecl in
a separating funnel filled with a solution of 0.75* Formvar in dried chloro-
form' The funnel was drai.ned leaving a thin coating of formvar on the
slide' The thickness and evenness of the film was varied by controlling
the flow of liquid from the funnel. After drying for 10 minutes the sLide
was scored with a sharp razor bLade into approximately 6 run squares, and
lowered, at an arr,rle of about 45o, into a trough of water so that the
formvar floated off- Removal of the formvar was facilitated by the prior:
greasing of the slide and by breathing heavily on the slide before lowering
it into the water- Each formvar square was picked up on a 5 mm diameter
loop of copper wire, blotted dry, and arranged around a piece of balsa woorl
impregnated with wax (Fig. a). (r have been told that the latter
arrangement cLosely resembles a wigwam for a goosers bridle!) The loops
were then coated with a thin layer of carbon (5 nm) in an Edwards
evaporator. The presence of wax in the balsa wood shortens the time taken
to reach high vacuum.

The presence of carbon on one side of the forrnvar renders it hydrophobic.
This undesirable quality was remedied by washing the loop in a viar- of
detergent (4 drops per lO rnl distilled water), rinsing in distirred water,
and draining until dry. Only good quality cletergent (e.9. ,,Agepon,,,

Agfa-Geva-ert or ,,Decon-9O,' Selby Wilton) should be used. A ribbon of
secti-ons was then picked up on the non-carboried side of the formvar loop
using a "third hand" (Fig. 5). When dry, the sections were lowered onto a
single slot grid, which was raid on top of a rotatabre peg (Fis. 6).
Attachment of the film to the grid was aided by breathing onto it (non-
smokers onlyl) and by carefully pressinq the edge of the grrd with the
fingers. The sections were then stained and examined in the Er4.

This technique differs from trrat of Kubai in that the formvar
are coated with carbon before the sections are picked up. This is
possible if the loops are rendered hydrophil ic as above, and has
advantage that there is no danger of rosing vitar sections durinq
coating; also, the sections can be examined immerliately.

loops

only
the major

carbon

of
the

the
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3.4 ANALYSIS OF SERIAI, SECTIONS

3.41 longitudinal sections

Consecutive serial sections were traced onto clear cellulose acetate
filn using different coloured, felc tipped pens. Ultrafine tipped, water-
proof, overhead projection Pens (Faber-Castr,l,I-23F-OH-Permanent) were the
most suitable as they gave intense colour an<l a fine line. Different
cellular conponents were traced in different coloursl black for chromatin,
blue for kinetochores, red for microtr.rbules and green for membrane. Each

tracing in a series was stacked in order and in register, and was separated
by a sheet of perspex (L.5 run thick) or glass (2.0 rmr thick). Each sheet
approxirnates the thickness of the sections at Lhe magrnifications used, and

one betr*een each tracing was used to obtain the best 3D effects. It was

possible to rotate and examine the stack of tracings at all angles, when

held against a strong light. (I a.n grateful to prof. J.K. Heyes for
suggesting this technique). e similar technique has recently been used by

Fuge (1980). Perspex was inferior to glass in most respects, since it is
easily scratched and tends to have a light scattering effect when a large
number of sheets are used in a stack. Glass plates were normally used for
photography. A photofloodlight was placed about 500 nurr uncler a sheet of
diffusing Elass. The stack of tracings was placed on top of the glass and

photographeC on Kodacolour If negative film with an Asahi Pentax canera.
The nurnber of glass plates was reduced for photography to give a sharper
image; and the order of the tracings was sometimes reversed to simulate
focussing on the lower surface.

An alternative method involves arranging the tracings several millimeters
apart on a franework and lowering the lot into a large tank of water (Jordan

and Saunders, L976). The system works weII enough but it is cumbersome and

the tracinlls cannot be easily rotated and examined from all sides. other
methods entai] either the building of a physical model by cutting out Lhe

tracings in cardboard (Sotelo, Garcia, and Wettstej.n, L973), polystyrene
(Murray and Davies, 1979) or pllmood (pellegrini, ISBO), or compuLer

facilitated MT tracking (McDonald, Edwards and Mclntosh, 1-979).

3-42 Nl:-crotubule counts frorn transverse sections

TVelve to L5 transverde sections at various positions in the spindles
were analysed for total l,1T numbers. Only c1ean, dirt free sections were

chosen: in my hands a somewhat random occurrencel Large montage electron
micrographs oi each transverse section were taped onto a board and covered

with a sheet of plastic, which was also taped tc.' the board. A fett tipped
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Pen was used to put a dot on the plastic over each MT ProfiLe and counting
was done using a hand tally counter. The faee of the counter was masked

off to avoid any bias in the final results, sections hrere counted out of
order, and the counters were not unmasked until all counts for a particuLar
spindle were completed. Several points arising from the analysis are as

follows.
(a) A t'lT is circular in transverse section (see Fig. 23) but if it is cut
obliquely, ESr for exarnpl-e, in regions of Mf convergence to the pole, its
profile can be figure I shaped. AIl such MTs were counted as one MT.

(b) Although MTs are of unifonm size and electron density in any one section,
other structures, especially small vesicles can be confused with MTs. A11

MT count,s were done by nyself so that any errors in MT identification should

be consistent from section to section.
(c) Variations in section thickness and section staining can cause

differences from micrograph to micrograph in the clarity and sharpness of
MTs.

(d) The negative uraginification was usually 7-9000X and each negative was

enlarged 3-4X. Photography at higher magnifications resulted in very large
cumbersome montage elecLron micrographs which did not give greatly increased

resolution.

3.43 Estimates of the relative area of membrane in the spindle

Two nethods were used.

(a) The outline of each profile of ER in the spindle was traced onto clear
acetate film using a felt tipped pen, and the area enclosed by each profile
was determined using a cartographers planimeter, The total area enclosed by

membrane within the spindle was then expressed as a percentage of the total
spindle area. The method is extremelT laborious and probably inaccurate
since the error in measuring each piece of ER is,,tdditive.
(b) A much easier method is to use a 1eaf area meter (LAl4) (I am

grateful to the DSIR for the use of this equipment). The out-line of all the

spindle ER was traced as above, and the enclosed area was blacked in with a

felt tipped pen. The tracing was then photocopied onto a transparency to
give it a more r:.niform blackness. Similarly, the spindle outllne was cut
out in black paper to give. an estimate of the total area of the spindle.
The cut out was also photocopied onto a transparency so that it was composed

of the same degree of blackness as the sample. The machine then measures

the amount of blackness in both samples and the area of membrane in the
spj-ndle is given as a simple fractioh. The accuracy of the scanner was

estimated to be lZzi see section 4.232).
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3.5 PROTOPIAST ISOLATION

Agar sandwich preparations of ALLiwn PMcs were made as described in
section 3.32, and were mounted in the perfusion chamber. The hl4podermic

syringe was filled with 0.75* Helicase (Industrie Biologique francaise 5A,

Gennevilliers, France) enzyme solution in sucrose medium, instead of fixative.
The solution was perfused over the cells and protoplasts were isolaLed 15-30

minutes later. The enzlrme soLution was then replaced with fresh sucrose

solution. Living protoplasts are easily distinguished since dead ones quickly
lose their spherical shape and the cytoplasm becomes quite granular.
Viabitity could also be determined with phenosafranine stain (Widholm, 19721,

which specif ically stains rr.ead cells.

3.6 PROSPESTS FOR III{PROVE}IENT IN TECHNIQUES

3.61 Living cell culture

The synthesis of a new, defined culture medium is a mammoth task even

for somatic cells, which are available all the year round. Even the
modification of existing defined uredia (e.g. White, 1963) for PMC culture
is impractical for reasons listed under 3.22 above. The best approach at
present seems to be to find species which can be cult.ured easily irr sucrose

solution, rather than to attempt to culture "uncooperative" cefls.
Since osmotic requirements change during meiosis (3.223 above) it may

be possible to change the medium concen.Eration gradually by perfusion (3.32),
if culture of PMCs through both meiotic divisions is requi-red.

The sucrose polymer, Ficollrcould possibly be used instead of an agar

layer' to eliminate the puckering of PMCs spread directly on a glass coverslip.
This technique might also afford a higher quality phase contrast image than

that obLained in the present studies.
Plants could be grown in controlled conditions in a glasshouse and, as

wi-L}: Haemanthus luotE-najer and Bajer, 1963), it rnay be possible to induce

flowering all the year round.

3.52 Electron microscopy

There is always scope for improvements in the quality of EM fixation.
In particular, the newly developed PIPES buffer (Salema and Brandao, 1973i

Baur and Stacey, L977) could replace cacodylate buffer and may result in
better fixation, especialty of membranes. A lower concentration of osmium

tetroxide (e.g. 0.025*) could reveal actin filarnents in the spindle if any

are present (Maupin-Szamier and Pollard, 1978). The dehydration procedure

of LinrFaIk, and Stocking (L977) using 2,2-dimethoxlpropane or 2,2-
diethoxypropane could be used to dehydrate cells more rapidly than with a

graded series of alcohols.
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An improvement in the living cell culture medium may increase cell-
viability in agar sandwich preparations for correlative livi,ng ce11 and

electron microscopy.
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ChAPICT 4. USE OF TIIE NEW TECHNIQUES : SOME OBSERVATTONS ON LIVING AND
FIXED CELLS

The approach taken in these studies was not to examine comprehensively
one particular aspect of meiosis, but rather to use the techniques which
have just been described to provide a base for future studies. once this
base is established, detailed studies of individual features of meiosis
will then be possible. Future living cell study of neiosis in clrromosome

mutants, such as interchange heterozygotes (Rickards, L977), clearly
requires the prior establishment of both adequate technical procedures and

the living cell study of meiosis in normal cells. Similar requirements also
apply to the study of the spatial relationships between kinetochores and the
rest of the bivalent. in the first division of rneiosis, for example, Again,
the basic arrangement and structure of kinetochores must first be describecl.
The relationship between kinetochores and the rest of the bivalent is a
fascinating but unanswered question, and it will be examined in more detail
later (section5.3to provide a specific example of the direction along which
subsequent studies might be focussed.

4.L LIVING CELL STUDIES

The majntenance of living PMCs in slide culture is an exacting business,
although once the techniques have Lreen thoroughly practised good
preparations of dividing PI"tCs from favourable species can often be obtained.
Three species were found to be satisfactory for living cell culturc:
fr'is spunia, ALLiwn !r,iquettwm and, Tradescantia flwnenensis.

4.II Anaphase I and If

4.111 Anaphase I and Ir in kis spzrrzla

A number of PMCs were filmed during various stages of meiosis and two

representative series of still photographs taken fron cin6-films of ft4s
PMcs are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The cell in Fig. 7 progressed from
metaphase I to tetrad formation over a 20 hr culture period. The spindte
region is commonly seen as a zone of uniform 9rey, somewhat darker Lhan the
surrounding cytoplasm (FiS. 7, 0 min print) . Anaphase f lasted approximately
40 minutes in this ceIl and there was no apparent polar j,eparation (spindle
eJ-ongation) when the film was projected at ordinary speed. The daughter
nuclei rounded up dur-ing te.lophase I and granular cytoplasm moved into the
interzone region between the nuclei. The end of a four and a half hour
interphase was marked by the rapid (two to four minutes) recondensation of
chromosomes at prophase rr (5 hr 34 min print). The second division of



!'i_q " 1 . Living PUC; Iris spuria. Metaphase
hours and minutes. Arrowheads in 0
edge of the sr^,indle. Scale = I0 ltm.

I to tetrads. Time in
min 5:rint outline the

!'iE.8. Living pnCi fris $puri.a.
nucleolus is arrowed in 0

Prophase If t:o telophase f I.
min print. ,'icale .= l0 um.
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neiosis was not particularly clear in this ceIl since chromosomes tend

to lose contrast after three to four hours .in slide culture. CeII walls
appeared around the four tetrad nuclei some five hours .efter tel,,phase
II and complete wal-ls are visible in the 20 l'rr print.

A clearer vjew of the second division of mei-osis can be obtained by

initiating slide culture at prophase II (as in Fig. 8). A nucleolus is
arrowed in the 0 min print and, as far as could be determlned, it faded
away before prometaphase II chromosome movements began. Attempts to
verify this point in other cells have been unsuccessful due to difficulties
encountered in culturing prophase II cells. If more positive results had

been obtained here, the presenoe of a nucleolus in el-ectron micrographs of a

prometaphase II spindle wr:uld unequivocally indicate that chromosome movenents

had not begrun in that cell at the tirne of fixation (section 4.34). The

chromosomes in the lower spindle in Fig. g became aI-igned at the equator
rnuch earlier than those in the upper spindle (1 hr. 17 min print), but
both spindles entered anaphase II slmchronously. Anaphase II lasted about
30 min in this cel1.

4.L111 Cin6-film analysis of anaphase I

Graphs of anaphase chromosome movements in the cell in Fig. 7 are
presented in Frgs. 9a and b (see section 2.25 for details of analyses).
Anaphase chromosome movement can be represented graphicalry in two hrays.

The first is to plot the distance between the kinetochores of each pair
of half-bivalents during anaphase I with tirne (FiS. 9a). The second

method is to gr,rph the positions of the two poles and then to pJ.ot pole-to-
kinetochore distance (Fig. 9b).

The first method of presentation is particularly useful in providing
velocity data when the positions of the spindle poles are difficult to
determine (as they are in the cell in Fig. 71. Ho!.rever, it does not
provide information on the relative contribution (if any) of spindle
elongation to chromosome separation during anaphase.

The second method of presentation shows both kinetochore-to-pole
movement and the position of the poles during anaphase. Hence spindle
elongation data can be obtained fron graphs of this sort. In this
analysis, a spindle pole was defined as: a line parallel to a line drawn

through the approachlng anaphase kinetochores, and this pole line was

positioned at the point of the change in contrast between the spindle and

1l'., j ...urrounding cytoplasm. This definition was considered the most

appropriate since there is no single point of focus in the pole of anastraL
spindles. The spindle pole actualJ-y consists of an aggregation of mernbrane



I,'ig. 9. fnis spu.r'ia. Gra_phs of anaphase f movement in cell l0-1(ris. 7\.
a. fnterkinetochore distarrue. Graplrs are drawn for four

of the six bivalents analysed. ,IVo of the four bivalents
were in the centre of the met-aph:rse plate and two were
on the edge of tire plate.

Fig. 9. b. Pole-to*kinetochore dj-stance. Data for six half.-
bivaients pooled.
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(Hepler, 1980); therefore the assignation of a single point as the pole

would be meaningless. Also, of course, even in astral spindles, the

chromosomes do not completely converge on the aster centre as if it were

some sort of black holel In the film analysis there are unavoidable

fluctuations in the localization of the po1es, due mainly to differences
in irnage clarity from photograph to photograph. Any error in the

identification of the spindle poles would have been translated into both

halves of the spindle during the plotting of the poLe graphs, since the

graphs were drawn as mirror inages about the equator (the equator was

defined as a straight line graph). At the same t-ime, however, the error
would be halved. In Fig. 9b, deviation from a line drawn by eye Lhrough the
pole points is slight, and identification errors are thouglit Lo be negligible.

The distance from the kinetochore to the pole line hras measured along

the actual path of kinetochore movernent, The path of movement htas found

by projecting the film of the anaphase backwards and foruards several times;
thus this measurement gives the actuaL velocity of the movement. If the

measurements had been mad,e to a single pole point, the data would have had

to be corrected (Fuseler, 1975).

Graphs of the kinetochore-to-kinetoshore distance for four bivalents
at various positions on the metaphase I pl-ate are shown in Fig. 9a. AII
four graph lines have the same slope; i.e. each kinetochore pair separates

at the same velocity. The slopes of all graphs were always measured over a

five to ten rn-inute period during mid-anaphase when the chromosome velocity
was more-or-Iess constant. The mid-anaphase I separation velocrty for each

pair of half-bivalents in this cell was I.1 Un,/min, and the actual velocity
of each l-ralf-bivalent is therefore 1.I + 2 = O.55 Urn/min.

The positions of the kinet-ochores were averaged for each half-spindle
in Fig. 9b. This procedure was considered to be valid because all half-
bivalents moved at the same rate, and variation in the size of the
bivalents at metaphase I was slight (FiS. "7, O min print). Other flrls
Pt'lCs which have been studied also show no variation in anaphase f chromosome

velocity from chromosome to chromosome (see appendix 1). There is a small
difference in kinetochore-to-pole velocity in the sister half-spindles in
Fig. 9b (0.60 versus 0.50 Un/min.), but the mean velocity for the whole

spindle is the same as that derived from Fig. 9a (0.55 Um/min). A small

difference in velocity between sister half-spindles aLso occurred in another

of the ce1ls analysed (Tabfe 1).
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As can be seen in Fig. 9b, there h,as no change in pole-to-pole distance
during the first 39 minutes of anaphase T, but during the last lO minutes

there hlas a l5B increase in the interpol.rr distance in associatiorr with the

slowing of chromosome movement in late anaphase I. Minor (168) polar
elongation can also be seen in cel-l 15-10 (Table 1, and appendix 1); polar

elongation could not be estimated in cells 10-9 and 17-10 (cell 10-9 died

at late anaphase I and the poles could not be distinguished in cell 17-10).

Chromosomes converged laterally as they apprri.rched the poles during

anaphase I (compare the width of the chromosome group in the 0 min and I hr
prints in Fig. 7), yet, as has been noted above, all chromosomes moved at
the same velocity. Since laterally positioned chromosomes kept level with
chromosomes in the centre of the anaphase group (Fig. 7), even at late-
anaphase I, it follows that a laterally positioned chromosome must move

faster than a chromosone on the spindle axis. Afl the chromosomes in Fig. 7

could in fact be marginaL chromoaomes, if the level of focus was through the

edge and not through the cenLre of the spindle. However, it is unlikely for
six to seven bivalents to a1l be at the sarne level of focus in other than

median optical. sections in spindles which only have 24 bivalents. Also, i.n

aLL fri,s ce1ls studied, chromosomes on the side of the anaphase group always

kept up with central onesr 6rod it is unlikely for the level of focus in all
these cells to always be on the edge of the spindle.

llorlr much faster than a central chromosome night a lateral one move?

An estirnate was derived from the graphs of the decrease in width of the

chromosome group during anaphase I (Fig. 9c). The rate of decrease in width

in the upper half-spindle is 0.12 pm/nin, A chromosome on the edge of the

anaphase I group therefore has a lateral velocity vector of O.06 pm/min,

which is an order of mngnitude less than the observed poleward velocity.
Assuming a poleward velocity of 0.6 Um,/min, then, by simple trigonometry,
the j.ncrease in poleward velocity which would be required for a lateral
chromosome to keep level with central chromosomes is only 0.002 pm,/min. The

methods of cin6-film analysis used here could not possibly resolve a

variation in velocity as small as this. These observations confirm that no

bias was introduced by averaging kinetochore position in constructing Fig. 9b.

l,lid-anaphase I chromosome velocities vary between 0.45 and 0.60 pm,/min

(Table la), with a mean for all ce1ls of 0.55 Um,/min. Cell 16-10 was

prepared with the agar sandwich technique (Ch. 3, section 3.3f), but was not

fixed and was allowed to progress to telophase f. This cell, therefore,
serves as a control for correlative living cell and EM studies to be

described later. In this cell chromosome velocities (0.45 and 0.55 pmlrnin)

and spindle elongation (169) (see also appendix I) are simiLar to those

obtained from cells in standard preparations, suggesting that the agar



Fig. 9. Inis spuria; anaphase I in cell 1O-I continued.
c. Width of chromosome groups.

Fig. 10. fris spw,ia. Graph of anaphase II movement in
spinclle 19-3.2 (Table 16).
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sandrtich technique does not significantly alter the process of anaphase r
from that in standard. preparations.

Culture temperature was kept constant to within 2oc (Table Ia) and
t-lius varj-ation in temperature is not a source of variability in chromosome
velocities- similarly, the time in culture before anaphase r onsct varied
considerably in these cells (Table la) but there is apparently no corresponding
effect on anaphase chromosome velocities.

4.rL12 cind-film analvsis of anaphase rr in rnis spe{ria

A typical anaphase rI is graphed in Fig. IO, and Table lb summarizes
observations of anaphase rr in fx'is. rndividual- anaphase rr kinetochores
are usually difficult to distinguish, especially during early anaphase Ir.
This is because chronatid a::ms extend polewards and tend to obscure kineto-
chores. Thusr in the analysis of this cell-, a line was drawn through the
estimated kinetochore positions, and pole-to-kinetochore distance was measured
along the interpolar axis. This nethod of analysis was considered valid since
a straight line could always be drawn through all the kinetochores in the
anaphase group. AIso, no variations in velocity, such as chromosome lagging,
could be detected when the filn was projected. Further support for this
assunption comes from celL 16-l (Table Ib and appendix 2), which was

cultured with the agar sandwich technique. rndividual kinetochores were
clear enough in this cell to permit the movement of several chromosornes ro
be graphed- Velocities were the same for each chromatid in each half-spindles,
and the lateral vector was negligible.

Anaphase rI velocities were of a similar rate to those of anaphase r
(mean for all anaphase rr cells = o.5o um/min), but were generarly more
variable than in anaphase I (compare Tables Ia and lb). As noted above for
anaphase r, there was often some variation in mean rnid-anaphase rrvelocities
between sister half-spindles. No polar elongation has been observed in any
anaphase rr spindle studied, and the chromosomes do not move as close to the
poles as they do in anaphase I.

cell 16-1, as mentioned above, lvas prepared with tl:r: agar sandwich
technique and no significant difference in mean velocity was detected in
either spindle from similar cells prepared with the standard technique.

Culture temPeratures were not a source of variability in chromosome
velocities (Table lb). The time in culture before anaphase rr onset, wi.th
one exception, had no apparent effect on velocities. However, cell l0-l
(Fis' 7) was cultured for l0 hours before anaphase rr began, and in this cell
the mean anaphase velocity was less than in other ceLls.
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A.LLZ enaphase L in ALLiun triquetyum

Figure 1l illustrates anaphase I in a living ALLi'wn PMC and Fig. l4a
is a graphical presentation of the chronosome movements in the sarne c'e11.

For clarity' both the vertical and horizontal axes have been doubled in
size from those used in Fig. 9b.

The spindle poles are situated cLose to the cell wall at metaphase I
(arrow at lower po1e, 5 rnin print, Fig. 11; see also Lp electron micro-
graph, rig. 40a). Spindle elongation cannot, therefore, occur during
anaphase x Ln ALLiwn, arrd. none was observed in any of the cells studied
(Table 2).

The culture temperature was maintained at 23-25oC in all but one of
the cells studied (cell 11-3; 18oc). The mean mid-anaphase velocities
in cell ll-3 were similar to those in other cells cul"tured at 23-25oC (e.g.
cell 8-5b), and a much greater difference in velocity was observed among

the first four cells in Table 2 (alL cuttured at 25oC) than was observed
between cells l1-3 and 8-5b. Thus, if culture temperature does have an

effect on anaphase chrornosome velocities (Fuseler f975b), its effect must be

trivial in comparison to the natural variation observed among different
cel ls.

There is no relationship between anaphase I velocities and time in
culture before anaphase onset (Table 2). Cells 8-3 and 8-5a ha<l similar
chromosome velocities yet the former was cultured for l-l hours before
anaphase r began, whire the latter was culturecl for only 3 minutes.
Similarly, cell 7-1 was cultured for 4L hours before anaphase onset yet
chromosome veLocities in this cell are in the centre of the observed range.

Comparison of Figs. 9b and )-4a, and Tables 1 and 2,show that anaphase

I chromosome velocities are of a similar rate in both llliun and lris (mean

mid-anaphase f velocities were both the same: 0.55 Um,/min.), although,
as in It"is, there is often some variation (O.f - 0.2 Urn,/rnin.) in velocities
between sister half-spindles. In Alliun, anaphase I lasts about l5-25 minutes
and the chromosomes t-ravel about z-lo un, while in -frzs the comparable
figures are 30-40 minutes and 15 Um respectively.

Anaphase r chromosome velocity varied with the position of the
chromosomes on the metaphase plate in the cell in Fig. 11. This is shown

in Table 3 below.



Fig. lL. f.iving PMC; Al,L'iwn tw,f.quetBtw, ]ietaphase I to teloSlhas:e I.
E'orlr bivatrents are nruibered in the 5 nin print,t and in the
15 min print tlre two arross indieate the positions of the
ktnetochores of half-.b,ivaleRts 3 (;upper arronl ancl 4 (rloq,rer

a'rrow)., l1he position of the l'olye:r ePindlle pol.€ !s arrottred
in the 5 lrin Print. Soale = 5 !m.

)

Fig. 12" Living ptq9, AltLi,rM fuiq4effiW. l{etaFtrase II to telophase II.
Scal-e = 5 lm.

Fi,g. l!3- Living PMei trqdeEwtt{;A f,Ltnene.nsis. trletaphase tr to
Lnt€rphas€. The dark sFot Lo the liEht' of ttae ep:i-ndle

Equator iE a sPeck of dust on the canetra lens. No'E-e tshe

phase bright EraR+rles sur'f,ounding the spindle area'
Scale = 5 ttrn.





Fig. L4. ALLiwn triquettwn. Graphs of anaphase I in cell 3-I
(Fig. U).
a. PoLe-to-kinetochore distance. Individual graphs

for bivalents I to 4 of Fig. 11 are shown.
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Table 3. Anaphase r chromosome veLocities. ALl.ium eeLL 3-L*

Half spindle Chrornosome No.r* Velocity (Um/rnin) Mean velocity (1.tm/nin)

Upper I
2
3

4

0.75
1.10
1. to
0 .80

0. 95

Lower I
2

3

4

1.00
1. r0
1.40
0 .75

1.05

**
Data from Fig. 14a

See Fig. 1I, 5 nin print.

The laterally positioned chromosomes I and 4 (see Figs. 11 and 14a)

moved more slowly than the centralty positioned ones (2 and 3) in both

half spindles. Since measurenents were made alongthe actual paths of
movement, these data reflect real differences in velocity. Indeed' the

differences are visible when the filn is projected because laterally
positioned chromosomes lag behind the central ones (bow away from the pole;

Fusel-er, 1975a). In Fig. lI, 5 min print, the kinetochores of bivalents 3

and 4 are at approximatel-y the same levels in both half-spindles, but at

mid-anaphase r half-bivalent 3 is about 2 Un in front of half-bivalent 4

in the upper half-spindle (arrow t5 min print). Note also that the short

half-bivalent 2 catches up and passes half-bivalent 4.

As was noted in the analysis of anaplrase I in fris, all the clrromosomes

in Fig. 11 could actually be marginal in position if the level of focus qere

through the edge of the spindle. But four bivalents (from a total of nine),

are visible in the one plane of focus in this cell (FiS. 1I). This fact
suggests that, as with lris, a median optical section has been obtained, and

the "central" chromosomes above are indeed central in the spindle.

The lateral velocity vector derived frorn chromosome convergence durinq

anaphase f, will-,il theory, make some contribution to the observed chromosome

bowing away from the pole. The rates of convergence are O.70 and 0.60 l"tm,/min

for the upper and lower spindles of this cell (Fig.14b), i.e. lateral
vectors of 0.35 and 0.30 1.trn/min respectively. These values are about five
times as great as those i.n .tt'is. If we assume for the moment that all
chromosomes move at the same velocity during anaphase I in this cell (say

0.95 Um/min, Table 3 above), then a vector diagram incorporating both pole-

ward and lateral vectors can be drawir (Fig. 14c). From this diagrarn it can

be seen that a laterally positioned chromosome should lag behind a central
chromosome by 0.05 1tm every minute. Anaphase I begins at about *7 minut-es rn



rig. L4. ALL'iun tri,quetrwn, anaphase I in cell 3-l continued.
b. Width of chromosome group.

Fig. 14. c. \tector diag ram. See text for deiails .
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the cell in Fig. 14a, so that by +15 minutes a lateral chromosome sirould b,'.

0.05 x 8 = O.4O Um behind a chromosome on the spindle axis. This is only

2OA of the observed. 2.0 Um lag indicated in Fig. 11. Thus, it is obvious

that. the major contributor to the bowing of chromosomes away from the pole

in anapftase f in this ce]l is variation in chromosome velocity.

Table 2 includcs a sunnary of comparable observations of anaphase I

in other ALLiwn PMcs. rn one cell (8-5a) the lateral chromosome moved

faster than the central ones and this resulted in bowing of the chromosome

groups towards the pole, not away from itras in the cell just described-

fn the five other PMCs studied, no differences in anaphase f velocities were

observed between marginal and central half-bivalents (Table 2 and appendix

3). Hence, there may be no relationship betvreen chromosome velocity and

position on the spindle.

4.113 Pina9]nase II Ln ALLiwn trLquetnwn

Anaphase II in a living PllC of ALLiwn is illustrated in Fig. 12 and

a graph of chromosome movements in the same cell is shown in Fig. l-5. For

clarjr.y, daLa from three chromosofies rdere pooled in this graph, since no

differences in nid-anaphase velocity were detected when each graph was

drawn individually (see appendix 4).
The spindle pole in the second division of meiosis.in ALLimt is

locared in the cytoplasm and approximately 40t spindle elongation was

observed during mid-to-late-anaphase in this cel1. Chromosome velocity
(mean = 0.55 Um,/min) was of a rate similar to that in anaphase f, and

anaphase II lasted approximately 15 minutes.

4.114 Anapbase r in Trade'seantia flumenensis

pollen mother cells of Inadescan'bi.a were cultured and filned during

anaphase f (Fi-gs. 13 and 16). The positions of the spindle poles w+:re

impossible to determine in this material due to the largc cytoplasmic

granules which surround and partially cover the spindle, and hence only

graphs of kinetochore separation can be presented. This meant that the

extent of polar elongation could not be determined tn Tradescclnti.a. As

in anaphase II of Iti.s, the positions of individual kinetochores were

difficult to distinguish, and consequently kinetochore positions were

averaged (rig. 16).



!'ig. 15. ALLium triquettwn. Anaphase Tlin cell 5-3 (Fig. 12\.
PoLe-r r-kinetochore distance. Data from three
chronrosomes pooled.

Fig' 16. Tratlesea.ntia flunenensis. Anaphase r rn cell r4-5(tnig. 13). Interli_Lnetochore distance. Data frornfour bivalents pooled.
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The mid-anaphase I velocity calculated from Fig. 16 is 0.6 + 2 -
0.30 pn/nin. In the only other cell with a sufficiently clear anaphase I, the
nid-anaphase f velocity was 0.35 rn/min. t'hese values are again similar
to tltr-rse obtained tn fris and ALLittn. Anaphase I in Tnadescantia lasEs
abouE 20 minutes. Anaphase rr was not studied in this species.

4.I14 Summary

A sunnary of anaphase I and II in fris, ALLiun and Tnadescantia are
presented in the following tables.

Table 4a. Anaphase I.

Species Mean Velocity Spindle Anaphase Distance
1pm/min) Elongation Duration(nin) Travelled (Um)

fris 0.55 t5r 40
ALLiun 0.55 o 15-25
Tradeseantia 0.35 n.a. zo

l5
10

5

Table 4b. Anaphase fI

Species Mean Velocity Spindte Anaphase Distance
Elongation Duration (min) Travelled (Urq)

fris
A Lliun

0.50 0 35
0.55 40* 15

I5

Mean mid-anaphase velocities are quite similar, both between the first
and second divisions within each species, and between different species.

There is no spindle elongation in anaphase r of ALLiun bur 4oB

eJ-ongation in anaphase II. In fnis,spinclle elongation has a minor role
in chromosome separation in both divisions.

The duration of anaphase is of course proportional to the distance
travelled and to chromosome velocity. Thus, when velocities are the same

in tt"is and llLiun the duratiorr irr the l-atter is half that of the former

because the distance travell-ed is half.
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4.12 Prophase and prometaphase I

Pollen mother cells at prophase and pronretaphase I were difficult to
culture sucuessfull.y in a1l species studied, but it was occasionally
possible to keep some celLs alive for several hours. Prophase I was

recorded in ALLiutn PMCs in four cases. IVo of these cells remained alive
for approximately four hours, but both died before they entered prometaphase

I. The other two cells entered prometaphase f after 30 and 60 minutes
respectively, and both subsequently entered anaphase f. prophase I was

exam:Lned in all four cells for pf,ophase chromosome movements (Rickards, L975,

1981 inpress) but no movements other than Brownian motion of chromosomes and

saltatory (stop-start) rotation of the whole nucleus were observed (compare

the arrowed bivalents in the O and 2I min prints, Fig. 1?). A detailed
description of prometaphase I, based on only two ceLls, is obviously
impossible (compare, for example, the extensive studies of Roos, I9?3a,
L976,on prometaphase in mitotic PtK, cells); so a brief description only is
given.

After the breakdown of the nuclear merrbrane (nrn) (34 min print, Fig. 1?)

the bivalents moved to the central region of the developing spindle (50 nin
print). Most bivalents achieved inmediate bipolarity but in both cells
some bivalents moved firstly to a pole and back to the equator at approximately
anaphase velocity (52 to 90 urin prints). Most bivalents moved a short
distance back and forth al.ong the interpolar axis during mid- and late-
prometaphase I (congressional movements, Nicklas, 197I) and metaphase was

reached in both cells some 50 minutes after nm breakdown. Filming was

abandoned in the cell in Fig. 17 after about two and a half more hours due

to fading chromosome contrast and anaphase I was not recorded, although the
cell was observed to be arrested in interphase 12 hours later. Filning
continued in the s,r:cond cel-l despite the loss of chromosorne contrast, and a

very faint anaphase I can be observed in the projected filrn after four hours

in metaphase f. Parenthetically, lengthy (and frustrating) delays of up to
four hours before anaphase f v/ere often encounteted when culture and filming
was initiated at metaphase I.

4. 13 Protoplast Isol.rtion

Protoplasts of PIt{Cs were isolated and cultured in a perfusion charnber

as described in section 3.6. Protoplasts of tetrad cells could be easily
and reproducibly isol-ated with 80-100t yield and it was possible to observe

the isolation process continuousJ-y (ltn. 18a). Once the protoplasts were
free of their enclosing cell wall they inunediatety assumed a completely
lirherical shape.

AII attempts to j.solate PMCs at earlier meiotic stages failed (Fiq. 18b).



Filg. 17. tiving Fl[ct ALl,&uI bvriflrefuw\., ProPJrage to'uc,taplase r.
Tno bivalen'te (whlte qtrrowa' 0 nin to 34 min pri.nts) reqtain
in t'l.re s.ame positton unt{f t.hc breakdown of the nql, (34 nXn).
The righ't, hand btvalent moees to the upEter Pele (cloubl€
arr€N,rE 52 and 62 nis pqiae-s) and t'hen noves back to the
equattor (,65 rnid. lrlt€ ],ef,t hancl bivalent lnoves out of the
Plane of focus. ScaLe s 5' U$t.

Fi;g. 18. Frotoplast isolatiorv Alti+on fui;qwetmm,

a. F.MC at tetrad s,lgfler

b. PMc et rietaptrase I. 4re oeLl nexPfodes" at 4.7 nin.
Seale = 5 ltltr,
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4.14 Living cell and correlative electron mj.croscopy in /r-is

The technique for cin6-micrography of a particular living cel! followed
by in situ tixation and examination of the same cell in the EM, is
described in chapLer 3, section 3.32. The technique is difficult but it is
possible to fix a PMC in mid-anaphase f and examine it in the EM (Fig. I9a
and b). This cell was fixed r-apidly and anaphase I chromosome motion ceased

within one minute. A control cell , prelrared j.n exactly tlre same rr*ay but
not fixed in mid-anaphase r, continued to divide in a manner that was

indistinguishable from anaphase I in standard preparations (section 4.1111).
correlative LlJand EIt of this nature is no more advantageous to the EM stur3y

of meiotic stages than the selection of particular cells from a coverslip
preparation of fixed cells (sectlons 3.33-3.36). Hof,rever, the method does

provide cells at an othenpise rare stage: early anaphase f, and there is
the certain knowledge that the Pt'tC was healthy and actively dividing
inmediately prior to fixation. The advantage of correlative I{and EM lies
initspotential for the study of individual chromosome movements.particularly
in prometaphase I cells. An attempt to reaLize this potential was not
pursued because of a lack of detailed docurnentation of prometaphase I in
living fuzls pucs.

4-2 ELECTRON I{TCRoSCOPy OF pMCs

4.21 Fixation

Fixation was variable in ALLiwn. In the metaphase r cell in Fig. 4Oa

the ER is in a closed tubular or plate-like form and MT nurnbers are low.
There are very few nkl'lTs, and kMTs are surrounded by a cloud of electron
dense materiaL. Another metaphase T cell of ALLiwn (rig. 4ob) has open

ER and many more l4Ts than the celL in Fig. 4Oa. Both nkMTs and kMTs are
present in the second cell, the MTs are more lightly stained and there is
no perimicrotubular cloud of dense material. The general fixation of thls
cell aPpears to be poor. Other liurited observations in ALLiun support a

correlation between well fixed (closed) ER and low numbers of l"lTs (especially
nkMTs, which are more Labile; Brinkley and Cartwright, f975); and poorly
f ixed (open) ER with higher numbers of t'tTs.

rn lt"i.s. fixation was more uniform with high nurnbers of MTs of both
types, and open ER. General cell preservation was good. one cell received
a fixation treatment different from the rest, as it was filmed in the living
sl.rte for a short time before fixation (Fig. I9b), profiles of rR in this
cel1 are unaligned and MTs are conspicuous.



Fig. J.9. rJving cell and correlatfve w, ftie eB,wia-

a. trtre cell, was sultured ln a perfusion chamber (Flg. 2)

and was fixed ef,ter 25.5 nin by Perfusion with
Elutaraldehyde ftxative (gee seetion 2.2:35 for details .

ALL cbronrosoore mvenent oeased wi'thin one m:inute'

b. Lctr porf,er electron nicrograPh of the sane cell. For key
to abbrevia ions gee Llst of F;il9u36sr F. ii' Scale =

l- Un. Irrsert shows th€ same celL embedd'edl 'Ln plasti'e
prior to sectiorting. Scale in tM trrhotographs = L0 Uln.
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4.22 Ki-netochore structure

At all stages of division examined kinetochores are distirrct, regions
on chromosomesi they are less electron dense than chromatin and more finely
granular (Figs. 2O, 26, 36). Kinetochore MTs, when present, penetrate at
Ieast half of the depth of the kinetochore and often penetrate almost right
through it (FiS. 21). The kinetochore is attached to chromatin over most

of the area of the kinetochore base, but in grazing sections it can appear
to be free or almost free from chrornatin in a cup shaped housing (FiS. 4la).

4.22L Meiosis I

The kinetochore, from prometaphase to late anaphase I, consists of two

closery adjacent, but usually distinct, sister kinetochores, which are
connected by MTs to the sane pole ("syntely"; Bauer, Deitz and Riibbelen,

196I). The double structure is evident from prometaphase I to anaphase r
(FiS. 20a-d), and has been observed in both lris and ALLi.wn. The double
structure is not always visible in any one section passing through a pair
of sister kinetochores (see Fig. 20a), and serial section analysis was

therefore used to provide a clearer documentation of kinetochore structure.
Several nicrographs fram a complete series of seriaL longitudinal

sections through a pair of sister kinetochores in nid-anaphase I are given
itr Fig. 2L. The two kinetochores are clearly separate in section 7 but they
are fused Eogether in sections t3 and tlO. In this example there is a short
pillar of chromatin between the kinetochores in section 7. The 3-D

structure of this pair of sister kinetochores can be most clearly understood

by exanining the obscene drawings in Fig. 22a and b, which are based on

superimposed tracings of the kinetochores. The two kinetochores are egg

silaped, although they are somewhat flattened in the plane of the section.
They touch in two places and the fusion is asymmetric. Figure 22c shows an

interpretation of the face views of the same kinetochore region as if it had

been sectioned in TS. This interpretation can be compared with Fig. 23

which is part of a complete series of transverse sections through another
kinetochore region at mid-anaphase r, and a 3-D drawing of this region is
given rrr Fig. 22d and e. T\A'o distinct egg shaped sister kineto,lrores can

again be seeu, although they are touching at one point only (section 693).
The analysis of kinetochore structure was difficult, especially in LS,

since most pairs of kinetochores lie obliquely to the plane of section (e.g.,
line AB, Pig.22c\. However, from a careful study of serial sections of
seven anaphase I kinetochore regj-ons, it is likely that adjacent sister
kinetochores are joined in the middle or slightly to one side of middle,
in the manner of two spheres or two eggs pressed side-by-side. often, but
not alw.rysr il smEtll projection of chromatin pierces the region of kinetochore

fusion and this gives the impression of two regions of joining as in Fig. 22a.



I

Fig. 2o. sister kinetoelrora;s durLng tha first divisiort of meiosi-s.

a-e, Xrie aptnta, d, AtLhM Wl,quetmq1. Sister kinetochgres
are arrstfad'ln all Printe.

a. PrfiEtaEhase f i a Ii!{ photograph of tlta sarne celL
embedded in pl.aetic ls showh in the insert to F19. 38a,

b. !-letaphase I; a csrllo.site photograptr of a s,ingLe, sectisn
of one bival,.ent. Fourc kinetachores are visible. A
possibte lcf cross bridge ls atrso present. See Fig. 39,
i-nsert for an IM photggraph of, thE eanE cell.

c. Anaphase Ir see Fig. 28c, insert for an LM photograph
of the same eeLl.

d. Metaphase Ir see Fig. 4Ob, insert for An I.!{ photograph
of tlie sare ehrgrosotB€r Al.1 scatras = 0.5 Un.
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Fig. 21-. Selected serial longitudinal sections of anaphase I
sister kinetochoresi b'Ls spttt"ia. Separate sister
kinetochores are arrowed in section 7. Scale = O.5 lim.
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Fig. 22. fri.s spunia. Diagrarrratic interpretation of the
3-D structure of anaphase I sister kinetochores'
The dotted lines represent the chromatin between the
kintechores.
a-c. l"rom Ls. d-e. From TS. Lines AB. CD and EF

represent. three of the many different planes of LS

through a pair of kinetochores.
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STSTER KINETOCHORESFIG22 IRIS. ANAPT{ASE I

a-c from LS

a frortt yieur

,d-.8 frorn TS'

d front vieur

c faqe vi6n s

E

b sidc viqar

e side view



Fig. 23. Selected serial transverse sections of anaphase I
sister kinetochoresr frig spw,ia. Separai-e sister
kinetochores are arrowed ln section 698. Kinetochr:re MTs
and nkJ"lTs are out,Iined by dot-ted lines. Scale = 0.5 Um.
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Eight metaphase I sister kinetochores were also exarnined in serial
LS and TS (e.9. Fig. 24), and they tended to be nore closely fused

than at anaphase I. It was often only possible to distinguish sister
kinetochor(::r fl! their bases. A projection r,f chromatin was somr'Limes found

piercing the region of fusion of the kinetochores, as in anaphase I.
The single pair of prometaphase I sister kinetochores examined (Fig. 25i

this kinetochore region is shown in Fig. 38a) lrere more closely fused

together than at anaphase I, although the t\rro kinetochores were more easily
distinguislred than at metaphase I. Chromatin was found on the poleward side

of the kinetochore region, buL serial sectj.on analysis revealed that the

chromatin was connected to the chromatin below the.kinetochores and not to
the snall kinetochore chromatin projection. The chromatin on the poleward

side of both kinetochore pairs in the metaphase I bivalent in Fig. 20b is
probably also connected to chromatin below the kinetochores in a sinilar
rnanner, but serial sections were not available to confirm this point.

4.222 Meiosis fI

Sister kinetochores in the second division of meiosis are oriented
to opposite poles ("anphitely" Bauer et aL., 196l-) r and are separated by

the thickness of two chronatids. A kinetochore is seen as a single,slightly
flattened ball, often in a shallow depression in the chromatin (Figs. 26b,

4l-a). A ball and cup kinetochore structure has also been described by

Wilson (f968) for TnadeseffiLtia metaphase II chromosomes, and by Bajer and

l,tolE-najer (1972) for Haemanthus mitotic chromosomes.

4.223 Summary

Sister kinetochores were arranged sideby-side in the first division
of meiosis. The degree of fusion between adjacent sister kinetochores
varied with meiotic stage and the closest fusion ten<1ed to be at metaphase

I, while the least amount of fusion was observed at anaphase I.
Sister kinetochores vrere arranged back-to-back in the second division

of meiosis.
Some regions resembling kinetochores were observed in prophase I and

in interphase nuclei,butthesedata arenot presented duetctJreir incompleleness.

4.23 Microtubule distribution

4.23L Three-D reconstru.ctions from serial longitudinal sections

Serial sections of metaphase and anaphase chromosomes from both

divisions of meiosis vrere analysed as described in Chapter 3, section 3.4I.
An analysis of MT distribution during prometaphase I and fI was not

attempted since this would require the detailed study of many cells, aI1

at slightly different stages.



Fig. 24. fri.s spuria. Diagranuntic interpretation of the 3-D
structure of netaphase I sister kinetochores.
a-b. From IS. c-f . Fron TS.

Fig. 2'-,. fris syrtly'f.a. Diagramrnatic interpretation of the 3-D
structure of prometaphase I sister kinetochores.
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I SISTERFIG 24 IRIS. METAPI{ASE

?-b from LS

a front vienr

KINETOCHORES

b side view

c-f from TS

c frmt viqr d side view

FIG.25 IRIS. PROMETAPHASE I SISTER KINETOCHORES

a-b from LS

a front vieryv b side view
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Figure 27a is a 3-D reconstruction of the metaphase I bivalent in
Fig. 26a. Tlr,, kllTs attached to the upper kineur-,i;lrore region aru arranged

in two paralIel, cylindrical bundles, one to each sister kinetochore. The

MTs in these bundles do not diverge greatly, and are stilJ ,,;Linguishable
a considerable distance polewards from the kinetochore. This double

arrallg{.:meni of kI4Ts was not noted, nor even susp,ected, until the 3-D

analysis was done, suggesting that there was no bias in the alignment of
the tracings. Other evidence for the lack of bias in the analysis is as

follows. If one or several tracings lrere purposefully put out of alignment,

the overall pattern of MT distribution still remained, and this was probably

due to the large numbers of MT still In the other tracings. Furthermore,

the pattern rrtas still the same even when every second tracing was rernoved.

A bundle of nkMTs passes along the length of the bivalent and passes

alongside, but does not come in contact with, each sister kinetochore pair
at either end of the brvalent. The nkl,lT bundle extends polewards in both

directions paralleL to the kl.lTs, and there is sorne intermingling-of kMTs and

nkMTs along the edges of each br:ndle. This intermingling occurs only between

nhMTs and kMTs of the left hand kMT bundle; kMTs from the right hand bundle

are not involved. The MTs of the nkMT bundJ.e appear to be more tightly
packed in the interzone region than in the half spindle.

Conplete 3-D analysis of MT distribution in anaphase r was partially
unsuccessful due to difficulty in getting a cornpletely longitudinal section
through the exceptionally large spindles of -Iris PmCs (80-100 Urn, pole-to-
pole). Even if a section is only slightly oblique to the interpolar axis,
separati-ng sister half-bivalents at anaphase I will be many sections apartr

and conseguently alralysis of MT distribution from dyad to dyad was not
possibte. But serial sections of , he half-bivalent and associated MTs shown

in part, in Fig, 21, were analysed as above and a 3-D reconstruction is given

in Fig. 27b. Althougrh this half-bivalent has double kinetochores (FiS. 27) ,

there is no evidence that there are two adjacent kMT bundles, as was seen in
metaphase f. Kinetochore lvlTs are associated in a single bundle, which does

not diverge, at least in the region analysed. A nkt"lT bundle runs parallel
to the kMTs and there is virtually no interningling of MTs. The nkMT bundle

has a pronodnced kink in the region of the kinetochore (but this is not always

soi fig. 28b) and the bundle extends into the interzone. Bundles of nkMTs

cross the interzone at various stages of anaphase I (Figs. 19b, 28b and c) but
it has not been determined if the same bundle passes the kinetochore regions
of sister half-bivalents.



FiE. 2 . Chrqrosmes used far tfi6 3+D resonstructiora of !{g
clj.siribution in F!g. 2?; I*t;a agrcta.
a. Metaphase x; kinetochore rqions visl,bl.e at' the

uIrtrer and lower end,s of the bivalent. A possible
t'tlt cross bridge is- aIEo ptresent.

b. Metapha'se fIl the circled regio,n shows i.nteraction
between nkMTs and lcttTs. A I,M photograptr of, the sarne
cetrI ernbedded i,n plastic ie shown in Fig. 36, insert-

c. Anaphase IIt see Lll pbotog,tqph sf the sane cell in
Fig. 37, insert. Seales r: I H[r.
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Fig. 27. Three-D reconstructions of MT dist,ribution; -frts :;pur'l.rt.
Chromatin is shown in black; MTs, red; kineLochores'
blue; and membrane, green- See text for deterils.

a. MetaPhase I.
b. Anaphase I, this chromosome is the same as that

in Fig. 2L.

c. Metaphase TI.

d. and e. Anaphase II. Scale = I l-tm.
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Figr,. 28. l,fi.arotubule distftbutloq fri'e 6p7a7'iu.

4. Ff;GlletaPliase r' Bee r4r photograph of the gpsre cell il
F'ig. 3Ba, Lnsert. Scale 'r 0.5 lrn.

b. AnaPhase f , note the posslb!,e !ll! crgss brLdqe (b) 
'

and possible ineeragtion betteen ohromatin and an
rilcltll[ iE indicated. see L]r photoglraPh of the same

ce1l in F19, I9b. Scale - 0.5 Um-

E. Late-anaphaes f r lort tow€r electron nl'clograph'
soale : I Lun- Inselt shows the galne eell embedded'in
ptrastle. Seale = 1O lm.
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A 3-D reconstruction of the metaphase II chromosome in Fig. 26b is
shown in Fig. 27c. The series was split in half because one chromatid

arm obscured some of the MTs. This arm (left photograph) lies lower than

the kinetochore region (right photograph). The long arm of the other

chromatid lies lower still and extends to the opposite (upper) pole, but

for clarity it was not included in this series. The outline of the

chromosorne on the right in Fig. 2trb was not traced, nor were the kMTs of

the lower chromatid. of this chromosorne. The kl,4Ts from the upper chromatid

were traced in the analysis in order to show their arrangement with respect

to the kMTs of the traced chromosome.

Kinetochore MT bundles at metaphase If are composed of a single

cylindrical array of [lTs. There ie no divergence polewards of the MTs of

the kMT bundles and closely adjacent ktrlT bundles renain distinct from each

other, wittr little interaction for a considerable distance polewards. The

two adjaeent kl4T bunclles do Join together at their margins further polewards,

but this is more tikely to be due to the convergence polewards of all t'tTs

than to divergence of each lclrtT bundle. A single nkllT bundle spans the

interzone between the sister kinetochores and extends polewards in opposite

directions parallel to the kI'lT bundles. There is only minor intermingling

of nkl4Ts and kMTs, although some interaction is evident in the circled

region of Fig. 26b. The nkMT bundle diverges slightly towards the upper

pole.

An anaphase II cell was fortuitously sectioned exactly in the

longitudinal plane so that separating sister chromatids, and even sister

kinetochores, are present in the sanne section (FiS. 26c). This greatly

facilit.ated 3-D analysis (Figs.27drel . A rrl.MT bundle spans the interzone

between separating sister kinetochores. The bundle bends around the

chromatids, and extends polewards in oFtosite directions, parallel to kMTs.

The MTs of the kMT bundles do not diverge any more than they did at

metaphase II, and there is no major intermingling of nkMTs and kMTs. The

second anaphase fI series (FiS. 27e) illustrates the convergence of adjacent

kMT bundles as they approach the pole. Note also thaE the nkl"lT bundl-e

associated ',,rith the Left hand pair of sister chromatids branches, and some

nkMTs are associated with kMTs from the middle chromosome (arrow Fig. 27,

LH photograph). And, in Fig. 27e, RII photograph, which is taken from a

few sections higher than the main series, there are two more small bundles

of nkMTs which 1i'-. above the kinetochores of the left hand chromatids-

Branching of nkMT bundles and extrar. small nkMT bundles have not been

observed at other stages.
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other stages of meiosis have arso been examined, briefry for r,rr

distributions- Non-kMT bundles are present at prometaphase r and rpn
around the edge and through the body of the spindl_e (Fig. 3ga). These
bundles often run alongside bivalents. As at anaphase r they can show a
pronounced kink in the region of the kinetochores (Fig. 28a), but this is
not always so (see Fig- 2Oa). compared with larer stages the ratio of kMTs
to nkMTs at prometaphase r appears to be quite row, arthough this ratio
has not been determined statistically. The relationship of the broad nkMT
bundles to the whore prometaphase r bivalent has not yet been firmly
establislred.

The centre of the interzone at late anaphase r is devoid of MTs (FiS.
28c) ' Some rr,'MTs have a marked lateral bend, similar to that observed, j.n

Haemanthus during the development of the phragmoplast (r,arnbert and Bajer,
L972) ' However, there is no phraguroplast, nor cell plate, formed in -Inlis
at telophase I.

short (< 1.5 Um) llTs are present around the nuclei ab interphase (Fig.
33b, section 11), but no MTs have been observed within the nucreus. short
(< 1'5 un) MTs are found within and around the developing spindle at early
prometaphase II (Figs.34a; 34b, section 23). Most kinetochores have one to
six short kMTs attached at this stage, and even the shortest MTs are aligned
along the future interpolar axis. At the slightly later stage i.n Figs.35a
and b, the nurnber and length of MTs have increased.

Burrdles of nkl"lTs are preser-rt in the interzone at 1ate anaphase rr (Fis.
29a) ' but by telophase Ir (F'igs. Z9b) all MTs have disappeared. There is no
phragnr' -'rast formation at terophase rr in fnisrand the four nuclei are not
separated into tetrad cel1s until several hours after terophase rr (section
4.111).

chromosome associated nkt'irs have also been observed in ALL.iwn and,
lnadesa,ztttict. Figure 3oa shows an ALL.I,tn metaphase r bivalent with
associated kMts and a singl-e nkMT passing alongside the kinetochore region.
several nkM'Ps can be aLso seen in Fig. 3ob in the interzone between trvo
separating half-bivalents at early anaphase r. From a preliminary study of
low power electron micrographs of ALLiwt spindles at metaphase r and
anaphase f, it is apparent that nkMTs are not organized into bundles as
distinctly as they are in fnis-

l\do adjacent serial sections of three prometaphase f bivalents of
Tradescantia are shown in Figrs.3la and b. rn the middLe bivarenr, several
nkMTs lie alongside the upper kinetochore (lower kinetochore not visible)
and its associated kMTs. Also, a single nkl"lT can be traced across tlre right
bivalent, past the kinetochore and into the upper half-spindle. The presence
or absence of distinct nkMT bundles has not been estabrished for ?ta,Tttscdnc.iit



ris. 29. Microtrrbute distributionl fris spwia'

a- Lal:e anaPhase II' insert shows the same cell enbedded

in Plastic'
b. Telophase II,

plastic, the
photograPh.
Scales in Il4

insert showg the same cell embedded in
upper two nuclei are shown in the EI4

Scales in EM PhotograPhs = I Um'

photograPhs = lO Um.
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Pig. 30. l'licrotubute distribrrtion; ALLiun trtquetrurn.
(a) and (b) l4etaphase I. Scales = 0.5 Um.

Fig. 31. Microtubule distribution; Ty,adescantict flwnenensis.
a and b. Adjacent serial sections of a prometaphase I pMC.

Three bivalents are visibl-e. Scale = 0.5 um.
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cross bridges can occasionally be found between I'lTs (Figs. 2ob, 26a
and 28b), but thesewere never a regular feoture of pMC meiotic spindles
in any of the hundreds of electron micrographs examined in this study.
rndeect, some of the cross bridges observed here may, j-n fact, be artifacts
caused by a smarl piece of granurar spindle rnatrix fortuitously lying
between two MTs (as e.9., in Fig.20b). Sirnilarly, microfilaments were not
obsrrved in meiotic spindles in this studv.

4.232 lrlicrotubule counts frcrn transverse sections

The analysis of transverse sections from one pole of the kis spindle
to the other involves the cuttir,,] of I00o or more seetions for each spindle;
therefcreonly four cells were sectioned: one each of metaphase r and rr,
and anaphase r and rr. rt would be useful to be able to track MTs from
section to section, as has been done with some diaton spind.les (e.g.,
Mclntosh, McDonald, Edwards and Ross, IgTg). This technique requires that
each section in a series must be the same size so that tracings of
consecutive sections can be superimposed one on the other, in exact register.
However, there is always sone variation in the degree of section compression
even when a diamond knife is used to eut sections, and there.fore sections
always vary slightly in size. In very small spindles, which have low MT

numbers, these variations are negligible, but when the spindle cross
section area is large, as in &"is (approx. 1OOO sq. Um), and MT numbers are
high (up to t3'000 MTs/section), MT tracking experiments are not possible.
Thus no attempt was made in this analysis to track MTs from section to
section (nor, heaven forbid, from pole to pole).

The total nurnber of MTs in a n,mber of transverse sections, taken from
various points along the interpolar axis, hros obtained for each ceII as
described in section 3.42; and the results are graphed in Figs.32a_d.
The error has been estimated in two ways. l"licrohubule counts were made
from twornear-adjacent sections (sections 361 and 364 from a metaphase rr
cell) which had received the same staining regimen, but were photographed
at different magnifications, and this reflects the differences encountered
in the generar analysis from photograph to phor.ograph. The assumption was
made that the tof'al number of MTs was the same in both se,.cions. The counts
were 6494 and ur-19, a variation of 5.3t. Another section (203, from the
anaphase rr cell) was recounted after several months, when the initial count
had been forgotten' The MT counts were 11450 and 11790, a difference of
3'0t' Similarly for section 562 from the metaphase rr ceII, two IqT counts
were 5722 and 6211, a difference of.7.gz.

Tht ' three estj'mates all fall safely within an error of t I0g. Other
workers (e.s. t'tcrntosh and r,andis, r97l; Brinkley and cartwright , L97r;
see also section 1.23) have discussed this error and both groups consider
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that a 10t confidence li-nit is reasonable, and therefore this percentage
has been used in constructing Figs. 32a-d.

Each of the graphs in Fig. 32 have maximum nurnbers of mrs immediately
poJ-ewards of, and possibly also to solne exterrt atl ttri: kinetochore regions.
The graph rines all fall to row levels at the pores. A portion of the
anaphase rr graph has been left open since ttre sections from this region
were l-ost during preparation. Each graph is nore-or-Iess syrmmetrical,
although one peak is lower than the other in each of graphs a-c (the height
of the right hand peak in d could not be determined). This as)mmetry may
simply be due to experirnental error since all the graphs could have been
drawn synrnetrica[y wit]r-in the 10t confidence rimits.

At metaphase I there is a plateau in ttT nr.rmbers about loo sections
(approx. 5-6 Un) on the poleward side of the kinetochores in each half-
spindle, but no plateaus were visible at anaphase r. How much these plateaus
in Fig. 32a are a reflection of the actual MTs distributiorS and to what ext-ent
they are due to e:<perirqental error, is difficult to determine. An almost
smooth curve can be d,rarrnr within the confidence lirnits of the plateau regions,
and the plateaus could therefore be due to chance variation, Hovrever, they
occur in both half-spindles, and at approximately the same distance from
the kinetochores; and it is therefore argued that they reflect the actual
MT distribution in this cell. simirarly, there are secondary peaJcs (or
at least plateaus) l0O sections (5-6 Um) poleward of the kinetochores in
both half-spindres in the metaphase rr cell in Fig. 32c. Agaln, it is
argued, on similar grounds to those above, that real MT distributj.ons are
being revealed- No plateaus were observed. at anaphase r and rr.

At metaphase r the two plateaus are at approximately the same level
as the trough in the niddle of the interzone. This may indicate that nkMT
nunlbers are constant across the interzone and 5-6 pm into each half-spindJ.e,
as suggested by the 3-D reconstruction (Fis. 27a). However, chromosome
associated nkMTs extend further into the half_spindle (> IO Um) than this, and
they may not, therefore, be responsible for the plateaus. I"tantle nkMTs
(non-chromosome associated nkl'lTs around the edge of the spindle; Jensen
and Bajer, L973i see Figs. 36, 38) may instead be the cause of the plateaus
observed at metaphase t, since they cover approximately the middle two-thirds
of the spindle- The distribution of mantle I,lTs has not yet been studied in
detail and further speculation is pointless.

The two secondary peaks (or plateaus) at metaphase rI contain more IlTs
than are observed in the centre of Qhe interzone, and their relationship t,o
MT .listribut.ion is at present not cl_ear.
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The overall fLatness of the curves across the interzone region (with
the exception of anaphase II) indj-cates relatively constant numbers of nkl4T
betwtren the kinetochores. A sliqht peak could be drawn in the centre of
the interzone at irretaphase r and this might indicate a small amount of nkMT
overlap, but th,is "p"u,lk" is nore probably due to e:rperimental variation. rf
v'e assume that the numbers of nkllTs remain constanq not only across the
interzone, buL also past the kinetochore region for a short distance (see
above and Figs - 2?a-el; then the nurnber of kMTs at the kinetochores may be
obtained by subtraction (Table 5). The average number of kMTs per sister
kinetochore pair (meiosis t) or per kinetochore (meiosis rr) is then found
by dividing by the haploid nunrber of fz,is (n = 24 I 1). For netaphase and
anaphase r this value is then divided by two to give an estimate for kg,rs
per kinetochore.

An estimate ttas not made for anaphase rf because the number of nkM,Is
was not constant across the interzone.

counts of the MTs associated with one particular anapirase r double
kinetochore can be obtained from Fig. 23. A nkMT bundle can be seen to one
side of the kinetochore region and it eontains 73 nkMTs (mean from nile
sections) . Ttre nr.rmb€r of kl'lTs is 148 (mean from four sections) giving a
total MT bundle size of 221 MTs. ftris individual count (l4g) is also close
to the mean kMT number per siste. kinetochore pai-r in TaLi-Le 5 (Ig.At
difference).

Some corroboration of these estimates can be obtained as follows.
rndividual bundles of MTs can be seen in the trar,overse sections of the
spinclle just poleward of the kinetochore region. These bundles consist of
both kMTs and nkMTs (see Fig. 23, sections 706, 7ozl. Average counts of
total MTs per bundle were made from several sections and an estimate of the
contribution of nkMTs was provided by counts of the nurnbers of nkMTs in
bundl-es in the interzone (Table 6) .

Column (e) was divided by t$ro as in column (d), Tabre 5. The
assumptions made in this analysis were: (a) each chromosome associated nkMT
bundle has the same nurnber of nkMTs just poleward of the kinetochore region
as in the interzone (discussed above) t (b) there is an average of one nkMT
bundle per kMT bundle in each half-spindle. The anaphase rr spindle was

excluded from the analysis on this ground (also by it not conforming to
assumption (a) above). Metaphase Ir was not analysed because the bundles of
MTs were difficult to delineate in this spindle.

comparison of column (e) in Table 5 and column (f) in Table 6 show a

close agreement in kMT numbers per kinetochore for metaphase r and anaphase
r between each method. The differences are not statistically significant
using the x2 test (X: 0.96, 0.3 < p < 0.5 for metaphase r; Xz = 0.f0,
0.75 < p < 0.8 for .rnapnase f ). 

I
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The number of kMTs per kinetochore docs rpt changre from metaphase r
to anaphase r in the cetls studied. In TabLe 5 there is no difference
between the estimates, while in Table 6 the small difference is not.
statistically different (X: = 0.44, 0.5 < p < 0.7)."l

The number of kMTs per kinetochore does not differ significantly from
metaphase r to metaphase 1r (X: = 2.88, O.O5 .: p < 0.1).

The number of mantLe MTs can Ue estimated using data fron both Tables
5 and 6- Thu:;, the number of mantle MTs equals the total number of nkl,tTs
at the inter;rr-rne (colusun (b) , Table 5) minus the total number of chromosome
associated nkMTs (coh:nn (d), Table 6, multip'Lied by the haploid number , 241.
These calculations give 3r5oo and 2r5o0 mantle MTs for metaphase r and
anaphase I respectively.

4.233 Summary

Chromosonre associated nkMT bundles span the interzone between the
kinetochores at either end of a bivalent (netaphase I) or between the
kinetochores of sister chromatids (metaphase and anaphase rr). The nkMT
bundles extend into both half-spindles and run paral-Iel to kI{Ts. Kinetochore-
I{Ts are also associated into bundles and they do not increase in diverqence
at any stage of diviSion.

Microtubule distributlons from pole-to-po1e showed maximum numbers of
MTs at the regions immediately polewards of the kinetochore region at -lI
stages studied. At metaphase of both meiotic divisions, plateaus (metaphase
r) or secondary peaks (metaphase II) hrere present about I0O sections (6 Um)
poleward of the kinetochore region.

Estimates of kMT numbers were obtained by two different methods and
these showed that the nurnber of kMTs per ki-netoehore was not significantly
different between metaphase I and anaphase I, nor between metaphase I and
metaphase II.

4.24 Membrane distribution

4.24L Endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

The most complete data of ER distribution in the spindle were obtained
from Ir'is PMCs in the second division of meiosis, so these will be described
first.

At interphase there is a zone around each nucleus consisting mostly of
ER (Fig- :3a) - These open and irregularly shaped profiles of ER are
commonry seen as being continuous with the outer nuclear membrane (sections
AO, if , Fig. 33), and it is possible that all ER elements in this region
are connected to the nuclear membrane. Similarly, inclusions of mernbrane

within the nucleus are found to be continuous with the nm, probably the
inner nm (section ?.o , Fig. 33). rn subseguent sections the mernbrane



Fig. 33. Membrane distribution; Iria spuria.

a. rnterphase, shor.ring both nuclei. serial sections of the
region outlined in the rlght nucleus are given in b'

b. The white arrovrsr in sections 20, L6,10 and 3 indicate
a small invagination of the (inner?) nm' The small
arrow in section 2l- shows ;rn evagination of the outer
nm. Scale in (a) = 1Um. Scale in (b) = 0.5 ilm.
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inclusion can be seen to
cylindrical invagination.
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Penetrate deeply into tlre nucleus as a long

The spindle in Fig- 34a was initiarly judged ro be in late prophase rr
on the basis of LM observations (i.nsert, Fig. 34a), but it is actuarry in
very early prometaphase rr since the nm has broken. open and irregularly
shaped cisternae of ER are present around the edge of the incipient spindle,
as at interphase; andsome ER is arso found in the centre of the future
spindle' careful examinaEion of the edge of the spindle area revears nm
remnants, which still have nuclear pores. rn rnany places remnants of the
nm are continuous with profiles of mernbrane indistinguishable from ERr and
serial section analysis has shown that most (and probably atl) of the ER

cisternae within the spindle region are invaginations of the inner nm
(sections 17, 18, Fig. 34b). uvaginations of the outer nm are arso present
(sections 17, 24, Ej'g- 34b) and these nay comprise most of the ER around the
spindle.

The upper spindle in Fig. 35a is at a stage of pr:ometaphase rr slighrly
rater than the cerr in Fig. 34. This was judged by the lack of recognisabre
nm rennants and the increased length and nurnber of l.trs. This spindle is
completely filled with irregrularly shape,J ER and the zone of ER around ttre
edge of the spindle is still present. rn the lower spindler son* of the
ER is oriented parallel to the spindle interpolar axis, and the nurnber and
length of MTs has int:reased (Fis. 35b) from earlier stages.

At metaphase rI there is no longer a zone of ER around the outside of
the spindle and most of the ER is concentrated irr the rarge, diffuse poles
(Fis' 36) ' spin<lle ER not at the poles is aligned along the interpolar axis
and, in particurar, is often paraller to kMT bundles (Figs. 36 and 27c, rl,).
some ER is also found between adjacent chromosomes on the metaphase plate.
The distribution of ER at anaphase rr is essentialLy the same as at metaphase
rr, with the exception that large open profiles of ER are present in the
interzone (Figs. 37 and 27 d-e1.

The distribution of ER in the first division of meiosis vras not well
documented as only a singre pronetaphase r spindre has been examined.
Most of the ER in this prometaphase r spindle (Fis. 3ga) is concentrated
around the edge of the spindle and only a smalr anount is found in the
centre' Endoplasmic reticulurn within the body of the spindle tends to be
close to bundles of MTs: note the large regions devoid of both ER and M,fs.
en Alliztn prometaphase r spindJ-e is provided for comparison in Fig. 3Bb,
where very little ER is evid.:nt in the spindle, arthough it is abundant in
the cytoplasm.
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The overall distribution of ER at metaphase r in rris (Fig. 39)
is similar to that in nretaphase Ir. There are aggregations of membrane

at the pole in metaphase I and spindle membrane is aligned alongside !tTs.
The amount of menbrane in metaphase I is Less than in metaphase rr (compare

the LP electron nti.crographs j-n Figs. 39 and 3b, and the 3-D reconstructions
in Figs.27a and c)

A metaphase I spirrdle of Alliwn is shown in Fiq. 4Oa. An accumulation
of membrane can be clearly seen in the left hand pole and long thin profiles
of ER are aligmed alongside kl,tTs in the spindle.

Endoplasmic reticulun is aggregated aL the pole in anaphase I of fnis
PMCs (Fi9. 2Bc) and is aligned alongside kMTs in the spindle. profil-es of
ER are .rlso found arc;und the nkl{I'bundles in the interzone. The large open
profiles of ER seen at anaphase rr (ris. 26cl are absent. in anaphase r,
although some smaLl pieces of ER are preaent.

4.242 Re].ative anounts "f;ffi
Estimates of the relative area enclosed by ER cisternae within the

.;pindle were obtained with the leaf area meter (LAtt) as described in section
3.5. The relative surface area of membrane is the best parameter to
represent the amount, of membrane in the spindle, but it is .impossible to
estimate surface area in thin sections. T,ire area enclosed by ER is the
next best parameter since, like the surface area, the cross section area of
a cylinder is proportional to the sguare of the radius. The circumference
of a cylinder in Ts, on the other hand, is proportional only to the ra6ius.

The estimates of relative areas of membrane in meiosis II spindles
are presented in 'fable 7. A11 cells, with the exeeption of O63a and o63b
(late anaphase rr and telophase II), were taken from the same coverslip
preparation. This ensures that all ce1ls were fixed in the same way and
the assumption was made that if the membrane is altered during fixation,
then all membrane should be altered to the sarne degree in these cells. No

r:ells in the first division of meiosis were available from this coverslip.
Analysis was therefore limited to second division stages.

The accuracy of the estimates in Table 7 was determined as follows.
The outrines of each of eight spindles were traced. onto paper, cur our,
and weighed accurately with a balance. Since wei.ght is proportional to
paPer area, accurate measurements of the actual spindle areas were obtained.
These measurements were then compared with the LAM estimates of the total
area of the same spindles. Tlrus, for example, the relative area of nernbrane
in the spirrdle of section o456-Zlwas 35.21 (6q cm2 membrane divided by 1g2,)

cm- total spindle). The total area estimated. by weight as above was lB4.l
2cm - Thus the LAM measurement differs from this by -1.1%. If this last
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Table 7. Relative area of ER in the spindle.

Meiotic stage spindle section percent ER in Mean t see Fig.
No. No. spindle*

rnterphase o44c l: 22.2
ru 16.o 19'4 33

Breakdown of L Z4.g
the nm 045a 17 25.4 24.7 34

27 23.8

Post-breakdown
of the nm

27 35.2.r., 33. IO45b JJ'! ?r o16 31.7
66 31.6

Early Ro 30.7
Promeraphase rr o36a r;i 30.9 3o.B

EarIy
Prometaphase rr o36b 111 32.9 32-g

Early,/mid- L74 4O.g
prometaphase rI e44a 156 3S.3 38.6 35

183 36.7

Mid-prometaphase
II

r74 36.8
156 36.6

044b 183 39.7 39.1 3s
L87 43.4(33.0)
165 39. r (28. s)

Metaphase Ir 53 2g.6(23.0)
48 27.O

o34 68 20.4 24.3 35
L2 22.8
5 22.5

Mid-anaphase II 32 33.2
035 50 27 .5 2g.o 37

86 26.2

Mid-anaphase rI O39 55 31.8 31.4
42 30-9

Mid-anaphase rr O63a 5 2A.A 2B.B

Telophase II 063b lO Z4.O
34 22.g 23 -4

*Percentage estimates using a planimeter are bracketed.
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measurement had been used in the calculation above, the percentage of membrane
would' have been 64 + 184.1 x IOOI = 34.8t, a difference from the observed
of only 0.4t. rt was not possible to determine the error of the
membrane measurements (e.g. 64 ctn2 above) and the assumption was made that
it is of no greatrlr magnitude than those for total spindle area. In fact,
if it is exactly the s€rme as the error for the total spindre (e.g. -l.rt) r
t'he errors cancel and the same estimate of reLative area i-s obtained.

The mean difference between the LAM and weight determinations of total
spindle area in the eight spindtes was 2.4t. The J-argest difference in this
sample r,.tas +4.69 lsection 034-68). As abovq this rnight give a relative area
of membrane in this spindle of 2r.3t instead of the 20.4t observed, a

percentage error of 0.9t. rn a spindle with more membrane (e.g. 43.4* in
section o44b-Wt) the percentage error would be 2.0t.

From the above calculations the maximum error in the estimates of
relative area of membrane in the spindle is 121.

The planimeLer readings (bracketed in cotunn 4) are about ZO-25* too low
and this reflects the high degree of inaccuracy associated with this method.

The linit of the spindle (or future spindle) was defined as the
chromosome-containing region bounded by the zone of mitochondria and large
cytoplasmic vesicles. Thus at interphase and early prometaphase rr, the
spindle region includes both the nuclear region and the zone of ER

surroundi-ng the nucleus. This definition was chosen because the zone of ER

around the nucleus or future spindle is connected, via evaginations, to
the outer nm; and also these ER cisternae become incorporated into the
spindle at Later stages (section 4.24I).

A1l photographs were taken from sections of the central region of the
spindle such that, where applicable, both spindle poles were sectioned (see
Fig- 36). Differences between a singre group of sections in Table 7

probably reflect chance variation.
As can be seen in colunm 5, Table 7, the guantity of membrane in

spindles at the second division of meiosis increases until mid-prometaphase
rr, where it is double that at interphase. The amount of membrane at
metaphase rr is approximately the s€rme as that at the beginning of pro-
metaphase rr. There is srightly more membrane at anaphase rr than at
metaphase fI and the amount drops by telophase II.
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4-243 lrlembrane bound vesicLes

Snall spherical membrane bound vesicles are found associated vrith
bundles of MTs (kurs and nkMTs) in all three species studj.ed. They can be
seen'for examprerin Figs. 2or 2Lr 3rr 361 37 and 40, but are best seen under
high rnagnification. In Fig. 4Ia several vesicles of different sizes
(40 - 80 run) can be seen adjacent to both kMTs and nkMTs at metaphase Ir in
fris. Note the concentration of vesicles into regions containing I"tTs.

Figure 41b iltustrates a nkMT bundle irr prometaphase I of fris which
contains several vesicles of different size. Of particular interest is the
adjacent golgi body (= dictyosome) and its associated small membrane bound
vesicles. These vesicles are similar in size, shape and electron density
to the MT associated vesicles in Figs. 4la and b just described, and it is
Iikely that MT associated vesicles are derived from golgi bodies. Small
golgi bodies are conunonly scattr,red throughout the cytoplasm and even within
the spindle region (as in Fig. 41b) at aLl the stages of mej-osis studierl.

Vesicles are found cLose to l4Ts in the prornetaphase cell of
Tradeseantia in rigs.3la and b. No other meiotic stages were examined in
Tradescdntia in this study, although similar vesicles can be seen close to
kMTs in metaphase rr of Inadescantia sp. in t{ilson (1969, Fig. 5). These

are again similar to vesicles produced by golgi bodies in these cells.
Figure 41c illustrates a metaphase I chromosome and kt'lTs of AL'Liun. Several

golgi bodies are present and they are apparently producing vesicles sj-mi1ar to
the golgi vesicles of fris and Tradeseantia. Golgi-type vesicles can be

found cLose to the kMTs (small arrows, Fig. 4lc), but larger vesicres
approximately 150 nm in diameter (large arrows) are more predominant (see

also Fig. 40a). Ttr€se large vesicles are more electron dense than the Mr

associated vesicles previously described, and they therefore may not be

derived from golgi bodies. The large vesicles are al.,undant at the pole and

are scattered around the edge of the spindle, as well as being associated
with spindle MTs (Fis. 4oa). At prometaphase r, aggregations of these
vesicles, and of ER, mark the probable positions of the future poles (l'is.
3Bb) .

4.244 Summary

Invaginations and evaginations of the inner and outer membranes of
the nuclear envelope vtere visible in interphase and in early prometaphase

Ir- A11 nembrane profiles examined within the spindleareaof prometaphase
If could be traced via invaginations. to the inner nm. At least part of
the mernbrane around the edge of the future spindle at early prornetaphase If
is continuous witll evaginations of the outer nm. At earlyr/mid-prometaphase
rI the spindle area is filled with irregularly shaped. profj.les of ER and at
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later stages ER is aligned along the interpolar axis. At netaphase and
anaphase rr most ER is foundas large accrmrulations at both spindle poles.
EndopJ-asmic reticulurn within the spindle is rrrrually aligned alongside MT

bundles.

Membrane distributions in tlii' first division of meiosis have nor yet
been examined in detail, but prelinuinary observations suggest that ER in
these spindres is less abr:ndant than in meiosis rr. The manner of ER

formation in early prometaphase r may be clrrl€f,€Dt from that in prometaphase
rr.

The amount of membrane in the spindle regiori doubles from interphase
to mid-prometaphase rr. The amount decreases at metaphase rr, then increases
slightly at anaphase II. Iow values were recorded for telophase rI.

small (40 - 80 nm) spherical menbrane bound vesicles were always found
associated ttith MT bundles. These were probably derived from golgi bodies
in rris and fuad.escuttia, tn ALLiwn golgi body derived vesictes and vesicles
of unknown origin were described.

4.25 The nucleolus

A nucleolus is visible in the right nucleus of the interphase cell in
Fig. 33a, and one is stilL Present in [,'ig. 34a al-t]rough the nm has broken.
rn the upper spindle in Fig. 35a, a nucleolus is still present even though
the nm has completely broken down. These observaL.ions ean be related to
the riving cell sttrdies of promet,aphase rr where chromosome movements did
not apParently begin until the nucleolus had completely disappeared (section
4.111).
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Chapter 5.

5.I LTVING CELL STUDTES

LT2.

DISCUSSION

5.1I Anaphase chromosome velocity

Table 8 presents a surrrmary of anaphase chromosome vetocities in pMCs

of a numl'er of species. Data from several animal rneiotic cells and plant
mitotic cells are also given for comparison. A rmrch more comprehensive
sunmary of anaphase velocities in urany different mitotic and meiotic cells
is given by carlson (L977, Table I). The veLocities from my own data cited
in Table 8 were measured fron the graphs over the period of constant
velocity at early to nid-anaphase I or rI (here called the nid-anaphase
velocity). This was considered a more realistic representation of chromosome
movement than the',mean veJ.ocity,, given by Carlson (Lg77,), which he defines
as the slope of the line intersecting kinetochores at the beginning and end
of a graph of ill3phase. chrdtosome velocity decreases considerably towards
the end of anaphase, and this decline would contribute greatly to a low
"mean" velocity despite. a relatively high mid-anaphase velocity. Moreover,
the period of constant (or near constant) velocity usually accounts for approx-
imately 80t of themovement, and is thus the best basis for eomparisons. For
this reason the additional data in Ta-ble I are rnid-anaphase velocities as
defined abover and were recarculated by myself from the graphs given in the
original articles.

The available data on mid-anaphase I and rI velocities in FMCs are
limited, which precludes detailed discussion. However, some tent,ative
conclusions can be made.

1. Mid-anaphase r and II velocities in the four species of pMC exarnined
are all of the same order (0.25 - l.4O pm/min). fn contrast, the anaphase
r velocities of two species of grasshopper (Melanopll,rs and Chontophaga)
vary considerably from each other (0.05 - O.g7 Urn,/min versus 3.0 Un/min).
of course, the absence of such variability between different plant species
may simply reflect the lack of available data, but it might also indicate
that anaphase velocity is more uniform in plant meiosis.
2. Carlson (L977) notes that mitotic animal cells tend to have higher
anaphase velocities than meiotie celrs of the same species. This
correlation cannot be di.rectly extended to plant cells due to the l-ack of
data, but, from Table 8, it can be seen that nid-anaphase velocities of
plant cells in mitosis are generally higher and. rather more variable than
those in PMCs in meiosis (0.6;rm/min and 2.3 pm,/min in endosperm mitosis
of Eaemanthus and ?ilia respectively). This conclusj-on also applies when
mitotic and mei,,r ic anapleases ,mpared irr cells of yrl ants from the same
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genus. Thus, It"is aphylla endosperm chrcmosomes move about twice as fast
as the chromosomes of fis stylosa p[cs. similarly, mid-anaphase velocity
in staminal hair mitosls in f. uinginiana is more than twice as fast as
that in T. flwnenensis and ?. paludosa ptrcs.

3. Chrornosome velocities in the second divisi,-,r, of meiosis in animal
cells tend to be faster than in the first meiotic division in animal cells
(carlson, L9771, but this is not confinned so far by the data for pMCs.

Indeed, in most of the PMCs studied to date, chromosome velocities in the
second meiotic division are slower than in the first.
4. Anaphase veLocity is positively correlated with distance travelled
in animar cells (carrson, Lg77) but there is no such correlation in pMCs.

rn fact, ALLiwt anaphase r velocities varied considerably (0.25 - 1.4 umlnin),
yet the clrstance travelled in each casewasapproximatery the same.

The wide range of ve]-ocities may reflect some sort of artifact in the
culture of ALLiutn Pltcs' but this is unlikely for the following reasons.
a' There was no rel-ationship between anaphase I chromosome velocity and
tine in culture before anaphase onset (taUte 2, section 4.ll-2). For exannple,
cell 7-1 was cultured for four and a half hours before anaphase I began,
yet anaphase r velocities in this cell (0.60 - 0.g5 un/min) were in rhe
centre of the observed range (0.25 - l.4O Um/nin, Table 2).
b. There was no relationship between culture temperature and c5romosome
velocity, since temperatures were kept within ,:, narrohr range (zl-zsoc).
c. other culture conditions such as medium concentration and slide
preparation time were kept, constant and are therefore unlikely to
contribute to variations in anaphase f velocity.

The wide range of anaphase I velocities in ALLiun pMCs compared with
those in other species (TabLe 8) nay simply refLect a greater tendency to
variabiLity in this species, although the variability nay also be due to
a lack of enough data in the other species.

similar conclusions to a, b and c above can also be made with
respect to -hris pt',tCs (section 4.1111).

5. 12

Chromosomes bowed away fron the pole during late anaphase I in the
ALLiwn Pl4c illustrated in pig. 11, and this was found to be due ro an

approximately 38t difference in poleward velocity between chromosomes at
marginal versus central positions on the metaphase I plate (section 4-IIZ)
This observation is in contfast to that of Fuseler (I975a).,who found that
chromosome bowing away from the pole in Tilia aneri.cyna endosperm cells
!'tas caused by all chromosomes moving poleward.s at the same velocity. As

a result Ln ?'ilia, laterally positioned chromosomes had further to travel
and therefor,r r.rgged behind central chromosomes.
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However, bowing away from the pole was not a generar feature of
anaphase I Ln Alli.wnrarrd in one case bowing towards the pole was observed.
Again, differences in velocities were found to account for this; and, in
particular, marginal chromosomes moved about 45t faster than those on the
spindle axis (Table 2, section 4.112). Nicklas (1965) points out that this
condition is the general one in Melarnplus spermatocyte meiosis, and he

notes a 25t greater velocity for lateral chromosomes. In the remainder of
ttre Alliwn cells studied in anaphase I, no differences in chromosome

velocities were observed within the half-spindle, but differences in average
mid-anaphase velocities of 0.1 - 0.2 Um/nin between sister half-spindles
were contrnon.

A possibJ.e explanation for these variable chromosome velocit.ies, both
within and between half-spindles, nay rie sinpry in economy of anaphase
movement: there nay be no relationship between position on the spindle and

chromosome velocity. Alli'wn bivalents are large and variable in size in
relation to the spindle;(see Fig. ll)r and thus in those celrs where
chromogomes bd, towards (or away fronr) the poles, bowing may occur because
it is the nost econom'j.caL nethod of rcvernent. Sinilarly, economy of
movement would oqllain the lack of variation in those cells which have,
happily, an econonri-cal arrangement of bivalents at the equator.

Similar variations in chronosome velocities can be observed in the
photographs of anaphase I in Tnadeseantia paludosa given by Garot, Lebrun-
Peremans, I'toreau and Gillies (f969) and Larnbert (1979; and pers. comm.)
(my observations). As Ln ALLiwn, I. paludosa bLvalenrs are large and

variable in size in relation to the spindle. In both of these reporrs,
variation in chromosome velocity does not appear to be related to positiorr
on the metaphase plate, and thus economy of movement may explain variations
in chromosome velocities in these cells also.

5.13 Spindle elongation

Anaphase movement can usually be resolved into two components, namely
chromosome-to-pole movement and spindle elongation. During spindre
elongation the chromosome sets are moved apart by expanding the distance
between the two poles. The relati-ve contributions and timing of the two
components vary from cell type to cell type, even within the same

organism (t"tazia, 196l) . In some cases the two can be distinct, as, for
exampre, in the second division of meiosis in the aphid Tunalir, where
poleward chromosome movement occurs before spindle elongation (Ris, f943).
This case is unusual: usually the two components of anaphase movement

overlap somewhat. Another unusual case is described by Fuseler (I975a) in
Tilia anerieana. etrdosperm, where spindle elongation precedes chromosome-to-

pole movemr.
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spindle erongation is often described as being negligible or absent
in prant cerls as, for exanpJ-e, in Luzula and ,rmany other higher prants,,
(ostergren, 1949, p. 416). Another conmonly cited example is frorrr the
study of staminar hair celr mitosis in Trad.eseantia sp. by Barber (1939),
but an analysis of anaphase chromosome movement is not given- carrson
(L977) holds the view that there is no evidence of poleward movement wi.thout
spindre elongation in any cell; and states that an increase j.n spindle
length of almost one third has been repqrlsfl Ln Iradeseantia staminal hair
cells by B€raf (1929) - Hohrever, Ris (1943, p. I75) writes that in
"Tradesccntaa staminar hair cells, as in other somatic plant cells, there
is no elongation of the spindle and cell (c.f. Bdlat,s photographs, f929).
'The situation is confused. My own (unpublished) observations of riving
staninal hair cells revealed that the spindle poles are difficult to
distingruish and thus estimates of spindle length changes are likely to be
inaccurate.

There is no spindle elongation during anaphase r in.Alliwn trLquetrun.
This can be stated unequivocal_Iy, because both LM (FiS. l_f) and EM (FiS. 40a)
observations at netaphase r show that the spindre poles are situated at the
edge of the cell, inmrediately adjacent to the cell membrane. potren mother
cells do not change tlreir shape or slze during anaphase r, because there is
a thick, rigid, calrose walr around the cell. Thus spindle elongatj-on
canno! occur during anaphase r. No elongation is seen in the projected
filns of anaphase r and the graphical plots of pole positions are stralght
l-ines' These results are the first unequivocal demonstration of anaphase
movement without polar elongation in living planL celLs.

No spindle elongation was observed during anaphase rr of -rr"zs pMCs
(Fig' 10), and the graphical plots of pole positions were straight lines,
as for ALLiwn anaphase r above.

spindle elongation could be detected in the projected filrn of anaphase
rr in ALLiwn and the graph shows an increase in spindre length of
approximately 401 (Fig- 15). At anaphase r in rris, there was no apparerrt
change in spindle length when the firrn was projected at normal speed, bur:
the graph shows a sma1l increase (15t) in late anaphase I. the spindle
pole cannot be determined, in Tradescantia due to an accumulation of cyto-
plasmic Aranules (mostly starch grains; Fig. 3f) over the polar regionsl
thus the contribution, if any, of spindle erongation to anaphase r movement
cannot be determined.
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5.14 Duration of meiosis

Table 9 presenta a srurrlErry of the duration of meiosis as studied in
uitno. several exanples of mitotic stages in plant and animal cells are
also given for comparison. It is inrnediately obvious that there is
considerahle variation among the different plant species: anaphase I -
tetrads took 5 hrs in I. palud.osd and 15 hrs in frisr yet the durations
of anaphase I and fI and prometaphase II in both species are approximately
the same' This observation apparently contradicts that of Bennelt (Lg77,
p. 219) who states that "... changes in the duration of meiosis (from
species to species*) in higher plants usually result from proportional
alterations of all the stages ... rather than large changes in one or just
a few". The most striking differences are in the metaphase If and telophase
If - tetrad stages, and these rn-ight be e:<trllained by culture artifact.
Pollen mother.cells are particularly sensitive to culture conditions ancl

if they are er{posed to anisotonic conditions they quickly die (section
3.22i see also Shimakura, 1934). slight changes in the tonicity of the
culture mediun, however, may not cause death, but can arrest cells at
metaphase I, for exanple (Shirnakura, 1934). shimakura found that he could
induce such arrested cell6 to enter anaphase by slightly increasing the
tonicity of the curture medium around the cells. Lengthy delays at
metaphase fI in fris might, therefore be due to slightly anisotonic medium.
Other observations support this view as follows. The optimum sucrose
concentrations for curture increases during meiosis (p. 41; shimakura,
1934) and chromosomes tend to lose contrast after about 5 hrs in culture.
Therefore, the time taken to form tetrad ce1ls almost certainly depends

on time in culture. One cell (cell lO-1, Fig. 7 and TabJ-e lb),
initiated in culture at metaphase I, took 5 hrs frorn telophase ff - tetrads,
while another cell (cell 19-3 in Table 1b), initiated at meEaphase II, took
only I hr from telophase rr to tetrad eells. curture conditions may

considerably affect the duration in vitro of some meiotic phases,

especially stages where chromosome movement is minimal, i.e. metaphase I
and II and post tetophase I and If. As was noted earlieq culture conditions
had little effect on anaphase chromosome velocities. It may be that the
onset of anaphase can be relatively easily delayed, but once anaphase move-

ment is initiated, chromosomes move at "norma1" velocities.

* my insertion
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fn uitv'o studies provide a direct check on the duration of meiosis as
carculated by more classical me.rna, such as half-anther culture (steinitz,
L944i Taylor, 1950; Bennett, Lg77l. At present, comparative data are
available only for T. paLudosa (rabIe 9a). Lanrbertls observations compare
favourably with the tines estimated by Taylor (1950), but Steinitzrs (f944)
times are longer and this nay reflect the lack of temperature control in
her experiments- The concordance of Lambert's and Taylorrs results suggests
that if culture conditions are optimum, pMCs can be cultured through rnost
of the meiotic stages in times conparabre to those in uiuo.

The remaining data of Table 9b illustrate that the duration of mitosis
is less than that for the first division of meiosis (compare T. palud,osa
haploid mitosis and the first division of meiosis, and rr,.Ls aphylZa endosperm
mitosis with -f. spuria neiosis r. other data from classical studies are
reviewed by Bennett (1977).

5.2 ELECTRON UTCROSCOPY

5.21 Kinetochore structure

The kinetochore is defined ae the special_ region(s) on a chromosome
to which spindle fibres (kufs1 are attached (Fuge, Lg77; Clapham and
iistergrenl 1978; reviews). Kinetochores are usually only visible in the
EM, but they can sometimes be seen in suitable LM preparations (Roos , r975i
clapham, 1978) - The structure usually described in the LM is the centromere,
which comprises the whole of the primary construction, namely the kinetochore
and the chromatin of the "commissural region" (clapham and ostergren, r97g).
This centromeric or commissural chromatin is indistinguishable from,brdj.nary,,
chromatin in electron micrographs.

The kinetochore of higher plants is a ball shaped mass of diffuse
material having a more electron dense corei and the ball is embedded in
a cup shaped depressi-on in the centromeric chromatin (Bajer, 196g; Bajer
and MoIE-Bajer, l-g7l-, L972i Wilsonl 196g; Braselton and Bowen, L97I;
wagenaar and Bray, r973i this study, Figs. 20 and 41a). rn contrast, the
kinetochore of mammalian cells and many other eukaryotes is more dj-fferent-
iated. and typiearly consists of "triraninar, roughly circurar pragues,,
(Roos, 19733). The outer and innermost layers are electron dense and the
middle layer is electron light (e.g. Jokelainen, ]1967i Comings and Okada,
I97Ii see Alov and Lyubskii, 1977i Fuge, L977; Heath, 19gO for rev_iews);
and kMTs are attached to the outer layer.

The newt kinetochore appears to.have a somewhat intermediate sEructure
in mitotic celrs (t"told-najer, Bajer and owczarzak, L975i Rieder. r979a).
rt has a balland cup structure, but part of t.he balL is rliffererrt.iated into
layers.
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Rieder (1979b) reports that all three layers of the ma.umalian

kinetochore contain DNA and the inner layer also contains ribonucleo-
protein (RNP). Hd^tever, kinetochores of colchicine treated cells have

only a single RNP containing structurer WhicA corresponds to an enlarged
inner layer of the kinetochore. Braselton (1975) and Rieder (1979a) also
describe RNP staining in the ball shaped kinetochores of ALL'f,wn eepa and

newt, respectively. Other reports describe RNP or RNA in centrioles or
the pericentriolar material (e.g. Peterson and Berns , L978, 1980 review),
and Heidemann' Sander and Kirschner (L9771 present evidence that suggests
that the presence of RNA in eentriolar basal bodies is required for the
nucleation of MTs. Rieder (1979b) suggests that RNA may be a universal
corU)onent of MT organizing centres (MTOCs, pickett-Heaps, Ig74) and thus it
could be argued that the inner:nost layer of the trilaninar kinetochore is
equivalent to the ball shaped kinetochore of higher plants. Fuge (L977,

p. 5) r however' states that the outer layer of the trilaminar kinetochore
is the eguivalent structure. The question is unresolved at present.

5.22 Kinetochore orientation

llhe al-most flawless arrangenent of chromosomes on the spindle ensures
that there is equal distribution of chromosomes to daughter cells. Thus,

homologous half-bivalents are drawn to opposite poles during tfre first
division of meiosis, while sister ehromatids are drawn to opposite poles
during the second division of meiosis and during mitosis. The difference
in distribution pattern is brought about by a difference in chromosome

orientation. Sister kinetochores are oriented to the same pole in the
first division of meiosis (syntely), and to opposite poles in the second

division and in mitosis (amphitely) (Bauer, Dietz and R6bbelen, 196I).
fn both cases the preferred orientation ensures the bipolarity of the
bivalent or the chromosome, respectively,on the spindle.

t)stergren (1951) suggested that the reason for the orientation
difference was due to a difference in kinetochore arrangement. In his
view, sister kinetochores are arranged side-by-side in the first divisj.on
of meiosis; they therefore face the same direction and tend to orient to
the same pole. In the second division of meiosis the sister kinetochores
are back-to-back, separated by chromatin; they point in opposite directions
and tend to orient to opposite poles. Lima-de-Faria (1958) proposed

instead that the type of orientation depends on the general physiological
condition in thrr: spindle. He writes
in structure between the kinetochores
of meiosis" (Lima-de-Faria, 1958, p.

at
148)

there is no fundamental difference
mitosis and at the first division
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A relevant exanple is given by Wagenaar and Bray (1973). univalents
regularly formed in the first division of meiosis of a wheat hybrid, and
at pronetaphase I most rmivalents v/ere close to one o.fotn", pole. In EM

sections of these univalents, the two sister kinetochores from each
sister chromatid were adJacent to each other and both faced the nearest
pole- Both kinetochores were connected via MTs to that pole, i.e. they
were syn-oriented. At later stages of prometaphase and metaphase r,
other univalents from midway betlreen the.pole and the equator were amphi -
oriented, i.e. the sister kinetochores vrere connected to opposite poles,
although the sister kinetochore oriented to the closer pole had more t4Ts

attached to it than did its sister kinetochore. sister kinetochores of
all metaphase r univalents at the eguator were all amphi-oriented and both
had approxirnately equal numbers of kttTs. Wagenaar and Bray (1923) report
that the sister kinetochores of some of the equatorial univaLents were
arranged back-to-back. Tlrey euggest that anphitelicarly oriented
univalents at the equator change from a side-by-side to a back-to-back
arrangement. This suggests that an orientation change causes a change in
the kinetochore arrangement (the converse of iJstergrenrs theory). However,
it appears that !{agenaar and Bray may have misinterpreted their results
(see Fig. 42a and b, below),

Fig. 42. Tracings of sister kinetochores in metaphase r univalents
taken from !{agenaar and Bray (L973; Figs. 4 and 6).

rf the chromosome in Fig. 42a had been sectioned in a longitudinal
plane perpendicuLar to the page (i.e. in the plane x-y), instead of in t-he
plane of the Pager the sister kinetochores would appear to be separate6 by
a small amount of chromatin. This is exactry what is seen in Fig. 42b
(wagenaar and Bray, 1973, Fig. 6), so it would appear that the two klneto-
chores are sti11 side-by-side. parenthetically, these observations
emphasise tlto rrecessity'for 3-n -,,.ilyses in studieB oF f.irr*tochore structure.
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According to Lima-de-Faria (1958), physiological changes account
for the differences in kinetochore orientation. on his theory,
a4>hitelically oriented univalents would not be expected to occur in the
sane spindle as normal slmtelically oriented bivalents or slmtelically
oriented univalents. Nicklas (L9771 further examined this argrument by
transferring a metaphase I bivalent to a metaphase II spindle in a grass-
hopper spermatocyte cell hybrid. rf Lima-de-Faria is correct, the
transferred chromosome should orient in a miinner tl4pica1 of the recipient
spindle. Hordever, the bivalent syn-oriented and segregated during anaphase

as if it were in an anaphase r spindre. similarJ-y, a metaphase rr
chromosome r,tas transferred to a metaphase I spindle and it arnphi-oriented
and segregated as norznl. Nicklasrs results support dstergrenrs hlpothesis
but..as he points out, tnetaFhase chrortpaones were used, i.e. chromosomes

which had already been in contact with the sp1ndle. This contact might
predispose the chromosme to a particular orientation. Nicklas suggests
that the use of prophase chronosomes would have been more definitive.

Electron mi.croscopy of kLnetochores in other studies also support the
views of Nicklas (1927) and dstergren (L951) . In mitotic ceLls , for example,
sister kinetochores are arranged back-to-back (Iannbert and Bajer, Lg77) even
during prophase (Roos, r973r; Heneen, r9z5). The kinetochore region of
metaphase I bivalents often appears to contain a single kinetochore
(Wagenaar and Bray, L973i Braselton and Bowen, L9TS; Nicklas, L977i
Harris, A-,1980, pers. conun.) but Nicklas (1977) proposes that this is
actually composed of two "closely appressed" sister kinetochores, which are
syn-oriented.

rn favourable material such as fris and ALLiwn, the kinetochore
region in the first division of meiosis is clearly double. The two

adjacent sister kinetochores can be distinguished from prometaphase r to
anaphase f in LS and TS (Figs. 20-25'). Distinct sister kinetochores have

not been observed previously in metaphase I bivalents of pMCs, but Uulter
(L972) and Fuge (1980) have briefly described double kinetochores at
prometaphase r and anaphase r respectively in crane fly spermatocytes.
Moens (1979) also reports dor:ble kinetochores at metaphase r in locust
spermatocytes,but, photographic documentation is not given.

iistergren's (195f) hypothesis states that sister kinetochores which
are arr€urged side-by-side will tend to orient to the same po1e, This does

not mean, however, that they necessarily do so, and in fact, univalents
with side-by-side kinetochores regularly anphj,orient, as noted earlier
(Wagenaar and Bray, 1973). Sister kinetochores of bivalents can also
orient amphitelically, although this is rare (some recent examples are:
Parker, Ainsworth and Taylor, 1978, in Hypocltoeyis autosomes in meiocytes
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containing large numbers of B chromosomes; and Gordstein, r9g0, in
meiotic mutants of Dt'osophiLal . rn fris, separate sister kl,{T bundles c:rn
sometimes be distinguished for several microns polewards from the kineto-
chore region (Fig- 27a1, and thus, not onry are the kinetochore regions
structurarry double, the sister kinetochores are acting as separate
functioning units, although in this case they are acting together.

sister kinetochores in the second division of meiosis in fnis are back-
to-back (Figs - 27c, 34b, 35bf 36), as suggested arso by iistergrren (r95r);
and are clearly separated by the thickness of two chromatids. The ultra-
structure of the kinetochore at meiosis II in higher eukaryotes is very
poorly recorded and I know of only two reports dealing with this issue:
Fuge (f973 ), Ts of a metaphase II spindle of pales; and Wilson (1968), I^S

of Tradeseantia sp. metaphase If chromosomes (his Figs. f-3). Both studies
support the kinetochore €rruangeuent showrl here.

The sister kinetochore arrangement has changed from side-by-side at
late anaphase r to back-to-back by prometaphase rr. when, preciseryr dnd
how might this occur? Trro possibirities are as for-rows.
1' The two kinetochores could be rearranged sometine during interphase or
prophase fI.
2. ahe two kinetochores could be still side-by-side at the
rr, and then be pulled apart by the action of mitotic forces

end of prophase

during earJ.y
prometaphase II.

The implications of these alternatives to the first movements on the
spindle of prometaphase II chromosomes should be examined. rf Lhe sister
kinetochores are back-to-back at the beginning of prometaphase rr,
amphitelic orientation should commonly occur. This is because MTs associ-ated
with each sister kinetochore tend to extend in opposite directions per-
pendicular to the chromosorne axis (see the in uitr.o experiments of Snyder
and lvlcrntosh, L975i Telser, Moses and Rosenbaum, L975i McGill and Brinkley,
L975; Goul-d and Borisy, L97g; pepper and Brinkley, L979i Surnmers and
Kirschner, I979i and Bergen, Kuriyama and Borisy, 1980) . rf one ki-netochore
faces and thus orients to one pole, its sister wil-l be facing and will- orient
to the opposite pole; inunediate bipolar orientation will result and most
chromosomes will move to the equator. rf the kinetochores are still side-by-
side, then syntelic orientation (as in neiosis f) should commonly occur,
since both kinetochores still face the same direction. This would result
in unstabre unipolar orientation and initiar movement polewards. Re-
orientation to the more stable bipolar orientation would eventually follow
and the chromosomes would move to the eguator.
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The first movement of all chrornosomes at early prometaphase II in
living PMCs of fnis was towards the equator (section 4.11f). Each

chrono:,ume moved individually to the centre of the spindle, and thus the

movements are considered to be different from those of the "contraction
stage" Ln Haemanthus (Bajer and MoG-Bajer, Ig72l. These contractiren
stage movements appear to be due to the invasion of the disrupted nucleus
by the developing spindl-e and apparently are not caused by direct inter-
action of the spindle with kinetochores. The pattern of movement in fris
suggests that bipolarity is attained irnnrediately in most chrornosomes and,

therefore, the sister kinetochores nere likely to be back-to-back at the
beginning of prometaphase II (alternative I above). The possibility of
monotelic orientation (the orientation of one kinetochore to one pole while
the other kinetochore is unoriented, Roos, 19761 can be excluded, because

initial monotelic orientation would usuaLly result in movement polewards.

'lhis would be so regardlees of, the kinetochore arrangement.

Eleetron microscope obeervations on fyLs Pt'lCs also support alternative
I. Thusrsister kinetochorea are back-to-back at the earliest stages of
pronetaphase II (Fig. 34b). A low nr:mber of very short (< I.5 Un) MTs are
associated with most kinetoehores at this stage, but it is doubtful whether

such short It{Ts could generate or transnit sufficient force to draw the
kinetochores apart, as required in alternative 2 above. In any case, it is
unlikely that prometaphase movement had begun in this spindle, since a large,
well developed nucleolus is stitl, present: Iiving cell studies (section
4.111) have suggtested that chromosome movements do not begin until the
nucleolus has broken down. This irnplies a clelay of unknown duration after
nm breakdown and before movement.

The sister kinetochore arrangement i,n fri.s probably changes from

side-by-side to back-to-back sometime during interphase/prophase II. Ttre

most l-ikely period is during chromosome recondensation during early
prophase II, and if this is so it may be a reason why a decondensation-
recondensation cycle is usually necessary between meiotic divlsions. In
some organi-sms (as e.g. in Trilliwni Rhoades, 1961), however, telophase

I and interphase are omitted and the late anaphase I half-bivalents enter
the second division of meiosis with little or no change in chromosome

length or in coiling. Continuing chromosome movement in living cells of
Tt'illiun has not been documented, although Shimakura (1937) was able to
maintain Tti,Lliun kants.ohAtictmpMCs in an arrested state at metaphase I.
On the basis of Lhe above discussion we might predict that sister kineto-
chores of early prometaphase II chromosomes would stitt be side-by-side,
since there has been no opportunity for the kinetochores to be rearranged.
The first movements offriLltun prometaphase II chromosomes should therefore
be polewards.
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5. 23 l,ticrotubule distribution

Serial section studies on MT distrilcution in the higher eukaryotes

have concentrated on three nain spindle tlpes: mitosis in mammalian cells
(Brinkley and Cartwright, L97L, L975i Mcfntosh and Landis, 197I; Mclntosh,

Cande and Snyder, 1975a; l'lclntosh, Cande, Snyder and Vanderslice, 1975b;

Mclntoslt, Cande, L,rzarides, McDonald and Snyder, L976i Roos, 1973a);

crane fly spermatocytes (Forer and BrinkLey, 1977i Fuge, 1972-1980; La

Fountain, L974, f976); and plant sritosis Ln Haemqnthus endospern (Jensen

and Bajer, 1973, L974i Larnbert and Bajer, 1975). This study adds an

important cell tlpe: neiosis in a higher pJ-ant.

Fuge (L9771 suggests that for an understanding of spindle function in
higher eukaryotes it is useful to search for morphological similarities in
different species, since ttrese similarities might point to important

features for spindle functJ.on. Such gislilarities are rare, however. The

major ones are as follohrs.

5.231 Non-kinetochore MTs and kinetochore MTs

Non -kinetochore MTs run alongsidc kllT bundles in all higher eukaryote

spindlesstudied to date. In nany (nost ?) cases the nk}lrs are parallel to
kt"lTs. The arrangenent of nltl,lTs into bundles in plant cells Qris, Figs.
19, 27; and, Haemutthue, Jenaen and Bajer, 1973) makes the arrangement of
nkltTs readily visible in LS, but careful examination of published photo-
graphs in other cell types (l.tclnuosh and Landis, I97L, Fig. 2b, HeLa cells;
Roos, 1973a, Fig.16, PtKI cells; 8uge, L974, Fig.6, PaLerj spermatocytes)

indicates that nkMTs pass alongside kJ'IT bundles in these cells also. Ttre

observation that nkMTs connect the two half-spindles by spanning the inter-
zone between sister kinetochores tn fris and in ltaemantltus may also be a

more widespread phenomenon, not only in the higher eukaryotes (see the

published figures cited above and the brief description of continuous MTs

between bivalents at metaphase I Ln Liliwn by Braselton and Bowen, 19751 ,

but also in some of the lower organisms such as in the micronuclear division
i.n TetrahAnend (La Pountain and Davidson, 1979'). Of course, spindle
organization is much more variable in the lower organisms and similarities
with higher organisms should be regarded with caution (Pickett-Heaps and

Bajer, L9'l'li Heath, 1980).

The arrangement of nkl"lTs and kMTs described above immediately suggests

some sort of sl-iding mechanism between the two classes of t"lTs which might
directly cause chromosome novement (e.g. Mcfntosh, Hepler and Van Wie,

1969; t'tclntosh and Landis, L97Li Nicklas, L975; Snhirana, f968).
Sliding mechanisms require close interactions between nkMTs and kl'lTs,and

at least in lri,s (and probably also in manunalian cells, lit. cit.) t.his is
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not observed. :rly a small degree or interaigitation of MTs was

observed along the margins of adjacent bund1es in fris at all stages
studied. AIso, in metaphas'e t of fris MT interdigitation occurred only
along the edge of one of the two sister kMT bundles. A much crearer
association of the nkMTs with both sister klilT bundles might be expected
if MT sliding caused movement. sliding rnechanisms also requir:e cross
bridges between MTs and these were not found to be a regular feature in
meiotic spindles in this study (see section 4.231). If cross bridges were
functional in chromosome movement then they should be regularly and clearly
seen in spindl0r. rn other systems where a functional relationship between
MT cross bridges and intra-cellular movement has been suggested, cross
bridgres are routinely observed (e.g. ciliary beating, warner L9i6t axopodia
feeding mechanisms, Tilney, 1971). AIso, Ln fris where there is apparent
nkMT-kMT interaction (circled region, Fig. 26b), no cross hridges can be
observed.

Another model for chromosome movement, ,'Zipping" (Bajer, Lg73, 1977i
Bajer and MoIB-Bajer, 1975), also reguires interdigitation of kMTs and
nkMTs (section L.423 for details). The lack of interdigitation described
above i'n frLs and in other cell-s suggests that the zipper model cannot be
applied to these cells. The model aLso fails on other grounds when applied
xo lv'is- Thus kMT bundles in fris do not inerease in divergence during
anaphase r or rr,and maximum numbers of MTs are not found behind the
advancing anaphase kinetochores, as predicted on the zipper hypothesis (see
Figs. 27 and 32 and section 4.232,). In ptKa (Roos, t973a) and in pales
(Fuge' 1980) the degree of splaylng of k!{Ts during anaphase appears to be
ninimal. Anaphase MT distribution graphg for rnalrunalian ceLls show rnaxima

in the region of the kinetochores (Mcrntosh et aL., 1975a), but the depth
of the kinetochore region in these cellrt preeludes further deter:urination of
the position of the l[T naxl-ma as being in front of, or behind, the kineto-
chores.

Prel;,minary studies Ln fris also suggest that there is no change in klrlT

number from metaphase f to anaphase I (Tables 5 and 6; section 4.232). No
further information is avaiLabl-e on changes in kl,lT number during anaphase
other than in Haemanthus (Jensen and Bajer, L973, Lg74l where kl.tT numbers
decrease during anaphase,as predicted by the zipper model,

Jensen and Bajer (1973) note that the connection of sister kinetochores
to Lhe same nkMT bundle might explain the in-concert responses of both
sister half-bivalents after W mierobeam irradiation of the kinetochore
region of onry one harf-bivalent (Forer, 1965, Lg66; Bajer, Lg72). Eegg
and Ellis (1979), however, have recently suggested that in-concert responses
of sister hal-f-bivalents (to mieronranipulation) are directly related to the
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age of the preparation, and thus the r""non". might be abnormar.
Possibly, in older preparations,croser interactions with nkMTs might
develop- Jensen and Bajer also observed that adjacent kinetochores in
Ilaemanthus can often be connected to the sam,,, or a branch of the same,
nkMT bundle (see also Fig. 27e) anrl this night explain the in-concert
movement of adjacent kinetochores in living ce11s (Bajer and Moli-Bajer,
1956) ' of course, MTs in these exanples need not be directly involved in
force production and may only have a supportive role (Forer, l97ga).

5.232 Microtubule and spindle elongation

rrulv continuous nkMrs (Mrs which individuatrv span .h" Ttiii*{"S-iXtpole distance) are virtually non-exir;r:ent in/frigher eukaryotesf, rn fr.,Ls,
most nkMTs are found in the middle region of the spindle since in the MT

distribution graphs, MT numbers fall to low levels at the poles. At
met-aphase r, for example, only 6t of the total nkMTs could run from pore
to pore. rn fact, it is unlikely for a singre MT to be that long (g0-100
um); the longest seen in this study was 5 pm (Fig. 41a) , and most nkMTs
in Pales, for example, are quite short: Fuge (Lg74l estimates a mean nkllT
length of 3.O Urn in metaphase anrl 2.6 Urn in anaphase.

Cornputer facilitated MT trackings in serial sections of mammalian
cells (Mcrntosh et aL., L975b) and of diatoms (McDonald, pickett_Heaps,
Mcrntosh and Tippit, L977i McDonaldr Edwards and Mcrntosh, L979i Mcrntosh,
McDonald and Edwards, 1979; Mefntosh, McDonald, Edwards and Ross, l979a;
Pickett-Heaps and Tippit, 1978), and high voltage Elt (rvru) of manmnatian
cells (Mclntosh, Sisken and Chu, 1979b) show that in these cells nkl,tTs
consist of two groups of MTs ernanating fron each pole and overlapping at the
equator- The zone of overlap is "sloppy" since the nklrtTs are of variable
lengths. only one or two MTs stretch from pole-to-pole in the very small
(5-6 Um) Diatona spindle. These results have suggested that nkMT-nkgT
sliding in the central spindre region contributes largely to spindle
elongation at late anaphase (Melntosh et aL., I979a). spindle elongation
is not a universal feature of mitosis (e.g., it is e},sent in anaphase I of
ALLiwn and in anaphase rr of rris, section 4.1; see also Mazia, 196r), but
where it does occur the nkMT distribution is not always so easily related
to nkMT sliding as in mannmalian and diatom spindles. The nkt'tT central
spindle 'Ln PaL'.,s is composed of an array of quite short MTs with no zole
of overl,ap at the equator (Fuge I Lg77) r yet an overlap is required on any
model of MT sliding. There is some spindle elongation (I5c) in Iluemanthue,
but nkl'lTs are arranged in dl-screte bundles crc'ssing the interzone at
anaphase- Here, there is a minimum of MT numbers at the equator, instead
of the naximun required for ltr sliding (Jensen and Bajer, Lg73l.
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There is negligible spindle elongation during anaphase II in fris,
yet the nkMT distribution is most sinilar to that of Haemanthus, where
there is elongatiotr. rf the nkMT distribut.ion in Hanmmtthus is directly
related to spindle elongation the situation tn fris becomes anomalous.
of course, it might be argrued that elongation has been secondarily lost
in the evolution of the frzis spindle, but an equally plausible alternative
might be that there is no direct relation between nkMT distribution and
spindle elongation. Indeed, while the nkMT distribution in manunalian

cells is consistent with spindle elongation via MT sliding, other inter-
pretati-ons, such as MT polymerization,are possible. Also the nkMT

distributions found in elongating Pales and, Haemanthus spindles are quite
different from each other and from those of mammalian spindles. CIearIy,
any model loses its appeal once its universality is lost, but of course
that does not mean that it is necessarily $/rong (see pickett-Heaps and

Bajer, L977). Another interpretation of nkMT distribution, however, might
be that nkMTs provide a structural supporL for the spindle. This could
be provided by a nurnber of different but equarry effective nkMT

distributions. This interpretation implies the involvement of a different
force producer, or at least a different metitod of force production in
spinrlle elongation. Actin has been proposed as a mitotic force producer
(see Introduction on p. 2'l for review) and could be involved in spindle
elongation as well as chromosome-to-pole movement. An alternative view
could be that MT pol)merization coul-d provide the force for spindre
elongation (rnou6 and rLitter, 19?8). Certainly, even in rnanunalian cells,
some MT pollmerization probably takes plaee since the spindle elongates by
as much as eight times (Mcfntosh et al.r 1975b). on this view the actual
distribr.rtion of nk-t'tTs within the spLndle would natter little, so long as
polymerization at one or both ends, or even in the uriddle of the MT, were
possible.

5.233 Kinetochore MT l"ength cbanges

Most kMTs are shorter than the kinetochore-to-pole rength, since
graphs of MT distribution fatl to low levels at the poles. A maximum of
10$ of the kMTs might span the kinetochore-to-pole distance at metaphase I
in lt'is, alLhough this percentage is probably somewhat lower since both
nkMTs and kl-lTs would be present at the pole. The percentage of possible
kHTs at the pole rises to a maximum of about 66t at mid anaphase I. This
indicates a shift polewards of kltT protein(Fuge, 1973), either by trans-
location of whole MTs, or MT depollnnerization and repolymerization. Sinrilar
conclusions can be drawn fron !1T distribution graphs in other organisns
(Fuge, 1973 ; Jensen and Bajer, L9'l3i Mclntosh et aL., 1975b). fn
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conjunction v/ith this, kMTs must shorten or be depolymerized durrng
anaplr;1sg, for otherwise kMTs wourd "piercer, the poJ.ar regions (Fuge I Lg77) .
several- long kr"trs were observed in metaphase spindres ot ALl.iun (Fig. 40) r
which were longer than the eventual kinet-ochore-to-pole distance at late
anaphase. Jensen and Bajer (Lg73) also note that'the average length of
kMTs decreases during anaphase in llaemanthus. These observations most
clearly support a theory of chromosome movement via MT polymerizati-on and
depolymerization, although similar changes in kMT distribution are also
expected on other theories where MTs have a different (sriding, zipper or
structural) role.

5'234 Lateral interactions between chromosomes and MTs

Fuge (L972, 1-974, 1975) describes lateral filamentous connections
between nkMTs, and regurar longitudinal flanges on half-bivalents at tate
anaphase rr dnd on experimentally induced akinetochoric chromosomal
fragments. lntimate associations of MTs and chromatin have not been
reported in other spindle types, but some associations can be seen in
Iv'is (Fis' 28b, 41a). These are most easily seen in regions where shrinkage
has ta]cen place during fixation. shrinkage in 1arge cell.s during fixation
is probably unavoidable and, in general, produces wavy MTs (Bajer and MolE_
Bajer, L972'). rf a MT is held at severaL points during shrinkage via MT-
chromatin bridges, buckring wiJ.l oecur in the MT between the points. The
Presence of such buckling (Fig. 41a) adjacent to putative attachement sites
suggests real attachment. Larger kinks Ln nkllT bundles are often found
inunediately poleward of a kinetochore region (FiS. 2Oa, 27b1. ff these are
shrinkage artifacts they also suggest MT attachment to chromosomes, and
MT|-MT attachment.

Fuge (1975) proposes that MT-chromatin connections in pales might be
associated with a poleward directed force in the half-spindle acting on the
chromatin surface- ?he evidence, especially with akinetochoric fragrments,
is strong; but the rnechanism is not known. A direct involvement of MTs
via some sort of sliding of the chromosome against a MT is the most obvious
but other more indirect methods are also possible (Rickards, Lg75, 19go, in
press; Tippit, piekett-Heaps and Leslie, lggo). rt is difficurt to
envisage forces acting on the lateral surface of chromosomes as being a
major contributor to anaphase movement in fris since the MT-chromatin
connections are small and Low in number, and arso anaphase chromosome
movement Ln fris is aLways lecl by the kinetochore.
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5.24 Kinetochore MT numbers

Kinetochore MT nunbers were estimated by Moens (1979) for several
species of grasshopper. He found a statistically significant difference
i-n Lhe number of kl4Ts rn Loeustd bet$reen metaphase r celIs (12.5 kMTs per
kinetochore; i.e. 25 per sister kinetochore pair) and cells in metaphase

of nitosis (21 kMTs per kinetochore). This difference was observed even

though the volumes occupiecl by the chrornosomes in each spindle were

approximately the same.

Moens (l'/9) noted distinct, functional, sister kinetochores in
transverse sections of metaphase I cells and thus was able to exclude the
obvious explanations for his results that only one of the two sister kineto-
chores is funetional or that the kinetochore region in each half-bivalent
is undivided. He concludes that "for unknovrn reasons, kinetochores at
meiosis r initiate fewer MTs than at spermatogonial mitosis" (Moens,

1979, p. 561).

The estimates of kMT number per kinetochore in fris pl,tcs (Table 5,
section 4.23) were different for metaphase f and metaphase fI (62.5 and 83

respectively). The trends are the same

that there are less kt"lTs per kinetochore
as

at
those noted by Moens (1979) in
the stage when the kinetochore

regi.on is double versus when it is single. However, the difference r^ras not
statistically significant.

5.25 Membr;rne rlistribution

The presence of nembrane in the spindle has been known since the
studies of Porter and Machado (1960). lftre form and amount of membrane

varies considerabry with cell type, but it is probably a universal
component of the mitotic apparatus of both plants (e.g. pickett-Heaps and Nort
cote, 1966; Dietrich, 1968; Esau and G111, 1969; Hepler, Lg7'7 | 1980)

and animals (e.g. Cohen and Rebhun, l97O; and Harris, l.'971l. For a review
of membrane in the spindle see Hepler (L977,)

5.25L Origin and growth of spindle ER

spindle ER in the second division of meiosis in fris is derived largely
from invaginations and evaginations of the inner and outer nms (section
4.24I and Figs. 33 and 34). It was also suggested that the amount of
spindle ER approximately doubles frorn interphase to mid-prometaphase II
(section 4.242)

The origin of spindle ER in the second meiotic division is envisaged

as follows. During interphase and prephase fI, membranes increase in size
so that the area enclosed by invaginations and evaginations increases.
After the breakdown of the nnr at the beginning of prometaphase II, the
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amount of membrane continues to increase until the entire spindle area is
filled with irregular profiles of ER. A maximum amount of membrane is
reaehed at nid-prometaphase fI.

Several possibilities exist which could account for this increase in
spindle ER as follows.
(a) Existing ER profiles might stretch so that their enclosed area
increases. If this were so then one might expect the ER outline to become

more circurar in spindles with higher amounts of membrane, i.e. there
would be a tendency towards a lower cross section area to volume ratio.
The shape of ER profiles does not change from interphase through early to
mid-prometaphase rr (compare Figs. 33, 34 and 35). yet the relative area
of nembrane in these spirrdres (or future spindle regions) increased from
19.4 to 24-7 to 39.1t respectively (Table 7). Stretching of ER is there-
fore considererl to be an unlikely e:<planation of the increase in amount

of ER in these spindles.
(b) l'lembrane from the cytoplasm might invade the spindre region.
However, most ER observed in the spindle region at the beginning of prometa-
phase II was continuous with the nm and therefore not of cytoplasmic
origin- There was also an increase in the amount of membrane in this
spindle from that in int-erphase (Table 7), and this increase at reast
cannot be accounted for by lnvasion of cytoplasmic ER. Invasion of cyto-
plasmic ER into the spindle, however, might stilr account for the ER

increase in early to mid-prometaphase II.
(c) Existing membrane night grow. This is the best interpretation of
the observation that ER area increases without change in ER shape, and

it must account for the increase in ER from interphase to early prometa-
phase rr. rt is rikely, although not proven, that membrane growth also
accounts for later increases in arnount of ER in the spindle.

The fragmentation of the nm into conponents of spindte ER has been

documented previousJ-y (Esau and Girr, L969; Roos, L9?3a; Hepler, L977i

and tanbert' 1980), but to my knowledge the extensive invaginations and
evaginations deseribed here have not been previously reported.

The origin of spindle ER in the first division of rneiosis is not
clear since data from onJ,y one prometaphase I cel1 was available. The

amount of membrane in this spindle (fig. 38a) is less than in prometaphase

II and is almost exclusively conflned to regions containing MTs. These

observations suggest an origin of first division spindle ER different from
that in the second division of meiosis, but further study is required.
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5.252 Changres in spinclle ER distribution

The ER distribution elearry changes during meiosis rr. Randomry
arranqed cisternae of ER become aligned along the interpolar axis during
mid-prometaphase Ir. By metaphase rrrER in the spindl-e is aligned along-
side kl4Ts, is abundant and unarigned at the pores, and is no longer
abundant at the spindle periphery. These observations suggest ER is
moved in the spindle- This might occur as follows.

The randomly oriented ER cisternae at earry-prometaphase rr are
passively incorporated into pore-to-pole alignment by the developing
spindle fibres (which consist at least of MTs) as follows. During later
stages of prometaphase and metaphase IIrlttT bundles occupy more and more
space in the spindle and ER becomes confined to the long narrow regions
between MT bundles. During this latter stage of alignrnent, ER cisternae
actively move or are moved polewards,where they accumulate and lose their
aligned natu-re. some cisternae nav lrejfown at the pole or be incorporated
into the cytoplasrn. Membrane at the equator at anaphase Ir wiLl no longer
be constrained by large bundres of MTs and will assume an unarigned
structure.

The forlowing observations support the above hlpothesis.
a. ER is unaligned at early-pronetaphase rr yet short MTs, which are
aligned along the interpolar axiep &r€ present (Fig. 34).
b. At later stages of prometaphase rr, rnore MTs are present and the
ER is nore aligned (Fi9s.35a and b).
c- The polar accumulations of ER are rarger at metaphase rr than at
prometaphase rI (compare Figs. 35 and 36).
d- The amount of nembrane in the spindle at netaphase and anaphase II
is less than at nid-pronetaphase II ('table Z).

Transl_ocation of rennants of the nrn to the pole has been suggested
for both animal cells (e.g. Roth, wirson and chakraborty, L966) and plant
cells (Esau and GilI, 1969; HepLer, 1980; Lambert, I9BO). The alignment
of ER cisternae alongside MTs has been reported for animal cells (Harris,
P., L975i and unpublished work in this laboratory by l{r A. Harris on
cricket spermatocytes) as weLl as plant ce1Is (Hepler, L977 i review) .

Polar aggregations of membrane are corunon in spindles of plant cells
(Hepler, I977 i review) .

on the above hl4pothesis, the movement of rnembrane would comprise two
parts: (i) passive aligmment and (ii) active transport- passive alignment
is due to ER being confined to increasingly narrower regions between MT

bundles during prometaphase Ir, whiLe active transport to the poles requires
the action of a force on the ER cisternae. The meehanisms of this force is
not known but it could be sinilar to that causing poleward movement of
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granules in the spindle, as reviewed by Nicklas (]-971). Lambert (fggO)
reports that small nm remnants are sur:rounded by MTs and are actively
transported polewards duringi prometaphase r in spore mother cells of the
moss Mnium. However, she does not suggest any possible mechanism for this
transport.

The sequence of events proposed above to explain changes in membrane
distribution in the second division of meiosis are consistent with the
results rn fr'f,s and vrith other published data, but other interpretations
are possible- For example, selective breakdown of some cisternae between
the chromosomes and Lhe po1es, and concurrent growth of other cisternae at
the pol-e couLd explain both the redistribution and the change in amount of
membrane frommid-prometaphase Ir to metaphase rI. But this interpretation
does not e:<plain the observation that ER becomes aligned on the spindle,
and it would "rlso require a high degree of control of ER metabolism in the
spindle- gihite such metabolic controls rnay well exist in the spindle, there
is no evidence, at present, that they do. The hlpothesis proposed here,
however, requires only membrErne growth throughout the spindre, and the
presence of forces in the spindle.

5.253 l"lernbrane bound vesicl_es

'T-n fnis and Tradeseantia,the snall vesieles found associated with MT

bundles appear to be derived fron golgri bodies (fig. 4Li section 4.2431 -

Golgi bodies are colrtrnonly found throughout the spindle and they are often
considered part of the cellular membrane systen (the "endonembrane systemrl
uorr6 and Mollenhauer, 1976). It may be, therefore, that the 9ol9i derived
vesicles have a sirnilar function to that of ER (see section 5.254 below).

'rvo tlpes of membrane bound vesisLes were described Ln ALLi.wn spindles.
The smaller ones were simil-ar to those described above for rz,is and,

Tz'adescantia and appear arso to be derived from golgi bodies (Fis. 4lc).
The origin of the rarger vesicles (see e.g. Fig. 4lc) is not known.

5.254 Membrane fur.,:tion

several possibre roles for ER in the spindle have been proposed
(tlepler , L977) .

a- chance. Membrane might sirnply be trapped in the spindle during
spindle formation and have no function. lrlhile this may be true, it is
unlikely, due to the apparent ubiquity of membranes in higher eukaryotic
spindles (Harris, l9Z5).
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l:, Structural support. Hanzely and Schjeide (1973) have suggested that
ER provides a structural support or an anchor against which the spindle
might push or pull. ff membrane is shifted polewards during the second

meiotic division in fris, as suggested above, it is unlikely for membrane

to also have a structural capacity. AIso, membranes are easily deformed
(see e.g. the micromanipulation experiments of Nicklas and Staehly, L967,

and would be unlikely to provide support to the spindle.
c. Tubulin transport. Cisternae of ER rnight transport tubulin subunits
into the spindle and thus take part in MT assembly (Burgess and Northcote,
f968). This might explain the close association of ER and MTs seen in
thi:; studY (and others, lit. cit.) and is consistent with current theories
of ER function (Morre and l"lollenhauer, L976, .

d. Control of calcium. Hepler (L977, 1980) draws a parallel between ER

in the spindle and the sarcoplasmic reticul.um (SR) of muscle. Hepler (1980)

suggests that ER "regulates the level of free C.** in the spindle and thus
controls either the assembly and/or activation of the rnotile machinery".
There is good evidence for this view since, as reviewed in the introduction,
the total quantity of calcir:rn in the spindle is too high to be cornpatible
with the presence of MTs (Forer, Gupta and HaII, 1980), and therefore Ca++

is probably sequestered in the spindle. Ttris is because in general an

increase in the concentration of Ca++ ir, a cel"l will cause the MTs to
depolymerize, and in dividing cells this usually causes retardation of
mitosis (see section 1.24). Ttre resul,ts of Silver, Cole and Cande (1SO)

and Wick and Hepler (1980) (see section I.24) support the view that ER
++sequesters Ca from the spindLe matrix.

5.3 CONCLUSION

These studies provide a gror:ndwork in technique for: the LIrl study of
Iiving PMCs; the El,l examination of thin sections of cells at known

developmental stages and at known planes of section; and for the correlative
living cell and EM of one and the same celr or ehromosome). Three-D
reconstructions of kinetochore structure and MT distribution from serial
LS's, and MT distribution graphs frorn l.lT counts of TS's, are also possible.
The way is no-*- open for future studies.

A particularly interesting problem concerns the relationship between

kinetochores and the rest of the bivalent at the fir:st division of meiosis.
In the ALLiwn metaphase f bivaLent in Fig, 14b (see aLso LM insert), the
two sister kinetochore pairs are at opposite ends of the diamond shaped

bival-ent. The two chiasmata are apparently at the equator (at the other
two corners of the diamond). Sister chromatids in each half-bivalent should

therefore be one above the other in this plane of section (see e.g. Moens,
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19?9' Eig. rd). lfiry, thqnafore, oan both sister kinetoc]rores be seen at
the upper end of th€ bivalent ill this orre se.etion? Sho\rld not the sister
ki.netoehores als-o be ane abqve ttre otherr oh€ for each chronatid?

Possib-ly nty inter,pretation of the number of cbiasnnata in the bivaLent,
arnd ite identifi.cation as a pair of netaccntric eilromFsomes, are in effor,.
But this'possibtlity only serves to, amllhas{s€ th€ need fqE detailedl study
o'f ehiaEnrata and cetrtromere position in the bivalent in the LrM; anrd for
subsequent EM studlr of the sane- bivalent. Such a stualr uould reqrd.re 3-D
teconstiuaCion not only of tlre kinetoehor.ee but also of, the uhole bivalent.
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